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PREFACE

RADIOTELEVISIONE SVIZZERA (SRG SSR/RSI), Università della Svizzera italiana (USI) hosted the 8th Media Management Seminar
“Changing Sceneries Changing Roles: “Embracing Automation, Enhancing Discoverability” on the 8-9 June 2017 at the Università della Svizzera
italiana in Lugano, Switzerland. Lugano and the lake were a wonderful location for the seminar and the organising committee and the seminar participants were so very pleased with the choice of venue and location.
This seminar was the last for me as Chair of the Media Management
Commission, so it was an opportunity to reflect over the last 20 years as
Chair and co-chair organising these seminars.
Twenty years ago in the Seminar in London a professor Ed Tan from
Amsterdam University spoke about automated metadata extraction and
we were all full of enthusiasm. I asked when he thought all these wonderful developments would be ready for us to use in production. His answer
was; in twenty years I presume. I got terribly disappointed at the time but

today I realise it was a good guess. We have seen a lot of development
during these twenty years and today we can actually show good examples
used in production and interesting pilots in development
In the latest Seminar publication, I wrote the Seminar series title
“Changing Sceneries Changing Roles” is as accurate today as it was fifteen years ago and I cannot agree more today. The reflection and discussion of the changes in our profession and organisations is something that
is in perpetual motion and is even more relevant in times of rapid development. With all of the development in artificial intelligence and more
advanced extraction and analysis tools, my belief is that we are just in one
next step phase. Today, we can see tools working in daily practice and several interesting projects come up with exciting and useful tools. One question though: how scalable are the solutions and will there be limitations for
large-scale audiovisual archives?
The Lugano seminar gave us the opportunity to listen to interesting
speeches, have discussions with vendors and colleagues and reflect on all
of this. The theme “Embracing Automation, Enhancing Discoverability”
was well suited to the fantastic landscape, one which provided wonderful
sights to inspire the mind.
We have collated presentations from the seminar in this publication to
give a wider audience the opportunity to learn about the interesting subjects discussed but it will also serve as a reminder for the delegates present
in Lugano.

Eva-Lis Green
Chair FIAT/IFTA Media Management Commission 2007 - 2017
Stockholm, May 2018
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TOWARDS THE 2020
MEDIA ARCHIVES

SRG HAS ENGAGED in intensive strategic discussion about archives in
recent years, involving archive managers, programme directors and myself as Director of Operations. One of our main endeavours was to collaborate with international colleagues, and the EBU and FIAT/IFTA in
particular have turned out to be an excellent forum for that.
SRG is the Swiss broadcasting corporation and delivers audio and video
content in all four official languages of Switzerland: German, French, Italian and Romansh. The production sites are, by law, located in the language regions and their programmes are defined and produced independently in four enterprise units: the German unit (SRF) with three main
locations in Zurich, Basel and Bern; the French unit in Geneva and Lausanne; the Italian unit in Lugano and Comano and the Romansh unit in
Chur. The three main languages all have at least two TV channels and
three or more radio programs; the Romansh language has one full radio
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channel and some TV presence on the German channels. They all obviously also offer digital content on the web, on apps and on social media.
In addition, a fifth enterprise unit called Swissinfo offers online content to
the international community in 10 different languages in order to promote
knowledge and understanding of Switzerland, to provide news and to explain Swiss culture.
The SRG also has additional subsidiaries that are open to collaboration
within the Swiss and international market. The annual turnover is around
1.4 billion Euro, 70% of which is financed by license fees, 30% by commercial activities. We have 6000 people working for SRG, 5000 full time
equivalents.
I am responsible for all national services, for ensuring good coordination between the production activities and for defining common technological standards, rules and strategies.
In this paper I will take you on board a metaphorical ship and explain
the state of the sea we are navigating, which lighthouse is guiding us, what
kind of winds are blowing, what kind of anchor is holding us back, what
kind of equipment we think we need and what kind of navigation strategy
we are adopting.

THE SEA OF THE MEDIA INDUSTRY – CALM, CHOPPY OR ROUGH?
Not so many years ago we were navigating a rather calm sea, where data
ownership was a little-known topic and there were no significant data
transactions. For big textual data we had printed items like books or newspapers for private use. For pictures we had mainly analogue printed copies
(usually saved somewhere in a cupboard). For moving pictures, we had a
TV with no recording possibilities or with some limited recording tools.
For music we had analogue formats (LPs, cassettes) or the radio stations.
Ownership of the original best quality format was very clear; the amount
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of data was manageable and as public broadcaster we had the monopoly
on our video heritage together with the film industry. We were the only
point of reference for this heritage.
Today textual data is no longer relevant: you no longer need a book or
paper, besides an electronic one. I’ve never had so many pictures of my
family and surroundings, but I haven’t printed one out for years. Listening
to any music I want anytime, anywhere is no longer an issue. But I have
some doubts as to whether in 10 or 20 years digitally purchased titles will
be available without additional expense. We do not have a monopoly on
video data anymore. The big global players are moving faster than public
broadcasters can afford to do, and any of us can produce interesting content with our phones. Last but not least: a new kind of data is becoming
much more relevant than text, audio and video: the correlated descriptive metadata of the essence; the correlated metadata of users’ usage of
all data (big data) and additional data related to a given time frame and
environment (socioeconomic data, people’s heart rates, respiration data,
weather conditions, etc.).
In their (technical) accessibility, archive files no longer differ from recently-produced files. That is an opportunity, but can also contribute to
confusion about reality (today it is already hard to distinguish true and
so-called fake news; will we be able to remember this distinction in years
to come?).
To have a good navigation strategy we need to know where we are going
and who we want to reach.

WHO ARE OUR ARCHIVE USERS AND WHAT ARE THEIR EXPECTATIONS?
We can distinguish three main types of users: media professionals, historical experts and our end users, the general public. What are their main
expectations?
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REACHABILITY
We must be able to reach all our potential archive users. The priority
must be of course reachability for media professionals: archive content is
an amazing production resource for all media. In times of uncertainty on
what is true and what is invention, archive is a good instrument and argument for the role of public service. We want to allow every one of those
archive customers to get the right and adapted user experience (which is
not the same for every one of them).

LONG-TERM SAVE HERITAGE
From this perspective we realise that our archives have become social
media monuments. Safeguarding and valorising our archives is a public
service mission. We must ensure that all relevant data (text, audio, video,
metadata) will be available as long-term heritage. In other words, we will
have to take all necessary action to avoid losing our precious data without
any time limit in the future.

ARCHIVE AS BIG DATA OF OUR SOCIETY (TIME AND GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIAL MEMORY)
Our archives should also become a very big data depository that can be
used as a historical mirror of our society, in other words a time and geographical social memory. This means that we must complete or enrich
our essence with the necessary additional information. With our digital archives we have gained a new visible role as owner of this historical
heritage. Our archive content, if opened to the public, is like a nostalgic
memory, a museum of the 20th and 21st centuries, immortalised in highquality audio and video.
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WHAT ALLOWS US TO PROCEED IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION QUICKLY?
TECHNOLOGY
First of all, today’s technology evolves very rapidly. The new computational power together with new network bandwidths and powerful and
affordable storage systems has opened up incredible new possibilities. The
digitisation process inside the broadcasting world (even on the architecture
side with cloud and service-based infrastructures) is far from complete and
we will experience amazing things with powerful and intelligent indexations and search engines (AI methods).

MARKET CONTENT REQUEST AND LEGISLATOR REQUEST (NEW LAW)
The private media industry and the general public are asking for (possibly unlimited) access to our content. Legislators and political forces are
moving in that direction in the current process of legal amendments and
mandate revisions for SRG SSR. Unfortunately, they do not intend to give
additional financing for these tasks. Currently, SRG offers some access to
its archives to institutions, schools, and to professionals for specific needs.
All extended access to Swiss institutions, to the Swiss media industry in
future and to the general public will be offered without any commercial
revenue goals. We have been required by law to safeguard and open our
archives since last year.

DIGITAL NATIVE ARCHIVISTS
The new generation of data and metadata experts will provide fresh impetus, bringing new ideas and the necessary disruption of the current ar-
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chive-related processes, use cases and user experiences. As we can see in
this seminar, modern media archivists see themselves as media managers
and consider innovation as an opportunity, not as a danger.

WHICH ANCHORS (OR COUNTER-CURRENTS) ARE STILL HOLDING US BACK
AND SLOWING DOWN OUR TRIP TO THE LIGHTHOUSE?
OLD GENERATION ARCHIVISTS, NEW ROLES
First of all, as in every disruptive change process, we have to overcome
our own resistance to change: our old rules and processes are no longer
a priority for our customers (in this case journalists) who are calling for
flexible systems that allow them to find anything, anywhere and as quickly
as “on Google”. We mustn’t fall into the trap of trying to do things like
before with a new system. We have to adapt our knowledge and processes
to make things in a different way and much more than before. Perfection
is not one of the new priorities; our customers want reactivity, flexibility,
customisation and so-called intelligent functionalities. When I talk to old
generation archivists about opening archives, they quickly start telling me
about rights. Of course we are aware of the complexity of the legal situation, but we should no longer accept it as an excuse for inactivity, but as a
true challenge to be mastered.

FINANCING
Of course, financing is an important anchor. Especially for public service
broadcasters with many limitations on advertisements, there is currently
no business model to increase investment in pure archive activities. The
only option is to get control of the infrastructure expenses while integrat-
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ing and creating useful functionalities to cover the constantly increasing
needs of programme makers. In other words, for the pure archive and
preservation goals we have to reduce costs in order to invest in the functionalities needed for the user experience.

POOR LEGACY QUALITY
Despite the fact that we have professional archivists inserting metadata in
our archives, with each migration process we discover that data has not
always been consistently inserted based on the internally-defined semantic
and rules. It is often more costly to correct these misinterpretations than
the new system itself. To aim for perfect migration of this legacy can slow
down our reactivity when changing to new technology. It is important to
strike the right balance between aiming for a perfect migration and accelerating the innovation process while accepting some (even significant)
descriptive metadata losses.

LOW PRIORITY – ARCHIVE IS NOT CONSIDERED A CORE BUSINESS
As already mentioned before, in a world full of redundancy on the net, the
importance of guaranteed preservation of our content is no longer considered a priority because it is not seen as a big issue in terms of data loss.
This may be true for some kinds of content that are integrated into the
big global distribution companies. For this kind of content there is a huge
distributed redundancy worldwide, even if there is not a global recovery
concept in case of a serious data loss. Proprietary high-quality content
does not have this kind of privilege and must be specifically protected
from data loss to guarantee the long-term heritage of each country. The
good news for Switzerland is that a number of institutions together with
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national authorities are championing this topic and forcing every official
content creator to guarantee the preservation of this heritage.

LACK OF STANDARDS
We have made some progress in defining common standards and methods to
deal with metadata and content formats. Handling the increasing amounts
of old legacy data with completely different data structures will slow down
any harmonisation or standardisation process. The increasing computational
power and the new artificial intelligence searching modes as well as automatic indexing will surely help us to overcome these issues. But we will need
some time. In fact new artificial intelligence technologies could deal with our
legacy databases without the need for extensive migration processes.
World of archives and related metadata: At SRG we still have a lot of
different archiving systems, the main video archives are from three different suppliers, in three different languages, with three different data structures. This heterogeneous starting point will slow down the development
of synergetic projects. Even the supplier market does not offer standard
solutions: they are all rather proprietary and highly customer based. This
will result in a great deal of inefficiency on the innovation drive inside the
archive field. We are all spending too much on the definition of customerbased specifications and on specific development. A greater effort within
the supplier community to introduce common standards and principles
would help to accelerate the innovation process. Since we are operating
in four national languages and sometimes in English we do not insist on
migration of all legacy systems, but we will concentrate our efforts to unify
our future developments and data as a priority.
It emerged in your discussions two years ago in Glasgow that suppliers
can offer standardised products if the archivist/media manager is willing
to adapt standardised workflows and reject requests and solutions that are
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too specific. We are working hard in our institutions to look at where these
adaptations can be done to open new opportunities.

WITH WHICH EQUIPMENT CAN WE REACH OUR GOALS?
NETWORK OF COMPETENCES
To develop an archive-related system successfully, it must be well connected to key people with competences on all the processes and technologies
involved. But first of all we need people who understand our current and
future needs. This means investing a lot of time talking to people from all
departments inside our company, maintaining strong relationships with
people and institutions outside our company and participating actively in
the international expert community.

ACTIVE CHANGE MANAGEMENT
We also have to be willing to continuously adapt and extend our database
(more descriptive data) and continuously evolve the user experience possibilities. This implies that we have to proactively ask ourselves if we are
doing the right things and if there is something we can do better or differently. And of course, innovation is not only machines and IT. In order to
be successful, it is essential we train the sailors (our staff) and our users to
use the new possibilities in the most efficient and creative way.

HIGH INTEGRATION WITH PRODUCTION SYSTEM (BROADCAST AND BROADBAND)
I think that today there is a general acceptance that the system that is
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responsible for safeguarding our content is no longer at the end of the
production chain, it is increasingly a fully integrated element that (ideally)
continuously interacts with our production elements. This means that it
is no longer so easy to define where a production system begins and ends.
As an example, we introduced an integrated production system for
sports in 2014. This system is especially useful for big sporting events like
the Winter Olympics in Sochi or the Summer Olympics in Rio de Janeiro. All videos and audio clips are shared even if we are producing in
four different languages, we log all relevant events in real time centrally
in Switzerland and the logging information is immediately available to
all journalists and post production operators inside our organisation. All
sports videos (for international and national events) are stored in the nearline server for at least five years. This generates modest higher costs which
are compensated very quickly by less need for bandwidth from the deep
archive server and by more efficient work inside the production environment.

A DIGITAL STRATEGY AND A DIGITAL CULTURE IN THE ARCHIVE WORLD
The common strategy points of almost all media related companies are:
•
•
•
•

Be online first, reinforce the social component;
React to market needs (such as more mobility, more reaction time
but still with high expectations in terms of journalistic quality);
Understand the needs of younger generations;
Control the cost evolution.

From these principles we derive our archive strategy:
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1. FROM SILOS TO SHARED AND MODULAR RESOURCES
We want to reduce complexity and increase flexibility. Five years ago, the
SRG defined a technological strategy to evolve our architecture changing from a vertical perspective to a horizontal one, from silos to shared
resources and know-how management.
We want to get to an architecture where the horizontal layers will be
as independent as possible from the vertical component, in the same way
that an iPhone (or similar) offers a basic but well-defined infrastructure
with an SDK to develop processes and applications (in the form of APPs)
that can be adapted and evolved quickly to users’ needs (See RSI/Reply
presentation in this book). This of course involves switching from a silos
perspective to a much more modular one with well-defined and possibly
open interfaces. The flexibility in the above business process implies clear
and applied standards on the horizontal side. Of course we are far from
having completed this transformation but our lighthouse is clear and we
are navigating all together in this direction.
Our intention is for the archive system to be modular and embedded
even more firmly in this basic architecture. Modularisation of our archive
systems is a very important topic in our strategy. The current monolithic
archive systems should be structured in a more modular and open way.
Each module must have clear and standardised interfaces that facilitate
an independent lifetime. This will eliminate the current interdependencies
which slow down our innovation capability and will offer some healthy
competition to our suppliers.

2. SPLITTING DAILY BUSINESS AND CULTURAL HERITAGE
Strategically, we think that in the future we could have a clear split between the duty to preserve historical heritage and the goal of meeting
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our users’ needs. The operational layer (near line server of the complete
or relevant archive) could only be secured by redundancies while the socalled deep archive would be optimised for long-term storage (50 to 100
years) with eventually reduced bandwidth capabilities. This splitting will
probably allow us to be more efficient from a cost perspective. We all know
that high bandwidth and highly secure long-term storage solutions are too
often contradictory objectives, and to satisfy both with the same system
means a big investment.
I’ve talked about the evolution process from silos to platforms and the
need for more modularisation, now let’s move on to harmonisation and
reduction of some other complexities.

3. AUGMENT STANDARDISATION AND EXCHANGE
At SRG we have three main archive environments, one for each language
region. In each region we often have many different additional archive
systems (e.g. for audio, video, photos, etc.). Four years ago, we launched a
successful but very long project to consolidate all our music archives. The
project aims to reduce multiple ingest and to facilitate the exchange of
originally produced music. After this (still ongoing) experience we are no
longer sure that concentrating on a single depository/archive within SRG
will be the right thing to do in all cases, especially for legacy systems. We
are trying to reduce redundancies and complexities giving clear priority to
new data sets and to topic-related data sets (as we are doing now for our
music depository). This will allow synergies on ingesting and on the development of common technologies for data mining while prioritising topicbased needs. This could be done not only within SRG but also worldwide:
I‘m thinking, for example, about international events such as the Olympic
Games or world soccer or international news exchange. This technical
design is a first point in our new archive strategy.
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4. OPENING ARCHIVES ACCORDING TO USER EXPERIENCES
The next strategic issue is opening our archives. We will apply different
solutions depending on the required user experience. We distinguish three
main categories: open content for the media industry, open content for
research purposes and open content for the general public.
Open content for the media industry will require us to pay close attention to the administration of rights. Our content has a strong Swiss focus
and flavour so the main interest in our content will be the Swiss, rather
than international, media industry, besides for international events. The
SRG already opens some of its media content to the media industry and is
interested in a win-win partnership and collaboration (from coproduction
to shared content).
Opening our content for research purposes means allowing controlled
access to our main database often involving close collaboration with researchers defining common research goals. Let me give a short example:
We know that technical developers of metadata automation tools need a
lot of testing material with good metadata to train the machines and to
permit deep learning. We are interested in such win-win collaborations.
The research provides us with better know how and we can benefit from
research experience, and on the other hand, as a broadcaster, we can furnish testing material and user experience. We have already had good experiences in such collaboration with universities.
Opening to the general public will require more of a topic-related and target group-related approach (for instance sports, culture, music, news, comedy,
documentary, etc.). For the general public we will have to adapt the way we
open our archive to the current expectations of our target customers which
are continuously evolving in different directions. The success of this process
depends heavily on our ability to offer amazing user experiences. User experiences are evolving very fast due to the incredible evolution of the media
industry. This means we should build very flexible and future-proof systems.
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MUTUAL EXPECTATIONS OF THE ARCHIVE COMMUNITY AND MEDIA INDUSTRY
It is undeniable that today more than in the past, the media community
calls on journalists and media engineers to provide ever more usable data
for the essence description. This is essential for the user search experience.
Technical innovation will provide an increasing amount of such information automatically. But to achieve good results and reliable data we all
have to contribute to strong technical integration of our archive systems
into the production environment (through architectures, cost-saving technologies, interfaces and standards) and to a proactive insertion of all important information to enrich the essence description. In other words, we
all need to appreciate the archive’s relevance and be conscious of its value
and strategic role.
Meanwhile, the media industry calls for a high degree of interdisciplinary from the archive community: as the archive is part of the production
system itself, it is no longer a silo but must be able to respond quickly to
the new external expectations of all kinds of users (and this is a reason
to move towards modularity). Archives should become more pragmatic;
rather than aiming for perfection in terms of metadata completeness, they
should make the best of the existing data, accept imperfect automatic detection and rely on artificial intelligence engines. Finally, we expect openness to sharing experiences internationally and building up collaboration
in particular on the usage of common data and non-concurrent user experiences.
We are far from completing our voyage, the digitisation process is moving quickly, and we have to navigate towards this huge opportunity. We
are all dealing with a trade-off between a long-term goal (our data as the
cultural heritage of our society) and the short-term necessity: meeting our
users’ needs, which are changing ever more rapidly. To meet these goals,
we have to continuously be prepared to rethink our ways of doing things.

TOWARDS THE 2020 MEDIA ARCHIVES
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2 		 LA XARXA
		

A DISTRIBUTED MAM IN THE CLOUD

LA XARXA IS a public-funded company set up by the Barcelona Provincial Authority for the purpose of promoting and fostering local communication. Thus, the mission of La Xarxa is producing, acquiring and distributing
multimedia content (news, programs and live events) among Member Local
Stations (TV and radio stations) all across the Catalonian region in Spain.
It enables a common structure for consensus, coordination and collaboration using audiovisual media. Finally, it also provides IT resources, technical
advice, training, promotion and innovation to its Member Local Stations.
VSN is a global technology company specialising in providing advanced IT solutions for the broadcast and media sector. It offers solutions
based on standard IT infrastructure, supporting the needs of creation,
distribution and management of audiovisual content in TV channels,
public institutions, Internet Protocol TV (IPTV), universities, content
distributors and news agencies.
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A CHALLENGING PROJECT
The last decade has seen several technological changes around the world,
that have totally revolutionised the way we relate with, work and organise our
free time. And these changes have also influenced the Media Asset Management platforms in the Broadcast and Media and Entertainment industries.
In this context, La Xarxa’s multimedia platform is making the most of
the available technological possibilities to offer joint programming for all
the member entities of this organisation. La Xarxa’s main goals are providing a common platform to its Members so that they can share their
own content and programmes with each other, fostering co-productions
among them, increasing their content visibility, broadening their potential audience and, finally, stimulating economically the Catalonian audiovisual sector. In order to achieve these goals, La Xarxa needed to
unify all their media and content under one single online platform and
also grant access to it to all the radio stations (more than 100) and TV
stations (more than 50) that comprised the organisation, with more than
200 users connected to the platform on a daily basis.
Therefore, the platform had to be designed as a private content marketplace, comprising advanced functionalities that could allow users
not only to share exchange and store media, but also to have access to
streaming services, automatic content recognition systems and even to
additional services for notifying incidents through the platform.
Regarding the technical features of the project, the new online platform
had to be able to unify the existing websites that La Xarxa used at that time
to manage all the content: Extranet (extranet.laxarxa.com) for TV programming management, Sindicada (sindicada.cat) for radio programming management and XN-Noticies (XN-noticies.cat) that exclusively gathered news and
information for both radio and TV. Together with this requisite, the project’s
chosen company had to migrate this new online space to the Cloud, where all
TV and radio could easily access it, whenever and wherever they needed to.

LA XARXA

Fig 1: La Xarxa radio and television stations

A UNIFIED MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
XarxaMedia is the custom interface of the solution deployed, in which
a Media and Business Process Management solution orchestrates all the
modules available within the project. The final results have achieved the
goal of unifying under a single online site up to four different platforms,
which together are able to meet all of the needs stipulated in the project
and include the aforementioned additional services.
As the central core of the system, VSN developed a new platform for
media management that was run by VSNExplorer Media Asset Management solution (MAM). This software was in charge of unifying all
the previous sites that La Xarxa used, offering users an advanced tool
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Fig 2: Workflow

for uploading, transcoding, archiving and locating their content in an
easy and effective way, thanks to the advanced MAM search engine that
searches for content using the keywords automatically given during the
files’ ingest. It is worth mentioning that La Xarxa’s platform performs
a key role also as a private content marketplace for all their associates.

CLOUD-BASED SOLUTION
The emergence of Cloud in the technological landscape of the twenty
first century has brought together a migration of services and workflow
infrastructures from physical formats to servers located thousands of kilometres away and accessible only through the Internet. This has had a
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Fig 3: News

great impact on all industries, changing their internal processes, and that
includes the broadcast, media and entertainment industry.
The advantages offered by the Cloud are key when developing more
efficient workflows: low costs of deployment and maintenance, flexibility
and modularity when expanding the system and organising tasks, possibility of developing internal collaborative workflows among users in
different cities or countries, increased file security, exhaustive control of
changes and minimum environmental impact.
The resulting platform was also migrated to the Cloud, thanks to the
MAM integration with Microsoft Azure Media Services. This migration
allows La Xarxa to have access to an interactive and scalable online
workspace that puts 50TB at the disposal of all the members for storing and exchanging content in the Cloud. Furthermore, it allows them
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Fig 4: Alacarta

to access the platforms at any given place or moment, regardless of the
device used for it.
To allow the transfer of files within the platform, La Xarxa relies on
the UMP protocol developed by VSN for quick content upload, transfer
and download. This protocol guarantees the continuous transit of files
within the platform, no matter how big these files are (even high quality
videos), and allows the development of various tasks over the same file at
the same time. For instance, if a video is being uploaded and transcoded,
a user from another office could transcode it and start downloading it at
the same time.
Moreover, it should be highlighted that VSNExplorer’s integration
with Microsoft Azure Media Services allows users to transcode and
download audio and video files in their preferred format. La Xarxa now
© SVT BILD
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has a quick, efficient and avant-garde technology for exchanging files,
thanks to these advanced functionalities. Collaborative workflows offered by the Cloud are the perfect answer to the new challenges that
broadcast and music and entertainment industries are facing.

MONETISATION
The arrival of Cloud has enhanced the audience experience too. The
modern media consumer is always connected to its favourite content and
can enjoy series, movies and programmes at any time and from any place.
Production and delivery times have been reduced and the sector is becoming more and more competitive.
In addition to the main software used for content management, another
platform for streaming video and audio has been developed and run by
VSN, allowing La Xarxa to broadcast live 24 hours a day. The service to
the member entities also includes a Web TV so that they are able to broaden their audiences and provide the latest technology through this channel.
This streaming service is complemented with an additional platform
comprising a fingerprinting service for automatic content recognition.
The system recognises content by its audio and grants users a useful tool
for strictly monitoring what is being broadcast, when and how. It even
provides a complete register of all items broadcast at the end of each day,
including content rights.

MONITORING USE AND PERFORMANCE: REPORTING SYSTEM
Due to the size of the platform, it was important to implement an analytics service to create detailed reports that include each entity’s activity.
In this way, the Business Intelligence module allows users to have a set
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Fig 5: Reports

of tools that transform specific metadata into meaningful information for
business analysis purposes, for any department and with the desired filters
depending on the circumstances.
Using the reports generated from big data resources, the management
team can make the best decisions from the very beginning of each process, monitor global and specific performances from a single terminal, and
have a clear picture of the available resources, and the distribution and
contribution of media assets. Some examples of reports are: traffic data
per entity per month, visits per device (iPhone, iPad or others), visits per
country or users per unique IP address.
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Fig 6: Notifications

...AND MONITORING ISSUES: TICKETING SYSTEM AND NOTIFICATIONS
Lastly, VSN has completed the project with a new integrated platform for
ticketing purposes. This service notifies La Xarxa about any given technical or content issue that any of the TV or radio stations register through
this common online platform. The organisation itself is in charge of solving all of the issues registered.
Other tools that have been included within this online site to foster collaborative work between La Xarxa’s entities were a service for managing and exchanging resources and audiovisual material for TV and radio
production, a service for managing and creating ads through the common
platform, and a notifications service so that entities can stay up to date
about all the latest news published through the platform.
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Fig 7: Advanced features

MORE TECHNOLOGY FEATURES TO BE EVALUATED
On top of the existing features available in the project, VSN is developing
many new capabilities for the VSNExplorer family. Most of these new
features are related to automated metadata generation since the main idea
is to enhance the Media and Business Process Management solution, with
tools aimed at improving global efficiency, through specialised management and cataloguing capacities.
Following up on this idea, Linked Data allows users to correlate the
existing databases with other relevant databases, so that these universal
identifiers may help the organisations develop their thesaurus databases
and include additional data related to the terms, while avoiding human
mistakes. In such a way, VSN has developed modules based on speech-
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to-text systems, automatic translation of text and linked data with online
databases such as dbPedia or Geonames.
La Xarxa is willing to satisfy these needs in the near future, these
modules could be implemented in the project as an expansion or improvement of the platform, in order to keep the evolution of the platform up to date with the latest applicable technology modules.

CONCLUSIONS
Thanks to the implementation and integration of all these platforms, La
Xarxa has stopped managing their members', entity files in separate sites,
depending on the type of content and communication channel selected
for its broadcasting. Instead, La Xarxa now has a unique and centralised
online site to manage the content provided by more than 100 radio stations and 50 TV stations included in this audiovisual network. They have
at their disposal a unified hub or common platform where they can manage all of their assets and exchange them in a quick and easy way, where
and when they need to.
With a media platform deployed in the Cloud, La Xarxa has cast aside
its dependence on manual workflows to organise their associated companies’ content and has instead completely automated and centralised
its communications and management workflows. This essential improvement has increased the productivity of Catalonian TV and radio stations, while fostering collaborative work between them and invigorating
the Catalonian audiovisual sector, two major goals that La Xarxa Audiovisual Local, S.L. has looked forward to achieving since its foundation.
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WHERE'S THE LINE?

THE INTERSECTION OF CLOUD-BASED AND INTERNAL MAM SYSTEMS

THE MEDIA INDUSTRY, like many others, is experiencing rapid
change. Almost every step in a media company’s internal supply chain is
transforming quickly due to a convergence of many factors. Two of the
primary drivers of change are the rapidly evolving inputs and outputs that
a typical media supply chain is expected to handle when preparing content
(including movies and television programmes) for delivery to consumers.
Outputs expected from a typical supply chain seem to change almost
daily, driven by the evolution of digital content distribution technologies
and platforms. New websites, apps, and media distribution platforms are
appearing all the time, in many cases requiring a new type of video file,
metadata format, or operational process to properly utilise.
Inputs are evolving almost as quickly. Within a relatively short period
of time, file-based workflows have nearly replaced physical video tape exchange for many supply chains. It is no longer practical or accepted to send
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large quantities of television programmes or movies from one company to
another on a widely accepted video tape format that most organisations
could use directly; files are now the preferred method of exchange between
organisations over a variety of transport technologies, either through the
open internet or in collaboration with various network service providers.
In all of this rapid evolution, it would be easy to see how the television
archive could get left behind. When operational requirements are changing
daily, it can be difficult to maintain long-term focus on content preservation and reusability. Even organisations that have new financial incentives to
make huge volumes of archival content readily available for reuse through
the “long tail”1 of digital content consumption are often focused on keeping
up with daily supply chain transformation needs.
A long-term archiving strategy that takes advantage of new technologies
and effectively incorporates these new content ecosystems is critical. Without it, content creators and media companies risk having an archive that is
so far disconnected from day-to-day activities that it is not practical, nor possible, to maintain long term. This could lead to not only losing a tremendous
amount of content to the constant gravitational pull of time, but potentially
foregoing revenue opportunities in the process.

FOCUS ON THE INPUTS
To build a solid archiving strategy in the age of digital distribution, we
must (somewhat counterintuitively) shift our focus upstream – to the inputs driving the modern media supply chain. This is a key tenant to many,
more general process improvement methodologies such as Lean2 and Six
Sigma3, and can be summarised in a very simple formula: y = f(x).4
In general, the outputs of any given process (y) are a function of the
inputs of that process (x). Some might use the more colloquial phrase,
“Garbage in, garbage out”,5 but the concept is roughly the same; in order
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to improve what a process outputs or creates, it is important to focus on
what is feeding that process. It is difficult for a process to have an effective
result with bad inputs.
In the context of a media organisation, that means that it is impossible
to focus on building and improving a good archive by focusing on archival
processes alone: the archive is too late. By the time content makes it to a
media archive, its current lifecycle is almost complete. To focus on improving the output of a modern media supply chain, one must focus on what
happens before the content arrives in the archive: the inputs and processes
contained within a media supply chain.
Process improvement initiatives have been very popular in the business
world, particularly in the manufacturing supply chains for durable goods
like refrigerators, televisions and cars. While making media content and
distributing it to consumers is a lot different than manufacturing a car,
there are some important concepts and tools within these initiatives that
can apply very well to the media industry and an analysis of media supply
chains.
One such tool is a SIPOC6 analysis. This analysis tool comes from the
Six Sigma process improvement initiative popularised by Motorola and
General Electric7 in the context of manufacturing. The acronym represents an analysis technique that generally follows the creation of goods
along a supply chain from a Supplier feeding an Input into a Process that
creates an Output for a Customer. By outlining these connections, dependencies in a process can be identified and efficiencies gained.
Another analysis tool comes from Lean, which is a process improvement
methodology popularized by Toyota in Japan focusing on the efficient production of cars8. One of Lean’s core concepts is to identify and eliminate
seven key sources of waste that can appear in a process: transport, inventory, motion, waiting, over-processing, overproduction and defects.9 While
not all of these may be directly applicable to a media supply chain, there
are several opportunities to identify waste in transportation, motion and
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Fig 1: Common television-based media supply chain, pre-2007, as a set of inputs to
processes with outputs

waiting for file-based assets to transform and move between suppliers and
systems throughout their lifecycle.
At their core, these process improvement initiatives have a lot in common and often break more complex systems down into a series of discrete
interactions: each with an input, process, and output.
THE MEDIA SUPPLY CHAIN
It is not difficult to see how processing media content can fall into these
same categories. Inputs feed into a process which creates outputs; media
files from suppliers and content creators feed into an internal supply chain
at a media company to review, edit and verify content before sending along
various distribution paths to consumers. In fact, if we look at content pro-
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Fig 2: The division between external and internal resources in the pre-2007
media supply chain.

cessing from just prior to the file-based media revolution (roughly 2007),
we can look back at a relatively simple world with a fairly clear and linear
supply chain that directed assets toward a limited set of distribution paths.
Back then (pre-2007), the media world was much simpler. There were
generally two outputs for a traditional media company to consider;
1.

a linear distribution path (such as a master control feeding a broadcast, satellite or cable television distribution system) and

2.

the archive. When it came to inputs, there was far less ambiguity.

While high definition television standards were emerging, in 2007 a
good deal of contribution to a media organisation still happened via either
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1.

a relatively limited set of common video tape formats, or

2.

a real-time video signal that was fed from an outside partner to the
company and recorded on an internal device.

The real beauty of this world was the largely self-contained nature of
the supply chains it facilitated. These were relatively closed systems, installed and managed on equipment on literal and figurative closed networks inside media companies. To get content in, it had to be physically
shipped (on tape) or sent (via real-time video signal on a satellite or cable)
into the media company’s internal systems. Getting content out was similar; signals or physical media had to be physically sent out of the media
company’s internal systems to distribution partners and the world at large.
The vast majority of processes between receiving and distributing content
happened inside a media company’s physical walls, inside that closed system. But, that was all about to change – quickly.

PACE OF CHANGE
It is hard to overstate the pace at which technology is changing in the media space, to say nothing of the world as a whole. In 2015, Thomas Friedman wrote a book titled Thank You for Being Late: An Optimist’s Guide
to Thriving in the age of Accelerations10 in which he discussed at length
the accelerating pace of change in technology and our human reactions
to it. He interviews several key technologists for the book, and at one point
speaks with Astro Teller, who is the director of the Google X laboratories
(often described as Google’s “Moon Shot” program) working on ambitious advancements in technology including wearables like Google glass
and driverless cars.11 During the interview, Astro Teller supposedly drew a
graph a lot like the one pictured in figure 3.
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Fig 3: A graph showing the pace of change for technology starting to overtake the pace at
which humans are able to adapt.

In the interview with Astro Teller and in other places in Friedman’s
book, he makes the case that technology has evolved at a somewhat steady
and slow pace over the course of human history. “If you lived in the
twelfth century, your basic life was not all that different than if you lived
in the eleventh century,” Teller says (Friedman, p. 29). Until very recently,
humans were essentially able to adapt readily to changes in technology –
the human ability to keep up with change has exceeded the changes we
have seen.
But Friedman makes the case that the pace of change is accelerating
– quickly. He suggests that the change we’re seeing in technology is not,
in fact, a steady, linear change over time, but an exponential growth that
increases over time. And Astro Teller’s graph shows that the rate of technological change is now outpacing our ability as humans to adapt.
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This is the challenge with exponential growth: it sneaks up and catches
us by surprise. At first it may look linear – slow and steady over time – but
then it turns the corner and becomes an increasingly rapid growth curve
with very unexpected results.
One of the best examples of exponential growth in technology is
Moore’s law – a topic Friedman spends a good deal of time on in his book.
Moore’s law is the product of Robert Moore, one of the founders of Intel
who originally stated in 1965 that microprocessor power would roughly
double for the same price over a period of time12 (eventually two-years).
The law has largely held true from then until now13, and has gained wide
notoriety in technology circles. People have used Moore’s law in relation
to many computing technologies, but Friedman essentially makes the case
that it applies to the pace of change we are seeing in technology as a
whole, and that this has led to the surprising, exponential growth in technological change that the world has seen in the last decade.
It is difficult to overstate the power of exponential growth. An old way
to attempt to visualise it is a story about the man who invented chess14.
According to the story, the man so impressed his king that he was offered
anything he wanted as a reward. The man suggested that he would like
some rice. Asked how much rice, the man replied that the king should put
one grain of rice on the first square of his chess board, two on the second,
four on the third, eight on the fourth, and keep doubling the number of
grains on each square until the last.
The king readily agreed, not realizing that doubling two 63 times would
lead to an unimaginably large number. It is nearly impossible to try and
visualize 2 to the 63rd power. That many grains of rice, laid out end-toend, would be enough to make roughly 234 million round-trips from the
Earth to the moon15 (and equate to roughly a millennium of global rice
production16).
The chess board has become a popular metaphor for technology growth
in the modern age, partly enabled by Ray Kurzweil in his 2001 essay en-
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titled, “The Law of Accelerating Returns”17. He spoke about “entering
the second half of the chessboard” as a metaphor for starting to see the
benefits of exponential growth. When entering the second half of the
chessboard, very unexpected things begin to happen. And, Friedman argues, technology in the modern computing age really started to enter the
second half of the chessboard around 2007.
A remarkable number of technological advances occurred in 2006 and
2007. Google mostly gets credit for popularising the modern use of “cloud
computing” in 2006.18 Amazon Web Services launched some of its first
cloud-hosted platforms and services (now called “Elastic Compute Cloud”
or “EC2”) in 2006.19 Facebook opened up beyond college campuses in
2006.20 Twitter launched in 2007.21 The internet reached one-billion users
around this same time.22
For the media industry, the impacts were no less severe. The first iPhone
launched in 2007.23 Friedman argues that this was one of the key technological innovations to launch in the modern age, and it is impossible
to understate its impact in media. The smartphone changed what people
thought of as a television. Along with it, revolutionary video streaming
from YouTube (2005)24, Netflix (2007)25 and Hulu (2008)26 came online
around this same time, forever changing the requirements of media company supply chains.

CROSSING THE LINE
For many media companies focused on television and broadcasting, internet streaming was one of the first sustained ventures “outside the walls”
of relatively self-contained internal supply chains. Getting content out to
new content providers like Netflix and Hulu was in many ways a fundamentally different exercise from preparing content for linear playback on
broadcast and cable master control systems. File-based video distribution,
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Fig 4: Digital distribution as a new output requirement, outside the organisational walls

which was a relatively new concept in its own right, started to become
the cornerstone of entirely new distribution paths to ship large volumes
of content from internal data centres to third-party data systems (and the
cloud). These new requirements quickly mandated new technologies and
workflows.

DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION – THE FIRST CLOUD USE CASE
Some early adopters of digital distribution use cases started with an approach somewhat similar to the workflows used to get content to linear
broadcast and cable systems: prepare the content, transcode into the
needed distribution video file format, package with appropriate metadata,
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Fig 5: When and how to cross the line between organisational boundaries efficiently for digital
distribution of content.

and then finally send the content along to the destination system through
the internet as the final step.
This was relatively efficient at first when one flavour of digital file was
being sent to one primary digital distribution outlet. But as the number of
partners began to scale, the redundancy of transcoding, packaging and
distributing a growing list of formats to a growing list of distributors started to become highly inefficient. Every upload to the internet to send content to every new distribution partner was a source of waste – a penalty of
wait time and inefficiency to cross the line out of the internal walls of the
media company to an external data centre or cloud.
It wasn’t long before tools began to emerge, hosted in the cloud, to help
combat this problem. A common workflow in modern digital distribution
for larger companies with many different delivery partners is to upload a
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high-quality video file to the cloud once – at the beginning of the digital
distribution process. By paying the wait time penalty to upload only once
and processing, transcoding and distributing the digital content all in the
cloud, many sources of waste and wait time could be significantly decreased or eliminated.
As various media companies began to rethink the efficiency of their
digital distribution operations, it became increasingly clear that living
comfortably within the relatively closed world of a pre-2007 media supply
chain was no longer tenable. While this transformation started for many
on this last step of the supply chain, it was not be long before the same
concepts became relevant at the opposite end – ingest.

FILE-BASED INGEST AND THE END OF VIDEO TAPE
Around this same time, broadcasters and media companies began to move
away from the old, reliable methods of sending content to each other via
video tape. This transformation was accelerated by several factors. First,
digital distribution (as discussed above) was forcing media companies to
exchange file-based content much more regularly than ever before. This
inevitably led to socialisation of a file-based supply chain and exchange
methods between data centres in many areas of the business.
Second, standards in video files began to emerge that made high-quality
content exchange easier; standards from organisations like SMPTE and
EBU began to emerge, as well as organisations like AMWA (the Advanced
Media Workflow Association, which officially changed its name to focus
on file-based media workflows in 200727) and the launch of the Digital
Production Partnership (DPP)28 in 2009.29
But, perhaps more significant than many other factors was a simple
supply-and-demand problem; in 2011, a tsunami hit Japan that, among
its other devastation, created interruptions in the manufacture of video
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Fig 6: Finding the most efficient way to “cross the line” from external to internal systems for
file-based ingest

tape.30 As these and many other factors at the beginning of this decade
began to pile up, video tape content exchange, at scale, became an increasingly untenable endeavour.
Like digital distribution, the end of video tape content exchange began
to push many broadcasters and media companies to ingest file-based content that arrived through some sort of (increasingly higher performing)
network connection. And, like digital distribution, the IP-based transfer of
high-quality video content from outside the company’s network – crossing
the proverbial line – carried a cost.
Before long, companies also began to look for ways to make this file
based ingest more efficient and avoid the same types of waste being seen
on digital distribution. As content increasingly moved through systems
connected to the internet and the cloud, tools again began to emerge
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Fig 7: Workflows emerging outside a media organisation lead to inefficiencies “crossing the
line” between internal and external systems at both ends of the supply chain

to help receive, quality check and transcode content in the cloud before
“crossing the line” into internal media systems; some of these tools were
homegrown (like Discovery Communications’ Producer’s Portal31), and
others were commercial products provided by various vendors. But the
emerging strategy is largely the same: process content in the most efficient
place to avoid unnecessary wait and waste in IP-network transmission.

SUPPLY CHAIN INTERNALS
With both the beginning and end of many media supply chains touching cloud-based systems (or at least systems outside the media company’s
computer network), a new question began to emerge: why pay penalties to
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Fig 8: Applications requiring real-time video processing have historically been the slowest to
move outside of internal media company data centres

download content, process internally, and then pay penalties again to upload content back to the cloud at the end. Said another way – why “cross
the line” twice, when it could be possible to not cross it at all.
Content review, editing and manipulation process – often the core of a
media company’s internal supply chain – have been a more recent migration to cloud-based systems. New solutions are actively emerging to
allow content that begins in the cloud to be reviewed, annotated, edited,
and quality checked all in cloud-based systems. For some use cases, this
may allow for content to be received, transformed, and then distributed
to digital partners without touching a single internal system or internally
controlled data centre. This can have huge implications for many parts of
a media company’s business, and make it possible to build workflows that
can further avoid waste and wait.
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REAL-TIME VIDEO PROCESSING
With ingest, core content processing, and distribution all moving to external systems in some cases, what is firmly left “inside the walls” of a traditional media company supply chain?
The most common remainders are generally focused on real-time video
processing: real-time video recording from satellite or other video feed
sources, and real-time video playback from systems that feed broadcast,
cable and satellite outlets. Traditionally, these systems have needed hardwired connectivity to internal broadcast systems that mandated they live
“inside the walls” of media companies: but that reality is also changing.
Recent advancements in software and IP-based video transfer have enabled even these systems to move to the cloud. Various cloud providers are
partnering with broadcasters and media-focused vendors to enable these
workflows, but industry-leading examples from Discovery Communications32 and Turner33 in the USA are pioneering real-time video processing
in cloud-based systems. Inevitably, these trends will continue.

AFTER ALL THE ABOVE DISCUSSIONS, WHAT REMAINS IN THE CLOUD?
Two core areas remain: video tape and the long-term, digital archive
system.
No additional discussion of video tape is needed. For many years, groups
focused on archive management (including FIAT/IFTA) have discussed
the “cost of inaction”34 for failing to digitise aging video tape collections.
Long story short, every holder of video tape should quickly make an action plan to digitise, or live with the reality that video tape content has a
finite lifespan.
Digital archives, however, deserve significant discussion. Historically,
storing large-scale digital archives on internal systems has been the only
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Fig 9: With real-time video moving to externally hosted solutions, two key sources of content
tend to remain inside a physical media company’s domain

practical solution. The content could be regularly accessed by internal users, sent to internal systems for re-use, and often stored at the lowest possible cost-per-gigabyte on internally managed LTO (data) tape libraries.
But in the digital world where content is received, processed and distributed in the cloud, there is a danger: leaving the digital archive behind. For
large media companies, the archive can have incredible value in a digital
world; reuse of content and redistribution to new digital outlets can add
to the lifespan of content well beyond initial use on broadcast or cable.
But if that archive system is the only system left on the wrong side of the
line, there would be an incredible penalty for reusing content and pushing
something back from the archive system into the cloud. Every transfer of
content would take extra time (and potentially expense), causing significant waste.
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In addition, many of the new innovations in archive management and
metadata annotation are cloud-based. Major advancements in computervision and media analysis are being made with cloud-based computing
systems able to take advantage of these new economies of scale. A wide
variety of cloud-based tools are emerging for media, including speech-totext, on-screen object detection, on-screen text recognition, facial detection, and emotion detection among many others.
These new tools allow for asynchronous annotation of larger archive
systems that would be nearly impossible without extensive (and expensive) manual labour. While it would be difficult to replace the effort and
care of a professional archivist, these technologies can significantly enhance what can be found in larger collections. It also seems clear that
many future innovations will be cloud-based, leveraging the tremendous transformational power that the cloud brings to technology – what
Thomas Friedman refers to as the “supernova.” Those who have strategies to help enable these new technologies will find themselves in a far
better position for the future.
Regardless of what technologies emerge, keeping a long-term media
archive connected to a real-time media supply chain will remain no small
task. The former is inherently long-term focused: understanding and
implementing archival strategies that will keep digital content protected
for years to come. The latter requires a good deal of short-term experimentation and adaptability: quickly testing, implementing, improving and
delivering workflow changes that can keep up with a constantly changing
consumption landscape. As different as those two efforts may seem, however, they are inexorably linked – modern media stewards who strive to
keep their content relevant will need to be exceptionally skilled at both,
and leverage tools across the ecosystem wherever possible to help keep up
with the increasing rates of change.
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Fig 9: Where is the line?

THE FUTURE IS DIFFICULT TO PREDICT
So, after looking at all these tools and capabilities emerging in the modern
media processing landscape, where is the optimal line between internal
systems and externally-hosted tools?
The truth is, there is no real line – at least not one, consistent, optimal line
that can apply universally across media companies and workflows. Each
organisation needs to design a strategy that fits their needs. Some of the
processes and tools mentioned here may be a good fit for some organisations
and workflows, while many will not. Similarly, processes that make sense for
certain areas within an organisation may not make sense for others.
There is no inherently correct or incorrect strategy; simply having a
strategy is what is important. Those without a strategy to understand and
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effectively leverage modern tools hosted “outside the walls” are in danger
of being left behind by the power of exponential technology growth. The
answer is simple: research now; build now; understand capabilities and
design strategies that fit your needs. Exponential growth in media technology and delivery platforms will make it difficult to catch up later. While
use of the cloud is not necessarily essential in any one case, understanding
and leveraging cloud tools will be essential to keep up with the pace of
technological change that is yet to come.

RISKS, REWARDS, AND THE WAY FORWARD
This era of digital transformation in content processing and distribution is
not without risk. There are significant questions about data ownership and
“emergent data”35 that need to be addressed in cloud systems. There is also
a highly tumultuous and fragmented vendor landscape to navigate; even
within the dominant technology players in the market such as Google,
Amazon, Microsoft and IBM, there are real questions about which innovations will be adopted and stand the test of time.
In addition, this paper has offered a very broadcast-centric view of this
landscape; the very nature of video and content distribution will likely
change significantly over the coming years. Tools offered by vendors in
the future may be built for different needs and to solve different problems.
They will likely fit into very different paradigms than the somewhat linearfocused content processing tools of today. The entire nature of building
a sustainable supply chain to get content in front of a consumer audience
will evolve significantly as consumption technologies and habits continue
to change.
As Arthur C. Clarke said in 1964, “Trying to predict the future is a discouraging, hazardous occupation.”36 There have been many winning and
losing predictions from science fiction writers over the years. While flying
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cars have yet to fully “take off,” there are certainly some predictions that
have come to fruition in slightly different ways than originally thought:
Ray Bradbury’s prediction of robotic bank tellers in his book Fahrenheit
45137 may have foretold the ATM; Arthur C. Clarke may have foretold
the modern internet with his discussion of worldwide communications in
196438; the movie Back to the Future: Part 239 foretold of flying camera
drones. All of these predictions have come true in a way, but very differently than originally envisioned.
So too, will our predictions of content processing and distribution in
the future be different than we expect; content, itself will likely look very
different. What will certainly remain true is the need for thoughtful strategy – to consistently adapt and realign content processes to a changing
technical landscape.
The need to approach Media Asset Management and television archiving as a process to manage, rather than a problem to solve, has never
been greater. Every system we use today is, at best, a temporary placeholder for our media and metadata; it is not simply a matter of building
the right system, but a matter of effectively designing strategies that can
span systems and manage migrations between them. Effectively moving
the digital archives of today forward through time will be the challenge of
a generation.
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THE CONTINUOUS
EVOLUTION AT RSI
TRANSFORMING A SILO INTO MODULAR SERVICES

RSI IS THE Italian speaking Unit of SRG SSR, deeply rooted in Italian
Switzerland and encompassing the high standards of a national public broadcaster. About ten years ago, RSI chose to adopt the multimedia catalogue
(CMM) for their archives. At the time, the challenge was to create a multimedia archive including all the information from the old databases. It had to
be accessible to different types of users (journalist or archivist) and, above
all, the digital copy of the audiovisual material had to be easily accessible and
reusable. As time went by, RSI realised that journalists and documentalists
needed to approach the archive in a different way. In a sentence: same content,
different view. A deep rethinking of the user experience was necessary.
The first step to quickly solve the issue, was to implement Sinequa, a
search engine, on top of CMM and other databases used for newspapers
and photos. Sinequa has a basic Google-like search and a simplified visualisation of the results. This solution gave RSI the opportunity to open the
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archive to a wider range of users. Starting from there, RSI then had the
chance to rethink the whole archive solution based on the acquired experience and with some keystones and concepts in mind driven by technical
and business guidelines.
Historically, the documentalist worked specifically on Radio or TV material and the working tools were different. The evolution of the mass media society has totally changed the boundaries. RSI documentalists today
are trained to work without media boundaries: they can either work on
radio archive material or on newspaper or video (web or TV) material.
They can support the users or concentrate their competence on a valorisation project. Having a common platform like CMM has been, for RSI, the
way to approach those changes.
The next challenge was to go on with this approach and to design a new
architecture that could enhance the possibility of working in a multimedia and multi-purpose context. The answer was in a full-modular solution.
Specifically, the integration model designed by SRG allows for quicker reaction to changes and, for quick leveraging of good solutions/functionalities
implemented by other regions. The perfect balance between answering the
specific needs of the region but at the same time being smart and ready for
possible exchanges and collaborations.
Reply, with its company Discovery Reply, specialises in technologies
for Media Asset Management, Rich Media and Information Technology
(IT) Broadcasting and has been a constant supporter of RSI since its very
first steps in IT Broadcasting transformation right up to the current enterprise multimedia digital archive. In 2016 RSI with Reply launched a
programme for a new assessment of internal processes and practices by
leveraging the newest software technology and architecture and the most
up-to-date user experience patterns. The study led to a project for the
renewal of the RSI multimedia archives in favour of a more flexible architecture based on modular components, systems virtualisation and reusable and interchangeable services within a Service Oriented Architecture
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Fig 1: Environment

(SOA) design. The next sections tell how RSI archive requirements grew
during the years and how the technology was able to keep up with that
transformation. We will concentrate on showing the drivers of the ongoing system transformation, the guidelines shared with RSI in compliance
with the architectural directions of the SRG Integration Model and finally,
how Reply organised the development and deployment plan in incremental work packages in order to guarantee the business continuity of the
archive performance and operation.
The Archive currently involves several RSI functional areas and integrates external components and/or modules complementary to the system
affecting both Radio and TV. Figure 1 shows the interoperability schema
and the operational flows that allow information exchange between the
Archive and the outside world, including end-users, other enterprise sys-
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tems or processes executed in an unattended way. As is evident, the system provides a large number of workflows. There are more than seventy
which implement and orchestrate many processes dealing with ingest,
media handling, content provisioning and content delivery, caching and
archiving processes, integration of different import and export procedures
and the support of a multitude of different media formats.
The archive system, in addition to a predominant web-based component, integrates several application components. Most of them are frontend tools designed for end users, others are dedicated to specific backend
media handling, documentation or administrative activities.

THE RESTYLING PROJECT
Over the years, the Archives have pushed to integrate a multitude of operating streams and functional modules that have enriched the system by
providing new functionality to complement the original archival requirements.
According to the foregoing premise, RSI not only agreed to evaluate the
Reply proposal for a general architectural assessment of the system, but
also implemented a review of the current architecture to suit the most upto-date technological standards and enhance it with functional improvements.
A critical analysis of the different applications and infrastructural components of the running system and the evaluation of the usage trends of the
current processes illustrated the need to redesign the system both simplifying it and ensuring its compliance with the general SRB Integration framework. The analysis clearly identified the benefits of an “Archive Restyling”
that would therefore ensure, on the one hand, the necessary update of the
systems due to the EOL of some of its core components, but on the other
hand, would also allow a state-of-the-art technology evolution to meet cur-
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rent market standards. The goal was to place the Archive at the heart of
RSI business processes, and apply it as a possible reference system for SRG
national projects. From the deep analysis of the as-is system, several requirements for the upgrade were collected from end-users and administrators of
the system. The following were the emerging key drivers for the update and
are believed to be the major critical success factors:
•

End-User Oriented System. To focus on easy access and usability
for end users. The easiness of use of the new system and accessibility made possible from modern browsers.

•

Architecture Compliant to SRG Model. Re-engineer the system as
a modular platform with a SOA (Service Oriented Architecture)
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approach for design, implementation and system foundation components. The Modular System, with a clear separation of the system
layers (Presentation, Content, Media) as opposed to the monolithic
and vertical system approach, in favour of the reuse of corporatelevel functionalities and sharing of services for additional processes.
•

Multimedia Upgrade. Support for new audio and video formats
for preview enhanced quality together with a wide and flexible
management for essence format.

•

Performance Oriented System. Improved performance not only
as a means to provide an enhanced user experience and effective
services, but also to support easier operational maintenance.

The above key drivers led to the definition of some of the key aspects
recognised as the major enabling factors of the upgrade:
•

The User Experience. Based on an intuitive Google Apps paradigm, with a common style across multiple web applications and
responsive enough to be tablet friendly.

•

User Authentication. Based on an open standard central access
and authentication control, integrated with the corporate Active
Directory (AD), allowing a single-sign-on access for users on all
the Web-Apps.

•

Content Search and Access. Not only providing a Google-like
search paradigm on all archive content via a single Web-App, but
also offering advanced search capabilities targeted on each Thematic Content. Faceting of results, enabled by a new search tech-
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nology stack, extensively exploited to drive users to naturally and
progressively refine query criteria.
•

SOA Oriented System. A modular service architecture is a pillar to support flexibility both to the applications at the presentation layer and to the processes orchestration, aiming to realise an
archive-wide media hub for import, deployment and distribution.

•

Computing Infrastructure Containerisation. Similar to the modular service architecture, the adoption of the emerging Docker
technology provides for a powerful yet lightweight and simplified
creation of a highly distributed system.

The overall enhancement plan was organised over three baselines to progressively and smoothly achieve the migration from the previous system
while guaranteeing the daily operations.
The work streams of each baseline are:
Baseline 1
•
•

Introduction of core SOA components
Audio System (SB/A) migration

Baseline 2
•
•
•
•

Upgrade of SOA services
Transition to new A/V formats (H.264, MP3, MultiTrack-Audio)
Video System (SB/V) migration
·CMM (Multi-Media Catalogue) revision
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Baseline 3
•

Complete the migration of the CMM and Tools. The migration impact is well balanced across the baselines.

Each baseline provides a progressive implementation of the system features
across all the functional Work Packages which are represented and described
here:
•

WP.1 – Security and Access Layer. Covering shared modules for
user authentication and authorisation services and integration
with the Company's AD.

•

WP.2 – Media Layer. Provides the Media Repository and Media
Factory components to deliver services to handle ingest, persistency, delivery, streaming, and digital media processing.

•

WP.3 – Orchestration Layer. It conveys in an Enterprise Wide BPM
(Business Process Management) and ESB (Enterprise Service Bus)
all the Archive’s process logic, integrating both internal and external
components and archive services offered by the platform.

•

WP.4 – Content Layer. This layer provides the services to create,
update, index and search archive content and entities, in addition
to auxiliary editing and cataloguing services (e.g. Thesaurus Management, Reporting).

•

WP.5 – Presentation Layer – User Apps. Provides the Access
Graphical User Interface (GUI) applications for the catalogue’s
end users and archivists.
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•

WP.6 – Presentation Layer – Admin Apps. Provides the Access
GUI for administrators monitoring and controlling the system
processes.

•

WP.7 – Long Term Repository – Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM). Provides a Service Oriented extension of the deep
archive on to digital LTO tapes and StorageTek Libraries in a revision, with an enhanced request execution, swim-laned and prioritised, for the optimisation of the Tape Library resources usage.

•

WP.8 – Adapters. This layer implements a service oriented adaptation layer for the external integrated systems.
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•

WP.9 – Migration Phase 1 SB-A/V. Focuses on design, procedures
and tools aimed to support the first migration phase of the current
system to the new platform. The SB/A system is migrated first, in
time SB/V will be migrated as well.

•

WP.10 – Migration Phase 2 CMM Catalogue. The CMM model
is revised, and final migration to the new platform is completed.

THE CONTINUOUS EVOLUTION AT RSI
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THE 2017 MAM
SURVEY
			

ONE OF THE FIAT/IFTA Media Management Commission's (MMC)
primary goals is to collect and interpret expert knowledge that exists
within the audiovisual archive community, enabling collaboration,
analysis and distribution back to this community and beyond. One of
the means by which we do this is with online surveys.
In 2015 the MMC organised the first survey on Media Asset Management (MAM) systems in general, understanding Media Asset Management to be the combined view on all systems and workflows that together
build the technical and organisational backbone for file-based production
workflows. At the heart of all Media Asset Management lies metadata.1
The industrial megatrend of automation has finally also reached the media archives and the topic of automating metadata creation is intensively
discussed. Into this debate we wanted to shed a bit of light, by quantifying
existing practices and by measuring opinions about what the future might
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bring. The survey also included questions about other metadata sources
and ways to enhance the discoverability of audiovisual archival material.
The survey questions were drafted in the first months of 2017 by a panel of
experts consisting of Eléonore Alquier, Elena Brodie-Kusa, Anne Couteux,
Brecht Declercq and Gerhard Stanz. It was sent out in May 2017 to audiovisual archives worldwide, FIAT/IFTA members and non-members, with a focus
on public broadcasting archives in Europe. 56 responses were received, representing the situation and opinions of 53 unique archives. The answers came
from archives globally, but four out of five responding institutions were European. About 70% were broadcast archives, 25% were regional or national
archives and the rest were archives of other kinds, e.g. university archives.
The expert panel of survey authors processed the answers in May and
June 2017 and the results were first presented at the 8th FIAT/IFTA Media Management Seminar in Lugano, Switzerland on June 8th. An overview of the highlights was also presented at the FIAT/IFTA World Conference in Mexico City in October 2017.
This article contains a more elaborate exploration of the results, in
which we try not only to present the figures, but also to search for explanations and interesting subjects for further enquiry or even future surveys. Although we have put our utmost effort into obeying general rules
of survey organisation, question formulation, statistics, interpretation and
so on, readers more acquainted with strictly scientific ways of working
might feel tempted to formulate critical notes. We of course are open to
these, but generally speaking, we firmly stand behind our claims of the
meaningfulness of the results. For reasons of readability we have chosen
not to include the full question list in this article. However, should there be
a demand to take a deeper dive into this, it is available from the authors.
The authors, and the MMC as a whole, wish to thank all who collaborated to make this survey a success: the expert panel of which the names
are above this article, all who contributed to spread the survey and the
respondents of course. This work was not possible without you all.
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METADATA CREATION METHODS
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Fig 1: Metadata creation strategy

METADATA CREATION STRATEGY
The survey enquired about the diversity of metadata creation methods in use at the respondents’ archives. At the same time the survey
went one step further, asking all respondents who used a certain metadata creation method how much of their archival intake they used this
method for.
From the results of our survey, it is immediately very clear that manual,
internal creation of metadata is still omnipresent. However this internal,
manual creation is only applied to 60% of the items on average, meaning
that 40% of the items on average receive no manually created metadata
at all from internal archivists. Import from production systems is the next
most popular method, with metadata coming from planning systems (e.g.
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iNews) at two out of three archives, and closed captioning being used as a
metadata source in one out of two archives and for almost four out of ten
items. Four out of five archives also use metadata originating from other
production systems.
Automatic feature extraction in the form of speech to text is mentioned
by one out of four respondents, but we have to take into account that this
may not mean that this algorithm is applied in the archive itself. For the
creation of closed captions, speech to text is used frequently, via a method
called respeaking.2 Speech-to-text or other feature extraction technologies
are used for between 21% and 32% of the archival intake on average.
Interesting to note is that no less than one out of three archives calls
for the help of an external, commercial service. And when such services
are used, they are used for quite a lot of items: those who use it use it for
36% of their items on average. The least popular of the metadata creation methods that we suggested is clearly automatic feature extraction
other than speech-to-text, which we touch upon later in this publication.
However, if this method is in use, it is used for one out of three items on
average, which suggests at least some kind of potential.

HARVESTING METADATA
Automation of archive work is one of the strategies that many archives
increasingly use to tackle the challenge of the rising amounts of essence
and metadata that need to be handled daily. The distinction between
harvesting and mining was established to cluster automation approaches
with similar characteristics. Mining refers to algorithms that generate
new meaning by analysing input (media) data (in most cases audio and/
or video) and harvesting means all methods to import pre-existing metadata for archiving purposes.
Taking a closer look at harvesting, we first of all should keep in mind
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HARVESTING POTENTIAL
average
The amount of metadata that can be harvested
in your case?

36%

How much could it be if the integraon would
be perfect?

58%

Fig 2: Harvesting metadata

that the metadata imported into the archive does not necessarily have to
originate from internal production workflows. Nevertheless, in the case
of a broadcaster, the production process can be one of the main sources
of archival metadata. We asked respondents to indicate how much of the
metadata they currently harvest, and how much it could be if their integration with the systems and processes prior to archiving was perfect.
The result is that on average 40% of the metadata comes with the media, and therefore does not have to be generated in the archives anymore.
Furthermore, the respondents estimate that on average this quantity can
be raised to 60% when production workflows are smoothly and completely integrated. In such case only 40% would still have to be generated in
the archives.
These figures are important to draw attention to – this distribution of
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HARVESTING INTERNAL SOURCES

Fig 3: Word cloud of successfully harvested internal production sources

60% metadata creation before essence reaches the archive and 40% to
be generated in the actual annotation process will also show up in other
figures later on.
This figure of 40% sounds quite convincing, as the full description of the
content of moving images is one area of descriptive metadata that we consider unlikely to be extensively automated within two IT investment cycles
(which is 10 years more or less). All who are aware of the importance of
detailed image descriptions for archival use-scenarios, will realise that this
manual work will stay around in the video-archives for quite some time.
When descriptive metadata is harvested the sources don’t necessarily
have to be internal ones. External sources can be called upon. Drawing
on the survey, we suggested sources like IMDB, DBPedia and others but
the results showed that most of the answers were not the ones that we had
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HARVESTING EXTERNAL SOURCES
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19%
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31%
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31%

Others

63%
0%
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80%

100%

Fig 4: External descriptive metadata sources harvested

thought of. This is a clear indicator that this subject deserves ongoing attention.1
To give an indication about the attributes (fields, data elements) that are
already successfully harvested from internal production sources, we have
put the answers in a word cloud. One short look at Figure 3 on the previous page shows the potential of this approach.
The harvesting potential is not limited to purely descriptive information only. This is illustrated by the example of so-called edit decision lists
(EDL). An amazing share of 30% of respondents indicate that they can
import these EDLs into their archive. The EDLs provide vital information for tracking the origins of programmes and as such are an essential
substructure to allow for smoother rights clearing and/or easy access to
unedited source material.
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HARVESTING ”EDIT DECISIONS” (EDL)

69%

0%

31%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
no

yes

Fig 5: Percentage of respondents that import EDLs into their archive

PRODUCTION STAFF AND METADATA
The next metadata creation method makes a difference not so much in
the how, but more in the who. Several archives have experimented or
advanced well with asking the production staff to submit the descriptive
metadata.3 However, this supposes a fair agreement between the archival
and production departments which – in the case of broadcasting archives
managed by a national audiovisual archive for example – might not even
be part of the same organisation. This is also reflected in the results:
23 out of 54 respondents answered that production staff do not help
fill out metadata. There may be several reasons why, but one of them is
certainly organisatinal. Not surprisingly it is easier, or more accepted to
ask the production staff to fill out the metadata when the archives are
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PRODUCTION STAFF FILL IN METADATA THEMSELVES?

total

57%

broadcaster
regional /naonal archive

43%
26%

44%
11%

other

2%
yes

15%
2%

no

Fig 6: Percentage of production staff submitting descriptive metadata

managed within the broadcaster with more than six out of ten of these archives calling upon the production staff. When the archives are managed
outside of a broadcaster, this only applies to just over four out of ten cases.
A more specific question about this method of data capture enquired
about how happy archivists are with the quality of the metadata submitted by the production staff. The results indicated an average score of 5.48
making it clear there’s plenty of room for improvement. Not a single respondent scored the metadata submitted by the production staff with a 9
or a 10. With almost one out of four respondents a 7 was the score that
was given most. When asked about the timeliness of metadata submission
the average result was only slightly better at 5.7.
With such low scores it’s clear that when archives wish to give this metadata creation method an important place in their strategy the expectations
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Fig 7: Archivists’ satisfaction with production staff metadata quality

should be clear. Furthermore, the specifications should be drawn up thoroughly, perhaps as service level agreements (SLA’s), covering the metadata
fields that have to be filled, the tools and applications, the content of the
fields, the quality levels (spelling, consistency, accuracy), the delays, the
control and compensation mechanisms and so on.
This conclusion is also endorsed by the free text answers supplied to
the enquiry about production staff submitting metadata. From those answers it became clear that without defined rules, training, monitoring
and follow-up, the quality differs from person to person: some do well,
others do not. The explanation is well-known to many archivists: the
main concern of the production staff is still in the delivery challenge
– the challenge of old-school media production – and not yet in the discovery challenge.4
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Fig 8: Archivists’ satisfaction with metadata delay submission

Fortunately, some answers also pointed to ways to motivate the production staff, to convince them to increase the quality of the metadata they
submit. First and foremost showing the production staff the direct benefits
in terms of findability and possibilities for re-use could be helpful, but also
two more bold tricks were mentioned: 1) stating that the metadata submitted by the production staff is a necessary part of rights information and 2)
using the submitted metadata directly for publication.
An interesting example comes from Sweden’s public broadcaster SVT,
where the Archive and Rights department have the right to charge the
productions a “penalty fee” for time spent on completing insufficient
metadata on their behalf. These “penalty fees” are not used often, but this
has proven to be an effective tool to motivate the productions to actually
do the work themselves.
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MINING
We now turn our eyes on mining, a broad range of technologies allowing
the content of sound, moving pictures or still images to be described automatically without direct human intervention other than applying a specific
computer-algorithm to the media essence. In other words, the generation
of meaning that was not already present in the data structures. With this
creation method – sometimes also referred to as “feature extraction”, “automatic extraction of metadata” and even, incorrectly “artificial intelligence”
– it is the algorithm that creates meaning.5
Of the many mining technologies that are proposed, mostly by scientific institutions, speech to text is the most well-known example amongst audiovisual
archivists. By nature the results of mining are to a certain extent erroneous (as
it is – to be honest – the case also with manually created metadata). However,
in the audiovisual archiving community a point of lively debate is what one
can consider to be an acceptable number of errors in descriptive metadata.
Before we take a closer look into the results of the survey, we will try to introduce some analytical concepts that hopefully allow for a better understanding.

CLASSIFICATION ERRORS
For a better understanding of our assessments, we would like to introduce
some cornerstone-concepts of error measurement. Therefore we use the
example of “speech to text” because it is comprehensible and the basic principles can be generalised even though – at the end of the day – each mining
technology deserves an individual assessment.
The errors produced by mining technologies appear as false negatives or
false positives. In case of a false negative a concept that is in the media (e.g.
the spoken word “swimming pool”) is not recognised by the algorithm and
as such is not figured in the mining-results, at least not at the appropriate
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time code position. A false positive is the erroneous occurrence of a word
in the metadata that is not present in the content. To stay in the domain of
speech to text, a word is not recognised and instead it is replaced by another
word, representing the content incorrectly. In most cases both false positives
and false negatives occur at the same time, so each error counts in fact twice.
Error rates are usually drawn up in a linguo-statistical measurement – the
word error rate – comparing speech recognition results to reference transcripts. The insight, that for archival metadata the requirement is not a precise transcript but “just” an appropriate text base to apply database searches
on it does not necessarily lower the requirements for the mining results.
Knowing that some speech to text algorithms have imminent weaknesses
with named entities, while these are – together with nouns, verbs and adjectives – the most commonly used search terms, simply means that a certain
part of the positive mining results are of no practical relevance. At the same
time, errors that concern these nouns, verbs and adjectives in fact should be
rated as more problematic. Due to this, published error rates about speech
to text algorithms should be considered critically when estimating how well
they would perform in archival contexts.
This introduction may sound somewhat academic, but it shows its
relevance immediately if we imagine a journalist under time pressure
searching for a particular statement of a politician, hampered by hits
that do not prove to be what the metadata indicates and at the same
time not finding the examples that everyone remembers. The classical
counter argument can be summarised as: why not accept metadata that
is at least for the bigger part correct and available without human effort?
When considering the implementation of a mining system as part of a
descriptive metadata strategy the archive will have to quantify this bigger part in a way that is applicable to user needs. A deficient technology
also implies investments and operational costs which must be weighed
against the result when comparing it to the quality and quantity of metadata that human annotators can provide.
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In the survey we asked the audiovisual archives community about their
experience with the following mining technologies. As expected, a rather
high number of respondents did not have any experience, so we decided
to also to ask about expectations, or at least an indication of how familiar
the respondent was with the respective technologies.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

optical character recognition (OCR) of text in a video
logo detection
image concept recognition (e.g. day or night, inside or outside)
visual object recognition (e.g. horse, church, Westminster Cathedral)
semantical sound classification (e.g. music, atmosphere, spoken word)
technical sound classification (e.g. stereo, mono)
speaker identification (e.g. Barack Obama speaking)
music recognition (e.g. “Yellow Submarine” by the Beatles)
video aspect ratio qualification (e.g. 4:3 pillarbox, 16:9 letterbox)
subject headings classification
speech-to-text (speech recognition)

The statements were ordered in descending order of experience, approval
and familiarity. The scale begins with the most affirmative experience of
having it in practical, daily use (insinuating that only sufficiently reliable
technology will qualify for that), then leading further to different levels
of expectations and concluding with an explicitly negative experience of
having it tested and considered not good enough for practical work. The
concrete statements of which the most applicable was to be chosen, were:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

We have it in use as a part of our day-to-day work
We have done or seen a successful case and we will implement it
No practical experience so far, we consider it helpful
No practical experience so far, we consider the relevance low
We have tested it, but it did not work well enough
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Fig 9: Results of working with mining technologies

Figure 9, above, shows the overall results at a glance with the highest and
lowest scores indicated in green and red respectively. We think that such a
comparitave view can provide the deepest insight into the responses.
Diving a little deeper, before all other conclusions, there was concern
that the high values for automated aspect ratio qualifications were the
result of a misunderstanding. The intention of the question was to ask
about experiences with a technology that is able to differentiate between
genuine 4:3 vs. anamorphic 16:9. As this was not clearly enough indicated, respondents may have mixed this up with normal 4:3 vs. 16:9 identification. This identification is usually based on the technical metadata
included in the header of video files or counting of pixels and therefore
would have to be considered as a simple example of harvesting instead
of mining.
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Apart from this exception the results of the table can be considered significant nevertheless. If we combine the scores of the two most affirmative
statements (A and B), speech to text scored the highest results. 21% of the
56 archives have the technology in practical use or at least have tested it
and intend to implement it soon. It was not surprising that speech to text
turned out to be the most widespread mining technology in the audiovisual archives world. 10% of respondents using this technology already
in day to day practice is not overwhelming, but the 10% of archives who
plan to implement this technology soon indicate a certain dynamic in this
technology field.
However, the responses regarding speech to text also illustrate the
ambiguity of mining technologies. A corresponding figure of 20% of
the respondents states that they have tested speech to text and judged
the results as insufficient. Of course this may have been – as it was not
asked when exactly the testing was done – some time ago, when the
technology was less mature. In total and taking into account the possible misinterpretation of the aspect ratio question, no less than 13 out
of 54 respondents or roughly one out of four uses some kind of mining
technology in daily practice, mostly in the sound domain.
Looking at the other figures speaks for itself and we don’t have to discuss every result in detail. Also an attempt to evaluate particular mining
technologies in detail would exceed the ambitions of this survey. Our
goal was to get an impression of the extent the mining technologies are
implemented, tested, evaluated or have raised interest so far.
One general remark is still justified by the figures. Archivists are technology optimists. The highest scores were found where it comes to affirming the belief in the technological future. The only limit to this is
the – justified – condition that a sustainable success rate has to be proven
in practice.
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SPEECH-TO-TEXT: FOR WHICH KIND OF MEDIA?

spoken word audio / radio only

17%

video / TV / moving image only

17%

both

67%

Fig 10: Speech-to-text media applications

SPEECH TO TEXT
As shown in Figure 10, speech to text is the mining technology that is
the most well-known and the most implemented of all feature extraction technologies at this point. As we had expected this, a few extra
questions about this technology were included in the survey, mainly for
those institutions who already have it in day to day use.
From the answers it appears that speech to text immediately showed
its use by allowing users to click through from the text to the point in the
essence where a particular word can be heard. This points not only to the
presence of time-based metadata in the backend of the system, but also to
the need for a solid graphic user interface (GUI) showing the full text and/
or allowing the click-through to geographical references for example. This
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SPEECH-TO-TEXT: FOR WHICH GENRES?
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Fig 11: Speech-to-text genres

again gives a general insight, because almost all mining results deserve and
need a highly advanced – mostly timecode linked – user interface in order
to be adequately useable. Next to that, speech to text has proven useful for
the cataloguing of both audio and moving images, as only two out of six
users testified that they use it for only one of the two.
Also when it comes to genres, speech to text proves to be very versatile.
All users apply speech to text for news cataloguing. One out of two uses it
for sports and one out of three for current affairs programmes. For lighter
genres, speech to text seems less popular with only one out of six respondents applying it on shows and no one applying it for drama, children’s
programming, cartoons, feature films, publicity or other such genres.
Regarding the quality of the speech to text result, the survey’s results still
report some room for improvement, with an average score from the archivists
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Fig 12: Speech-to-text quality

of 6.83. However, we have to keep in mind that only one respondent gave a
really low score and all others scored their speech to text results 7 or higher.
More or less the same result comes up when we asked about the quality of
the recognition of proper nouns, something that with some algorithms can
prove to be fairly problematic. This general happiness is also reflected by the
fact that only one out of six users indicates that they sometimes manually
correct the results delivered by the speech to text algorithm.
All the positivity above should not divert our attention from the fact
that 89% of the respondents don’t use speech to text (yet) and we wanted
to know about the reasons for that, suggesting five classical objections and
offering also a free text field for other comments.
The results of this ‘objections’ question read as a manual for speech to
text service providers on how to make their product or service better or
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Fig 13: Satisfaction with speech-to-text name recognition

which points to stress when making their sales pitch. One out of four respondents has a fear that the algorithm won’t deliver good enough results
for their (usually smaller) language. Another one out of four has issues
with fitting it into their current archival workflow and/or MAM system,
while one out of ten doesn’t even have the necessary IT infrastructure.
Almost one out of eight fear for the costs.
Interestingly, this graph also sheds light on the future. As we have seen
above, one out of ten respondents already has speech to text in use, another one out of ten is busy with the implementation and no less than 13% of
the respondents are in some stage of preparing the implementation. Based
on this, we consider it reasonable to predict that within five years, one out
of three audiovisual archives connected to the international archival community will be using speech-to-text in daily practice.
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WHY DON’T YOU USE SPEECH-TO-TEXT (YET)?
23%

Not good enough for our main languages

13%
13%
11%
9%

How to integrate it in MAM architecture?
Costs will outweigh benefits
Our MAM doesn’t allow it
Implementaon is busy

13%

Others: in some stage of preparaon

9%

Others: no MAM yet / too early
Others: we use subtling, so low priority
Others
(We have it already)

4%
5%
11%

Fig 14: Reasons for not using speech-to-text technology

FUTURE OF METADATA CREATION
The question of the future of metadata creation coincides with the question of the amount of manual work left in this area as the potential of automation (be it realised by harvesting or mining) is clearly acknowledged.
However, many respondents still consider the future of descriptive metadata creation to be closely connected to manual annotation and the decrease to be an omen for the profession as a whole.
About 85% of the respondents are convinced that the amount of manually created metadata will decrease in the next five years. The key question
is, which metadata categories do the respondents consider as genuinely
archival (not accessible because they have no relevance in the production
process) and for which metadata categories they consider mining tech-
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Fig 15: Remaining amount of manuualy created metadata

nologies to be still too far from maturity?
The respondents estimated the remaining amount of metadata that has
to be created manually to be around 30% to 40% in the foreseeable future.
Although quantifying metadata can be quite a fuzzy job, this figure most
interestingly corresponds to about 40% of the metadata that remains to
be completed after harvesting.
We know that this estimation is based on at least two areas of manual
metadata work in multimedia archives. One is correcting and aligning of
imported metadata structures, the other one is the description of visual
content.
The future of metadata creation will remain a heavily discussed matter. One source of confusion in this kind of discussion is the timeframe to
which predictions refer. Forecasts over more than two investment cycles of
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IT Infrastructure (eight to ten years) seem to be worthless murmuring if
we take into account how fast – and sometimes in unexpected patterns –
information technology evolves.
A sensible assessment of the future development of information
technology is a difficult task for archivists. The general tendency of
course is rapid progress. But at closer look there are significant differences in the development speed of technology fields. Artificial Intelligence (AI) and neighbouring areas have for quite a long time delivered
below expectation.6

DISCOVERABILITY
The 2017 MAM survey also enquired about what archives do to increase the discoverability of their assets. The use of an external registry of identifiers (a registry of globally unique identifiers to point to
and link to content of which several institutions hold a copy, e.g. ISAN,
GUID, ...) has never been very popular amongst FIAT/IFTA members, and this survey confirms this with less than 10% adhering to such
registries. This is probably due to the fact that many television archives
choose to focus their preservation and access efforts on unique content.
Publishing content on YouTube seems somewhat more popular. Almost
4 out of 10 respondents use this platform to enhance downstream discoverability. 17% does so by including metadata created originally only for
internal use. This of course raises questions about possible adaptations of
internal metadata once the walls of the fortress that the archive used to be,
are torn down. From our questions related to this subject it appears that
one out of two respondents actively adapts the metadata, keeping in mind
other users than media professionals. 22% does this from the beginning of
the annotation process, 28% at some later stage. Usually this adaptation
focuses on avoiding jargon, abbreviations and the like (‘we adapt the vo-
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Fig 16: Users leveraging an external registery of identifiers for discoverability
Fig 17. Use of YouTube to enhance downstream discoverability
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METADATA FOR TARGET GROUPS OTHER THAN PRODUCTION?

broadcaster’s
archives
naonal / regional
AV-archives
others

total
no, we don’t

45%

36%

16%

34%

36%

14%

yes, from the beginning

14%

50%

50%

43%

5%

22%

yes, from later on

28%

7%

other

Fig 18: Possible adapatation of metadata for use outside of production

cabulary that we use’) and/or, to lesser extent, to the level of detail or the
metadata categories shown. One last sign that even more archives are willing to open up their treasures is in the answers about open data. Already
four out of ten respondents have published at least a minimal quantity as
open data and another 22% have a plan to do so in the foreseeable future.

COMBINED SEARCH
Even though the main focus of the 2017 survey was on (automated) metadata creation we also wanted to learn more about the way all the data is
organised for its final aim to be searchable and discoverable.
All search technologies are compared to Google these days. Criticism
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ADAPTATIONS ON METADATA FOR OTHER TARGET GROUPS?
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Fig 19: Areas of internal metadata adaptation for external discoverability.
Fig 20: Data sets published as open data
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often culminates in the statement “it should be more like Google.” Google
is – beside its elaborated ranking and linking algorithms – experienced
by the users through its ability to search “everything” in one interface by
use of one search field. The widespread request for more Google likeness
shows that too few audiovisual archives have managed to turn the principal opportunity of having structured databases as their search base into
a real advantage. The underlying reasons deserve investigation but the
trend is to provide combined search possibilities to tackle users’ demand
for more and better information.
Notwithstanding this trend, to search with just one search field certainly
does not look like an advantage to an experienced researcher. One-fieldsearching technically speaking is not rocket science and too many databases did not provide this possibility for a long time.
To search through many differently structured databases at the same
time and deliver results and comprehensive options to deal with the results
is harder to achieve but only implicitly demanded.
Combined search is a big issue in the archive world. Almost 50% of the
archives already have it, and most of the others express the clear wish to
implement it.
Only large broadcasters host the well know variety of different databases that at the end of the transmission day represent the ‘broadcast stream’
in metadata. The ‘big metadata-players’ besides the archive databases
(sometimes still separated in television and radio) usually are planning
systems (mostly different ones for live studio production and for playout
rundowns), license databases, picture databases and content management
systems (CMS) for broadcasting and the web.
All questions of finding and reusing content considering licenses are
answered by use of these systems – if you know where to search.
The table in figure 22 (on the next page) allows a closer look at the
situation in archives that already heavily rely on combined search of
databases. We see which databases are simultaneously searchable. If we
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COMBINED SEARCH POSSIBLE?
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Fig 21: Combined search possibilities across databases

combine these results with the answers on the question whether the institution is happy with the amount of simultaneously searchable databases,
we see that the saturation point is to be expected somewhere between
four and seven databases. This may be a meaningful lesson for software
architects or interface designers before starting a combined search project.
But combined search is not the end of the road. What an archive
would need next is to collect the objects from different areas into baskets and to comprehensively perform the typical business process-operations on them (delivering, manipulating, editing, rights clearing) but
we probably have raised more questions than we were able to answer
by exploring this subject matter and we will try to find out more in the
next survey.
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COMBINED SEARCH DETAILS
happy with the search possibilies as they are now

Fig 22: Databases leveraged for combined search

CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have presented the results of the 2017 Media Asset
Management Survey of the International Federation of Television Archives (FIAT/IFTA), focusing on a broad range of metadata creation
methods. We have enquired and obtained meaningful results on many
aspects of metadata work in this era of workflow automation and integration, thus shaping a sufficiently clear picture of the present situation.
It has become clear from the survey’s results that the diversity of metadata creation methods has grown to a broad palette in the past years,
evolving more and more away from the classical manual-only approach.
Within this diversity, there are three main categories of metadata creation.
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First there is the manual creation of metadata, by archivists, in the archive.
The relative quantity of items tackled this way is definitely shrinking, but it
is still there and from this survey it appears that it will still stay around for
a while, for supposedly 30-40% of the archival intake.
Secondly, there are two categories of metadata creation methods that
clearly have become more popular.7 The first one, harvesting metadata
from all kinds of repositories outside the archive, grows rapidly, thanks
to the digitisation, automation and integration of the production processes with the media asset management flows. The second one, generating metadata in an automatic way, grows less rapidly than harvesting and
also less rapidly than predicted often throughout the last 15 to 20 years.
In fact not very many of the technologies that research institutions have
been experimenting with have made their way into commercially viable
products so far. This can not only be due to ignorance of the big players
in media asset management. The question here is whether the products
and services that more recently have popped up in this domain will more
easily find their ways into audiovisual archives than their predecessors did.
The general dynamics of information technology are well known, even
though there is no reason to believe that everything will evolve with the
same speed and in the same unambiguous direction as the storage and
transfer performance. So, once again, predictions here are hard to make,
especially as they are about the future.
Whatever this future may bring it is clear that the present methods of metadata creation are diverse and the future will be too. As a future domain of research we therefore would like to point to the evaluation of metadata creation
methods: there is a strong need for cold blooded evaluations in terms of cost,
effectiveness and efficiency. Not much has been done in this domain yet, but
it is clear that there is a relationship between the nature of the content (e.g.
genre) and the purpose that the metadata is supposed to serve.8
This kind of evaluation can form the basis of a true metadata creation
strategy that starts from the user needs. An archive that knows what and
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where its users search and what they do with the material afterwards has
a clear advantage in this regard. The challenge is, of course, that when it
comes to user groups and kinds of use, the target is a moving one. Broadcasters’ archives who still mostly serve radio and television producers
should keep in mind that they might be confronted with different kinds of
users asking for different kinds of access in the future.
In the meantime archivists still have to deal with the matters at hand.
New technologies seem so promising, offering many brand new opportunities, but two basic antagonisms have been with us for quite some time and
deserve our constant consideration. On the one hand there is the risk of
employing premature technology, versus the risk of being unable to keep
up with the pace of the media influx. On the other hand, there’s quantity
versus quality, in metadata as well as in the labour force. Indeed, in these
times of information overload, we risk creating a metadata overload. Users
do not search for more metadata, but for metadata that helps them to find
what they are searching for. When designing a metadata creation strategy,
archivists should take into account the consequences of their strategy for
search and retrieval: the more metadata is created, the more hits there will
be in a result list and the more relevancy ranking becomes important for
example.9 Hence also the importance of user interfaces – the one used by
the archivist as well as the one used by the end user of the archive. Much
of the new metadata that can be obtained by workflow integration (Edit
Decision Lists, speech to text results, geospatial data, ...) require specific
search and presentation interfaces in order to be comprehensible and usable in correlation with other metadata.
No matter how you look at it, the future world of archival metadata
seems to shatter into bits and pieces with different levels of precision and
mixed homogeneity levels. A good metadata strategy should push the
quality level up and the cost level down on the one hand, and on the other
hand glue it all together for the end-user as a homogenous and advantageous workflow experience. Good luck.
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PGA TOUR...
...AND THE EVOLUTION OF METADATA

THE PGA TOUR Media Asset Management (MAM) system has grown
in scale, complexity, and user base since it went live in 2010. Like other
MAM systems, metadata is at the core of the entire system but before we
dive directly into the metadata, I want to paint a picture of where the
metadata came from, where it is now and where it is going.
As one of golf ’s most famous players, Arnold Palmer once said, “Golf
is deceptively simple and endlessly complicated”. When Arnold Palmer
said those words he was describing the competition itself, but “deceptively simple and endlessly complicated” can also be applied to other aspects
of golf, including the preservation of the history of the sport through
media. From an archival perspective, let’s start with the acquisition of
tournament footage. The sport has 18 holes which equates to 18 fields
of play which further complicates the acquisition of footage as it means
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there is not only one ball to follow on one field of play like many other
sports. At any one moment in time there could potentially be five, ten,
or even more shots being taken simultaneously by players who could be
miles apart from each other. This makes coverage of a golf tournament
very difficult.
Trying to explain the sport itself can also be complex since it differs
from other sports in many ways. The tournaments are usually four-day
events, but after two days, half of the players, based on their score over
the previous two days, are cut, meaning they can no longer play in the
event and go home without making any money. The remaining players
compete for two more days to see who can get the lowest cumulative
score over the four days. In most other sports, the person or team with
the most points wins the competition but in golf the lowest score wins.
Another difference between golf and other sports is that the players only
get paid based on event performance. It is because of these differences
with other sports, that the average sports fan sees golf as a complex sport.
If we move the conversation along to golf vocabulary, we also encounter complexity. The depressions near the greens or fairways that are usually filled with sand are called bunkers, sand traps, the beach, and a few
other names. Identifying the correct term is difficult. This complexity in
terminology can be further illustrated by a golfer playing one hole where,
in simple terms, they hit three shots to get the ball in the hole. What makes
this more complex are the details of the execution of those three shots. For
instance, the player has a 2:30 tee time to start play. He or she proceeds
to take his/her tee shot with a driver, trying to hit it down the middle of
the fairway with a draw because the 430-yard par 4 hole is a dog-leg right,
but instead it lands in the first cut of rough to the left of the fairway. The
player then takes a hybrid club and punches a shot that lands just short of
the green on the fringe so they then take a wedge out of their bag and chip
it in the hole for a birdie. As you can see, using golf vernacular to explain
the details does make the game seem more complex.

PGA TOUR

Fig 1: Handwritten logs

This is where we will start our discussion on the evolution of the
TOUR’s metadata within our archive and step you through our goal of
simplifying the complex sport and it’s vocabulary for our users.

THE START OF AN EARLY ASSET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: 1985-1990
In 1985 the TOUR started gathering footage from our television broadcast partners as well as hiring our own camera crews to gather specific
footage for a weekly show called ‘Inside the PGA Tour’. The process
back then was to put a label on the outside of the tapes, put the tapes
on the shelf and then keep a book of handwritten logs that matched the
tape. This was a fantastic start as they were not only keeping track of
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Fig 2: Computer log

every tape and its location, but also logging each tape as it was received.
One of the many problems with the system was everyone’s handwriting
is not only different, but not always legible. Player names were misspelled
or became initials by the end of logs. When a player hit from a sand trap,
bunker, or the beach, it was up to the discretion of the logger to enter
what they wanted to call it. Searching for footage meant looking through
the binders of handwritten logs, which was not quick enough for many
people over time. Instead the users started asking other staff members if
they remembered where a specific shot might be located and what tape
that it might be on. When memory becomes better than the process, it is
time to change and that is what the TOUR did in 1991.

PGA TOUR

Fig 3: Old logger screenshot

MOVING TO COMPUTER-BASED METADATA SOFTWARE: 1991-2009
In 1991 the TOUR moved to a computer-based logging and search system. The benefits of this system were legible logs and time code taken
directly from the tape machine but the logs were still a single line of
text with no distinct metadata fields. The biggest problem we ran into
with computer-based logs was similar to the handwritten log issues we
had encountered previously – such as misspelled player names, abbreviations, and the lack of a true golf dictionary.
Over the years we accumulated a lot of video tapes as well as handwritten and computer logs which were filled with abbreviations, misspellings,
and inconsistent key words. The computer-based logs did become more
legible and easier to search than the handwritten logs, but the complexity
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of the sport necessitated a richer metadata environment where one could
search for footage and the entirety of the system, including strict vocabulary and a search engine, would make it easier for the user. So, in 2009 the
TOUR took the first step toward fixing the abbreviations, misspellings,
and golf vernacular by installing a customised golf logger.

THE TOUR’S FIRST MEDIA ASSET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: 2009-PRESENT
One of the overarching challenges for an administrator of a MAM is
asking the question,” can our MAM vendor can do everything we want
it to do?” During our discovery phase, we realised we couldn’t rely on
our MAM vendor alone for all our needs. We decided to seek other vendors or have in house personnel customise workflows and applications to
achieve our archives’ needs. Since most MAM software vendors have an
API, we decided to look for external applications that could enhance our
system. Early on we knew how important metadata was from an archive
and search perspective. This was the first area we chose to bring in an
outside company to enhance our MAM and it was launched before we
went live with our overall MAM, knowing the data would be imported
into our MAM system once we went live.

NEW LOGGING SOFTWARE
At the end of the 2009 TOUR we launched a new logging system. The
first step before the launch was to build predefined fields based on golf
vocabulary. This allowed the user to move away from manual typing
and instead created a workflow that forced the users to click boxes and
choose predefined metadata fields which in turn eliminated misspellings,
abbreviations, vocabulary differences and numerous other issues.

PGA TOUR

Fig 4: Dixon Home Screen 3-11-14 Rev

Our system has over 60 pre-selected buttons the user can press to enter
data. Not only is it faster to log footage when using a mouse, but the user
can also enter more data compared to typing everything manually. If you
look at the left side of the logging screen you will see a roster of the players
in the field. Moving onto the middle section we have tags which are hard
coded buttons. These include camera angles, from locations, to locations,
scoring terms, etc.
This was the first step that was necessary to build a custom metadata
structure for golf and it allowed us to build a search system based around
the metadata the TOUR was creating. During this time, we also looked to
other departments at the TOUR to see what they had and how we might
want to leverage their tools and help with consistency across TOUR departments. The ideal department to consider was competitions as they
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Fig 5. Dixon Home Screen 2015

had built a scoring system. The TOUR’s official scoring system called
ShotLink proved to be a perfect building block for adding to our vocabulary and overall metadata scheme.

SHOTLINK INTEGRATION
The official scoring system of the TOUR, made up of lasers for pinpoint
distance accuracy, handheld devices for walking score keepers and other
data gathering devices had built a rich database of every tournament,
course, and player information. Since we wanted to stay consistent with
other departments at the TOUR and ShotLink is the main source for
nearly all data that now feeds websites across the world, an integration
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between our logging system and ShotLink was developed. A workflow
was developed where the logging software would receive course and
player information from ShotLink every week for the current tournament. The course information includes the par value for all 18 holes
as well as the yardage and the player information sent to the logger is
the roster for the current week’s tournament. This automated process
meant the logger did not have to manually enter any of this information
on a weekly basis. This helped solve some of the issues we saw with the
handwritten and computer-based logging systems, but not all of them.
Our next step was to build a golf vocabulary that could be assimilated
within the logger. Once again, we looked at ShotLink for this vocabulary.
Terms like fairway, rough, trap, and green therefore became the standard
vocabulary for our logging system. The integration between the two systems and the defined golf vocabulary meant we now had consistency
throughout our metadata.

AS NAMES CHANGE, SO SHOULD METADATA
For those that follow golf tournaments, many events tend to change
names from year to year, mainly depending on the sponsor for that event.
This impacts the MAM end user as they can’t search for a tournament
based on the tournament name alone. If a user is searching for footage
for an event spanning a few years, and the name has changed, searching
by tournament name gives limited results. To solve this problem an additional metadata field was added for each tournament called tournament
ID. This new metadata field is a three-digit identification number that
carries over each year and never changes. The tournament can change
its name every year and the identification number will stay consistent.
This same concept applies to player and course metadata as well. There
is an associated player and course identification number in case the
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player or course changes their names. Each log entry for a tournament,
course and player also has a corresponding tournament ID, course ID
and player ID.

SHOT DISTANCE DATA
From the handwritten logs to our current logger we built a rich metadata
environment but we felt we could take that data and add even more to
it. At the end of each tournament one of our Media Archive Specialists
will kick off a workflow that retrieves even more data from ShotLink like
shot distance and distance from the hole. This addition allows users to find
very specific footage such as any shot a player hit over 300 yards or any
putt that player missed inside of 5 feet.

ITEM LEVEL METADATA AND LOG TRACK LEVEL METADATA
A significant difference between our MAM and others is we are an
item-based system and not a clip-based system. If we have a three-hour
event we bring in all three hours as a single item. That item gets twentyeight points of metadata. These include the title, year, tour code, tournament name, material type, camera type, network, audio track details,
etc. The TOUR then built a style guide for the item level metadata to
maintain consistency in data entry. The style guide explained everything from when to capitalise to when to use hyphens. Any new hire on
the MAM archive team must read the style guide, even before they get
access to the system.
As I mentioned above the TOUR MAM is clip based. The item level
metadata mentioned above is added by our Media Archive Specialists at
the point of ingest. Once the item is created the Media Loggers open the
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item and start to add individual log tracks. For a three-hour telecast we
have between three and four hundred log entries per item.

METADATA EXTRACTION
The TOUR has worked with a few companies to perform metadata extraction within the footage itself. We have extracted dialogue, facial, text,
logos, and object recognition data and this has been applied to our log
tracks for each item. Although we are in the early stages of this type of
technology it has its benefits. Logo recognition could help our marketing department when it comes to return on investment with sponsors.
Speech to text has been challenging as player names become very difficult for these types of engines to understand. As this technology evolves
the TOUR is keen to keep adding this type of data to our MAM.

NLE METADATA EXCHANGE
The metadata carried over to our Non-Linear Editing (NLE) system is
of great importance. When files or partial files are sent from the MAM
to our editing system we pass along metadata fields for easier searching
and tracking within the system. A user can click on a log entry in the
MAM and send the footage to our NLE and not only will the log entry
metadata go with the footage, but seven more points of metadata also go
with the footage including year, tournament name and camera operator.
This has proved valuable for our production staff and editors since footage is easily recognisable without having to open clips to see what they
are because they have a generic label.
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THE PROCESS OF SEARCHING
There is no reason to archive footage if you can’t find it once it is archived. That is why the TOUR has put so much emphasis on metadata.
Now that the metadata is structured in a standardised manner it is easier
to build search profiles that are tailored around the metadata.
Of the ninety-six thousand items in the TOUR archive, every single
item has at least twenty-eight points of item level metadata. If the items do
not have log entries they are put on a list to eventually be logged, as we feel
metadata at item level is a valuable tool. Maybe one day Artificial Intelligence will be able to speed up that process, but for now we will continue
to use the tools we have built over the years that have helped our metadata
evolve to what it is today.
Golf is a challenging sport for both the athlete and archivist. As with
any archive the TOUR had two main goals: to preserve the history of our
footage and to allow users quick and easy access to that footage. Metadata is the key to the archive and as you have read above, it has changed
over the years. With these changes we have added, adjusted and enhanced
metadata, hopefully creating a system which is complex on the backend
but simple for the end user.

PGA TOUR
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FROM LIVE
TO ARCHIVE

BEFORE I GO through the case study from the IMG Studios point
of view, I would like to talk briefly about one key aspect of building an
archive that is more related to non-live content, i.e. content recorded
on physical media. Over time ATP Media’s predominantly tape archive
grew to around 13,000 assets. These assets encompassed all of their legacy tennis content and it was important when building this archive to
select the crown jewels of what they held. This is relevant if you want
to monetise what is held, not so relevant if you just want to preserve the
heritage of the sport. In this case, ATP Media wanted to monetise what
they held and in order to be as effective and efficient as possible, IMG
Studios undertook a large tape audit of all the assets that were stored at
the time.
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AUDITING TEMPLATE
To carry out an audit we designed a master audit template that was specific to their content. The template can consist of 15 to 20 different categories, the obvious ones like the tape number, title and subtitle are joined
by duration of media, timecode in and out, interview, player practice,
participants, press conference, sponsor etc. So, as the operator is spooling through the tape they are not only confirming what is actually on the
tape, but also if there is any other relevant content that could be useful for
broadcasters or archive partners. The other big benefit to analysing the
tape content before the tape is migrated into a digital asset is that by establishing what the true duration is, IMG were able to accurately price up the
overall cost of digitisation. What often happens in archive projects is that
the entire archive is digitised en masse without really knowing if every asset is going to be useful or even if there is actually any media on every tape.
Doing a detailed tape audit gives the Federation all the information they
need to start building a focused and attractive digital archive, ensuring that
there is always demand for their content. The other benefit for IMG is that
we could update all of the tennis records on our tape library system so that
they accurately reflected what we held.
Over the years this has become a key stage in helping ATP Media and
many of our other federations to build and monetise their archives in an
efficient and consistent manner.

CAPTURING LIVE CONTENT
As you would expect, IMG Studios has all of the facilities and technology to
record feeds via satellite or fibre as well as over the internet via accelerated
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) systems such as Signiant and Aspera. Over the
years IMG has used most of these delivery methods to receive content for
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Fig 1: ATP satellite feeds recorded directly into EVS/IPD

ATP Media although back in the early days tapes and Xfile drives were sent
to us and even today we still receive Xfiles after each event has finished.
As technology has moved on, ATP Media now has the ability to selfpublish, so being onsite a so being on site at an ATP event they are able to
send content directly to their archive platform. This happens for all ATP
1000 events where the top players are in attendance. During these events
there are a lot of different feeds that need to be captured. IMG is involved
in recording ATP Content Channel feeds from the 1000 series events and
highlights feeds directly into our EVS IP Director System.
IMG is also involved in enabling remote production for the ATP 500
events, this allows the ATP Media team to be onsite at IMG Studios in
London and carry out all of the recording and publishing that they would
normally do at events around the world.
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Fig 2: Media logged using EVS IP Director

MEDIA LOGGING
Metadata needs to be added to the ATP archive for effective searching. I
am sure that you would all agree that the more descriptive the metadata the
easier it is for a paying customer to find the content they are looking for. At
IMG Studios we spend a large percentage of our time adding metadata,
or logging To give you some idea of how complex this is we spend around
3 hours of our time logging 1 hour of tennis content. For a typical tennis
match we would add around 300 to 450 individual log entries. Each entry
has multiple keywords associated with it and these keywords are decided
upon by speaking to an expert in the sport as well as working closely with the
Federation. The aim is to accurately describe everything that can happen
during a match. A typical keyword grid contains over 100 words.

FROM LIVE TO ARCHIVE

For us, it is not enough to just log the score and who wins. There are
companies that will provide this type of log data to describe what happens
during a match, IBM and Opta being two of those companies. This data
is very useful and can be expanded upon if necessary, however, one of
the key factors to help make the ATP’s content stand out is to look for the
emotional elements of a tennis match. These elements tend to focus on the
players as well as the crowd but occasionally the umpire or the line officials
can also play a part. Obvious emotional moments are, for example, when
a player screams in frustration or elation, when something funny happens
or if the players interact with the crowd. For a broadcaster looking for
interesting content these small elements can make the difference between
them choosing the footage or not.
Our media loggers also have a responsibility to highlight interesting
items or amazing matches to our Rights team so that they can push this
content even more. We also assist the Rights team by putting together
player collections for broadcasters. These collections often contain a
mix of great shots and rallies from that player and are ideal for a broadcaster to drop into a highlights programme or a focus on feature for
example. We ensure that everything we create is fully logged. This helps
makes the whole process much easier and more lucrative for everyone
involved.

INGEST
The Imagen Enterprise Video Platform makes it very easy to ingest content to the ATP Media portal, as the screen grab below shows. More
metadata can be added to the clip and multiple clips can be uploaded
simultaneously. Each uploaded clip is automatically transcoded into a predetermined new rendition of the original file – for browsing a 1Mbit/s
proxy is created, for typical downloads a 10Mbit/s .mov is also created.
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Fig 3: Ingest to Imagen Enterprise Video Platform

This .mov file strikes a good balance between quality and file size, and is
perfect for use in a highlights show. In addition, the original high-resolution file can also be downloaded should the broadcaster want it.

ARCHIVE & DISTRIBUTION
ATP Media have one digital archive site that contains all digitised assets
from the 1000 series events, with a copy also held on IMG’s Media Asset
Management system (MAM). The ATP Media Archive stores all of its
content in the cloud as well as at IMG, and as long as the IMG team has
logged the asset and sent it to our MAM (which also acts as a backup), the
file will then get pushed to the archive site.

FROM LIVE TO ARCHIVE

Fig 4: Archive interface with heightened functionality

ATP Media also have another archive platform that essentially acts as an
extranet for the broadcasters and partners of the ATP to acquire content
that is more tailored to them.
This portal contains player photos, scripts, highlights and player
melts etc., while the main archive is mainly full match content. The
extranet portal is a key tool in providing the news and highlights feeds
for customers. ATP Media gives its customers access to the content of
these portals depending on who they are and what the content is going
to be used for. The payment system is based on a tiered scale of bronze,
silver and gold members, as well as members who do not have any
rights but are allowed to browse content. Each subscriber to the portal
is given credits depending on their rights level, in this way ATP Media
maintain control over what is downloaded as well as how much gets
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Fig 5: ATP Media extranet portal

downloaded. Each piece of content has a credit value (which equates
to a number of seconds). A large broadcaster with extensive rights will
be given a much larger credit allocation than a company with limited
rights. The best quality content has the highest credit value and only
the top tier broadcasters have access to it.
So if a broadcaster wants to download the full bitrate master file,
how does that work? The master full bitrate HD format is based on a
120Mbit/s DNx120 file, and many of the matches on the archive site
have a full resolution copy sitting in the cloud available to those who can
afford it. One hour of this type of file is around 50GB in size and downloading this would take forever if it were not for Imagen’s Accelerated
File Download technology. This works in a very similar way to Signiant
or Aspera as large files can be acquired relatively quickly. Another great
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aspect of the ATP’s media portals is the ability to give customers the
freedom to edit their own clips from a master clip. Thanks to Partial File
Restoration, only the bit of the clip that is edited is recalled to be downloaded and this speeds up the download process.
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SMART
PRODUCTION

FASTER TRANSMISSION SPEEDS for video footage and enhanced
storage capacity have recently made it possible for broadcasters to acquire large volumes of video and voice content for programme production. The use of Twitter and other social media in mainstream society
also makes it easier to obtain initial reports on incidents and accidents,
in addition to information on social trends. Moreover, it is now possible to monitor open data, such as sensor information issued by local
governments and public organisations, and use this data for programme
production.
Extracting the material required for programme production from volumes of video footage, or obtaining useful information from social media is, however, extremely burdensome work for programme producers.
Moreover, to ensure that all produced content is available to all viewers,
including non-native Japanese speakers and those with visual or hearing
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impairments, content needs to be converted into formats compatible with
users’ environments.
NHK Science & Technology Research Laboratories (NHK-STRL) has
proposed Artificial Intelligence (AI) -driven technology for supporting TV
programme production known as “Smart Production”. Smart Production
consists of the underlying technologies shown in Figure 1. Presently the
following technologies are being developed under the concept of “delivering timely and accurate information to all viewers,” cooperating with TV
programme production sites:
•

Content analysis technology for quick gathering and editing
of accurate information
•
•
•

•

Big Data Analysis Technology
Image Analysis Technology
Speech Recognition Technology

Content conversion technology for delivering content to
all viewers
•
•
•

Audio Description
Simplified Japanese
Sign Language CG

CONTENT ANALYSIS TECHNOLOGY FOR NEWS GATHERING AND EDITING
The content analysis technology in Smart Production analyses social media and large volumes of video footage to help programme producers efficiently gather and edit the information they need. This technology consists of Big Data analysis, speech recognition and image analysis.

SMART PRODUCTION

Fig 1: Underlying Technologies of Smart Production

BIG DATA ANALYSIS TECHNOLOGY
In the field of Big Data analysis technology, research and development is progressing on a social media analysis system and news article generation system.

SOCIAL MEDIA ANALYSIS SYSTEM
Broadcasting companies manually search on social media for useful information for their productions, making a judgment call on the authenticity
of this information and whether or not to use it. Information from social
media is used in many cases in initial reports for news items. An example
of this was a video taken by Shinkansen (Bullet) train passengers during
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Fig 2: Social Media Analysis System

a June 2015 case of arson. The footage was posted on social media and
subsequently used in a news story. While social media allows programme
producers to gather information quickly that was not even available in the
past, the downside is that considerable manpower will be needed to check
this information as data volumes increase.
The developed system enables partial automation of work that has traditionally been carried out manually. The system learns what tweet data
is considered useful for news coverage by programme producers. It also
classifies and displays this data by category, such as fire or traffic accidents,
as shown in Figure 2. The system employs Recurrent Neural Networks, a
type of deep learning technology. The results from the system can be confirmed by the news producer and applied to the news programme. The
confirmed data can subsequently be used as learning data.

SMART PRODUCTION

Fig 3: News article generation system incorporating water level data

NEWS ARTICLE GENERATION SYSTEM
Broadcasters usually collect and analyse data made available by a variety
of public organisations and local governments for use in news production.
One example of this is data on river water levels. It is an extremely taxing task for producers to constantly monitor water level data and quickly
prepare news articles when any abnormalities occur.
In this case, the News Article Generation System automatically generates a news script that matches the situation by extracting the text
most relevant to the river conditions from the vast archive of news articles stored at the broadcast companies. The system then prepares templates and embeds water level data. The outline of the system is shown
in Figure 3.
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Fig 4: Metadata generation using face recognition and scene text recognition

IMAGE ANALYSIS SYSTEM
Research is progressing on automatic metadata generation using facial
recognition and scene text recognition technology to allow producers
to retrieve what they need from volumes of stock footage. Examples of
results from facial recognition and scene text recognition are shown in
Figure 4.
Facial recognition technology detects the facial areas contained in
video footage, recognises the faces and automatically tags individuals
using pre-learned names. Efforts are being made to improve recognition accuracy through the application of image features that can handle
changes in expression or the fluctuating light levels common in broadcast programs.

SMART PRODUCTION

Scene text recognition technology detects and reads character sequences on signs, billboards and the like in video footage, and automatically tags
location name and other such information. It is able to detect character
sequences with a high level of accuracy, including Japanese text, distorted
text and text viewed from varying perspectives.

SPEECH RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY
The Laboratories are engaged in research on speech recognition with the
aim of applying this technology to the generation of closed captioning for
live broadcasts and the transcription of news footage.
Speech recognition technology used to generate closed captioning for
live information programmes deploys a deep learning model that recognises even difficult-to-understand utterances, achieving real-time recognition and displaying closed captioning with minimal delay.
A support technology interface is being developed that can simply
and quickly produce transcripts of video footage. The screen of the
interface is shown in Figure 5 on the next page. The interface is optimised for the requirements of broadcast stations, and automatically
partitions comments and applies keywords to display transcripts as editing is taking place.

CONTENT CONVERSION TECHNOLOGY
Research is being conducted on three content conversion technologies to
ensure programming is available to all viewers. These technologies convert content and data into “audio descriptions” for the visually impaired,
“simplified Japanese” for non-native Japanese speakers, and “sign language CG” for the hearing impaired.
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Fig 5: Interview transcript based on speech recognition

AUDIO DESCRIPTION
This research aims to realise a service that automatically provides information not usually accessible to those who can’t see the footage, using
synthesised voice descriptions. This will allow the visually impaired to
fully enjoy sports telecasts.
“Who”, “what” and “when” data transmitted in real-time by organisers of sports events are used to automatically generate audio descriptions of match progress. This is read out by a synthesised voice when
appropriate. The text of audio descriptions may also be used as-is for
real-time closed captioning. The configuration of the audio description
system is shown in Figure 6 on the next page.

SMART PRODUCTION

Fig 6: Configuration of Audio Description

SIMPLIFIED JAPANESE
Research is proceeding on simplifying Japanese using machine translation technology as a new way of relaying news to foreign nationals residing in Japan. The outline of simplified Japanese technology is shown in
Figure 7 on the next page.
A system is being developed to generate news articles with information to support comprehension using this simplified Japanese technology.
The system features a function to display simplified explanations of difficult vocabulary, with readers using a swipe motion to display these explanations in order of difficulty. The ‘furigana’ readings of ‘Kanji’ characters and dictionary references are also offered. A production support
tool is also presently under development. This tool uses an automatic
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Fig 7: Outline of the Simplified Japanese Technology

conversion system to quickly simplify copy and generate news articles in
easy Japanese.

CG-BASED SIGN LANGUAGE
Research and development is advancing on systems to automatically generate CG-based sign language weather forecasts from meteorological data.
The aim of this research is to expand NHK’s sign language service for
hearing impaired viewers.
Recent efforts have resulted in the development of a system that automatically generates sign language computer graphics for prefectural weather
forecasts from weather data issued by the Japan Meteorological Agency. An

SMART PRODUCTION

Fig 8: CG-based Sign Language Weather Report

experimental website using this system, as shown in Figure 8, went live in
February 2017. This website makes it possible for users to browse CG-based
sign language weather reports for the seven prefectures of the Kanto region
in Japan, updated three times a day (5 AM, 11 AM and 5PM).1
NHK Archives have already adopted two of these new technologies: Image Search and Lap-time Detector.
Image Search allows users to upload a still image, or click on an existing
thumbnail image on the programme outline in the archive, to find video footage containing similar images. Lap-time Detector analyses digitised video files
and automatically detects each scene change and colour bars, automatically

1.

http://www.nhk.or.jp/strl/sl-weather/
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calculating the start lap-time and duration of each clip. It is also possible to
compare the results with existing metadata to ensure the results are correct.
This technology has been put to good use in a recent NHK project to digitise
all HDCAM videotapes stored in local stations. Each tape contained approximately 10 news clips which were separated by colour bar patterns. Before this
project, the exact start lap time and duration of each clip was unknown, but
the implementation of the Lap-time Detector during digitisation enabled the
detection of both and saved NHK Archives a great deal of time and money.
NHK Archives have a number of plans for the future. It is believed
that the increasing accuracy of Facial Recognition technology will help
producers enormously and may enable researchers to find precious early-years footage of well-known individuals and famous people. It is also
envisioned that the development of Text Detection will enable NHK to
find places that the footage was taken. NHK also plan to improve the
current text search experience. The auto-generated programme outline
currently includes closed-captions of each cut, but not open-captions,
and it is hoped this will be developed further. Furthermore, NHK believes that as cloud services become more and more reasonable, cloudbased archive systems will soon become very popular whilst testing or
using external Application Programming Interface (API) services, which
can be very up-to-date, will be made much easier.

CONCLUSION
This paper gives a brief outline of the six AI-driven technologies being
developed by NHK-STRL for content production support, collectively
known as “Smart Production”. Whilst some of these technologies have already been adopted by NHK Archives, plans are in place to enhance and
improve each of these technologies to better support broadcasting station
activities in the future.

SMART PRODUCTION
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DIGITISATION – 		
INDUSTRIALISATION

SPORT BROADCASTING CHALLENGES AND THE VALUE OF REAL
TIME CONTENT IN AN INTEGRATED NEWSROOM

MEDIASET GROUP IS the leading commercial television operator in
Italy and Spain. Its core business is general TV, with three national channels (Canale5, Italia1 Rete4), free to air thematic channels and a pay TV
platform, Mediaset Premium, launched in 2008 to offer film, TV series,
documentaries, children's’ programmes, live sport and sport programmes,
totalling 17,000 hours of entertainment in house per year.
Premium Sport is the sport content factory, with more than 3,000 hours
of live events managed annually, including UEFA Champions League (145
matches per year), national Italian main football league (Series A – 248
matches per year), Ligue1, Coupe de la Ligue, Scottish Premier Football
League and international championships (Campeonato Brasileiro, Primera
Division Argentina, etc.), as well as other sports like Motorbike (Superbike,
Formula E) and NFL with Superbowl. With all of this sport programming,
the total amount of content managed is more than doubled in terms of hours
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per year, taking into account pre/post-match shows and magazines (about
2300 hours produced each year) plus news bulletins and selected content published over the web and social media (about 2,600 hours produced annually).
From a business model based on the concept of a linear television channel
with traditional linear workflows, Mediaset Premium Sport decided to change
its model to that of a sport agency, a multiplatform content provider with a
cross media approach, serving both pay TV and free to air channels’ needs.
The goal was to “industrialise” the sport content production value chain allowing full rights exploitation and increasing production capabilities; avoiding
traditional bottlenecks and reducing operating costs; delivering engaging and
emotional content (by enhancing the exploitation of both “fresh images” and
library heritage), with multi-platform and multiple device distribution.
The disruption key and the leverage to pursue the company goal has been
the digitisation of the whole value chain from ingest to cataloguing and
archiving, from searching to editing and post-production, to playout and
distribution.
The way we have moved forward, our transformation from analogue to
digital, as well as the main issues and results accomplished in our digitisation journey, are described below.

DIGITISATION JOURNEY
Considering all the targets described above, the digitisation roadmap has
been mapped out looking at the business processes, transformation of the
sport value chain and the evolution of the role of every actor involved
in sport content production, as a common thread for the whole journey,
combining technology and humanity.
The digitisation journey has involved a deep dive into all the previously existing systems, features and capabilities, assessing each need and
defining every project requirement. The main company departments have
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“INTERNAL CUSTOMER”
• Production department: plan and manage production resources and day-byday content availability (selection, cataloguing and archiving,

• Design technical facilities
and solutions for

right management),
• Technical Department (studios resources)

broadcasting,
• Responsible for postrelease technical support

ORGANIZATION DEPARTMENT
• Projects and change management, from business

(Operations),
• Vendor management.

requirement definition to postrelease support
• Design system workflows,
basing on architectural
frameworks,
• Define organizational
models, declining
roles/resps.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIER

Technology side

• Journalists

Business side

TECHNOLOGY
DEPT.

• Deploy technical facilities and
solutions, based on customer
requests and defined SLA
• Ensure maintenance and
end-user support (L2 support team)

Fig 1: Main company departments involved in the digitisation project

been closely involved with the design stage, from the business side (journalists, production and technical resources) to the technology side (technology department and technical suppliers/3rd parties). This was led by the
Organisational Department, who are traditionally responsible for project
management. This strategy has been one of the key factors for the project’s
success – the management of each part of the project has been viewed as
a journey for all of the different participants to take together.

1.0. SUMMARY
As a first step, the preliminary analysis (“as-is” model) provided the current
state of the business process, clarifying the whole content lifecycle, with ev-
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ery role and tool involved, coupled with related strengths and weaknesses.
Legacy systems and traditional workflows were mainly configured as separate “silos”, with audio/video content transported and managed via physical tapes, totally fragmented and with a lack of integration between each
business process. For example, the content acquisition process was mainly
managed with tape collections and manual metadata annotation, programme definition and scheduling was based on “pen and paper”, with
finished content produced through linear editing contributed analogically
to the previous print-to-tape process.
This legacy model was tailored to manage a restricted volume of content produced per day, mainly with a single linear broadcast (no multiplatform) and inefficient capacity allocation (i.e. production process in
serial manner, with high cost in case of changes with content managed
on videotapes).
While the AS-IS analysis provided standard activities and issues, the
TO-BE model was designed to bridge the gaps and to build a totally integrated workflow, from ingest to broadcast and archive, based on a single
system (Dalet Galaxy).
There are more than 200 users involved in the sport production process (including journalists, production and technical staff of the whole
Premium Sport department). Each activity was digitised, from an ingest
farm (44 channels with massive ingest through a single-point-of-control) to
content scheduling (rundown scheduling) and creation with a story centric
model (video, story, CG in a “single package”), to playout (TV multi-channels), distribution (web and social) and finally to the archiving process,
with dedicated production archive (PAM) and integrated centralised facilities (MAM). Looking at the whole value chain, in figure 2, we summarise
the key process areas impacted by the digital transformation.
The backbone to the success of this project is the end-to-end integrated
model which gives us the ability to manage metadata from the creation of
the content (an event scheduling, as an example), throughout its whole life-
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AND DISTRIBUTION

CATALOGUING AND
ARCHIVING

Totally
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BACKBONE OF THE SUCCESS

AS IS

End-to-end digital integrated workflows
• Central newsroom
Massive ingest, with 44
• Logging and highlights integrated contribution,
ingest channels, VTR, P2,
• End-to-end file based workflows,
mini-dv and scan-converter • Non-Linear Editing (One Cut),
• Tapeless contribution

A single database, sharing the
same content enriched with
multiple metadata and
dedicated profiled views

Dalet Galaxy Newsroom and Playout
3rd party SW (Final Cut and Premiere)fully integratedwith Dalet Editor (Xtend plugin), Cube Graphics, CMS

Fig 2: Digital ecosystem and content value chain

cycle. This includes real-time logging, the editing process (with media genealogy creation) and metadata enrichment for cataloguing and archiving,
both automatically generated and manually created.
The digital model has been totally disruptive to the previous production
model, transforming the media production and distribution value chain to a
dynamic and agile flow: different teams (journalists, producers, production
staff, archivists, real time loggers and editors) can instantly access the content
they need, independently from where they are (in-house, production centres
in Milan or Rome, or directly in the field, as during Olympic Games Rio
2016). By sharing resources, working on the same media simultaneously, we
increase efficiency (i.e. video footage, live events or archived content is immediately available everywhere, all the time) and performance (i.e. playout
on free and pay TV channels, together with multi-platform publishing).
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Moreover, dedicated steps have been taken and are currently on-going,
to explore and develop best digital capabilities (i.e. integrated planning
tools, customised metrics and reporting tools, advanced rights management facilities) improving process stability and system performance as
much as increasing employees’ competencies and ensuring business and
organisational model evolution.
The main challenges experienced on the digital journey in Mediaset
Premium Sport and their related impacts are described below:

1. INGEST
In the sport content galaxy, live events play the bigger role, combined with
raw material and pre-recorded content. As a first content management
process, acquisition workflows have been defined to make all content immediately available to all users simultaneously (editing while recording).
This is applicable to live events, after technical scheduling and scheduling
recorder, or registered content, from different sources and formats (VTRs
and live feeds, direct import from cameras, such as P2 or XDCAM, and
FTP). As soon as the material is ingested, it is tagged and ready to use.
With the workflow re-engineering, metadata has been integrated in
the whole content lifecycle, from event scheduling to the ingest-process, defining content cataloguing as a continuous enrichment process. When content is ingested, a dedicated technical pool (“Centrale
Operazioni”) complete the first content tagging, combining automatic
metadata (i.e. event and ingest date) and manual annotation (i.e. content title and location).
From a legacy organisation with dedicated resources (i.e. RVM specialist)
previously engaged in content transmission (RX-TX workflows), with digitisation Mediaset Premium Sport saw the creation of a centralised technical
pool (“Centrale Operazioni”). They ensure a full cross-factory support, per-
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Fig 3: Ingest management – technical scheduling (Dalet)

forming technical activities (“ingest farm” control, from technical scheduling to content acquisition and first tagging) and managing TV production
capabilities (internal resources and external/on the field staff).

2. CONTENT DEFINITION
Transformation in content definition has been achieved by introducing
a story centric model. The original fragmented model, with separate
steps, from the content definition process, based on “pen and paper”,
the editorial scheduling on a dedicated system (iNews) to the creation
and transmission processes, has been re-engineered to this story centric
workflow.
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Production rundown

On-Air rundown

Fig 4: Sport content "Shopping" workflow – Premium Sport daily production-rundown, with
flows to on-air rundown

Each piece of content or “planned story” is managed through a single/centralised “box” or point of collection (placeholder) – a self-contained unit with
all its associated elements (text, video, voice-over and audio, CG and graphics).
A placeholder is the cornerstone of the Mediaset Premium Sport endto-end integrated workflow. he whole content lifecycle, from assignment
to acceptance, including scheduling and playout for newscasts, live
and near-live magazines, is based on this placeholder
Each placeholder is collected in a central production rundown as a
daily basket (with pre-defined sections or blocks), then each Sport-brand
(free and/or pay TV channels, websites or social media platforms) can
select content, create a “shopping list” and include this in its dedicated
on-air scheduling (bulletins or magazines/live shows) or respective online pages (web and social media).
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Digitisation has shifted the activities of content definition from technical and production staff to editorial staff and they are now the main
people responsible for the whole content lifecycle, from initial content
definition, assignment and acceptance or review, scheduling, creation
and playout.
Moreover, digitisation has been the leverage to re-engineer the Sport
production model, creating a content factory where content is produced
in a single logical location (stocking finished products in a “daily basket”, ready-to-be broadcast) then purchased on demand and distributed
to multiple programmes (newscasts, live and near-live magazines, both
on free and pay TV channels, websites and social media pages through
CMS), maximising the value of the assets and ensuring full rights content exploitation on every platform.

3. CONTENT CREATION AND DISTRIBUTION
With regard to the core production processes, content creation and distribution workflows are where the most disruptive impact has taken place.
From a serial production process, with fragmented an duplicated efforts,
and specialised roles (i.e. RVM-editors), digitisation has been the breakthrough for the total re-engineering of the content creation workflow,
particularly for journalists.
Mediaset Premium journalists have been identified as the main people
responsible for the whole editing process and now manage these activities
from end to end themselves:
•

content search, through a unique search environment,
with standard single text (Google like search), advanced
search (i.e. search profiles tailored on user needs), or hierarchical content browsing;
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•

content preview and selection, both on online and offline
materials (through proxy video);

•

content selection, import and audio/video editing on a timeline (directly or previous retrieving), including while recording
content, inserting voice-over and graphics (CG, images);

•

finished product rendering (in high-quality format), locally
(with dedicated workstations) or remotely (web client use).

•

With dedicated rundowns (on-air scheduling) and manual
or automatic triggers, content can be directly played out
in the same scheduled order or with live reordering, in
HD and/or 4K quality.

To deal with digital transformation, it has been necessary to rethink and
review activities and roles, and how they work together. Our solution has been
to tailor the digital system to business needs, matching digital features and user
behaviours synergically, and re-engineering business processes to reduce time
to market, improve agility, maximise capacity usage and lower operating costs.
The magnitude of digital disruption has been considerable in term
of process efficiency (total amount of hours produced per year has been
doubled) but has also been significant in terms of the whole learning and
change management process, from initial training and education to the
post-release support.
To prepare for and support the change, particularly considering content
creation and distribution processes, we built a specific learning plan targeted
at journalists, through staging/trial system, dry-run intensive weeks and postrelease support with specific role creation (i.e. governance specialist). We chose
to focus on figures totally engaged in the production workflow, with extensive
experience in content management but also with a broader view of techni-
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Fig 5: Story content and timeline during editing process

cal aspects and workflow features (i.e. lifecycle management, with editing capabilities and technical understanding about digital tools). Who more than
archivists could have this experience? From a main focus on content selection
and cataloguing, to a deep engagement in the production and distribution
workflow, digitisation creates new opportunities and roles for archivists to pursue, such as media managers, media specialist and governance specialists.

4. CATALOGUING AND ARCHIVING
Content, as always, is the king and allows the development of business
opportunities. It helps to create and strengthen the bond with customers
before, during and after the event itself.
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Fig 6: Scenes/frames selection with annotation tracks

Sport production digitisation, cataloguing and archiving processes have
been totally reviewed, introducing a fully re-engineered data model based
on a set of metadata-fields (i.e. technical metadata, production metadata),
specific taxonomy (i.e. Sport glossary) and locators or markers to detect a
specific scene/frame manually.
In Sport, live event content is fundamental. Content use and broadcasting
rights, considering for example a UEFA Champions League tournament,
can increase up to 30% every three years (as an example, Mediaset afford
about 700 million Euros for the exclusive tournament pack 2015-2018 in
Italy), so it’s imperative to maximise the value of assets, allowing full rights
exploitation.
With this in mind, we deployed a logging factory to provide logs and high-
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Fig 7: Event logging buttons

lights immediately to all users in real time, both for instant replay and postevent live shows, and for journalists and the post-production department to use
and reuse these elements into news-bulletins, magazines and multiple shows.
The Mediaset logging factory is essentially based on preset buttons to
denote plays and team rosters, combined with predefined metadata (specific taxonomy for every action or image such as a goal, a single player's
face, something atmospheric like cheers and whistles in the stadium) which
is logged while events are in progress. Each time a logger pushes a preset
button, the system creates a quick trim, with a predefined duration, the
user manually assigns the type of play (goal, penalty, …), the player information and the relevant team (pre-loaded team rosters), and applies
an immediate rating to each clip (1: kick-out, .., 4: gol/moviola, 5: atmo-
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sphere, useful for subsequent trim) for assembly into dedicated playlists.
Every clip and highlight created is immediately available both for the
central newsroom and for playout/contribution, where it can be selected
and used by the relevant production staff (super-editors, supervisor).
Real-time availability has been one of the drivers for the change to a
fully digital system: journalists located in the central campus (Milan) or
working locally (Rome or Turin, with dedicated workstations) or abroad
(i.e. Rio de Janeiro during 2016 Olympic games) have immediate access
to all content, both live, with logs and highlights, and pre-recorded (online
and offline).
As a step towards the most effective use of sport storage, Mediaset Premium Sport digital experience suggested a review in the use of logs and
highlights: although immediate logs are extremely useful for live event
management, including pre/post-event shows, they become less important
for the archive and for future reuse. We worked with our archivists to define a standard number of logs per match. If a live event generates about
300 logs, the reviewing process limits this to no more than 30 selected logs,
as a best-of, to index the most important moments of the match and let
them be immediately searchable for the whole season and for future use.
The archive department, with media management, is responsible for
continuous content selection and review, combined with daily content
quality check and monitoring responsibility to ensure proper and correct
metadata enrichment.
Again, digitisation facilitates role evolution, creating “event specialist”
figures within a typical archive department, to re-log the event and select
the best-of each match. Currently we are exploring how to maximise the
value of these assets, both internally (on-demand for journalist requirements) and externally (i.e. second screening, web and social publishing).
To complete the digitisation journey, in terms of archive, we implemented a Sport PAM (Dalet), with an online storage of about 150 Terabytes,
integrated with a tape library (LTO – about 1,5 Petabytes). Content is
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Fig 8: Mediaset Sport Factory high-level framework

available on demand though an in-house product (BRIDGE) that provides
meta-search and order functionalities to archivists; the production system
has been connected with the central repository (MAM) for finished products, where content is delivered after broadcast and can then be ordered
on demand (as of today, MAM and PAM are not integrated and each is
searchable through a dedicated system and database).

CONCLUSIONS
Content management is a complex activity, integrated in the extremely
complex domain of digital production in television. With about a seven
months project duration, plus post-release support, the Mediaset Premium
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Sport digital journey has been extremely challenging both in term of business review and technology shift, and particularly in terms of roles and
responsibilities evolution, impacting the whole content value chain.
Considering the content factory, digitisation has been essential to change
from a legacy analogue model to an industrial business model, enabling the
provision of targeted content for different platforms and devices, both on
pay TV channels and on FTA general and multichannel, more than doubling the annual amount of produced content, maximising capacity usage
and economy of scale benefits, and allowing for full rights exploitation.
This shift has required a complex competence transition, with a deep
impact in terms of change management: it has been essential to identify needs, define gaps and design specific roads for the change, analysing each department’s requirements, from journalists, to producers and
technicians, to understand how to fulfil them. In these terms, demand and
change management are critical success factors and required significant
planning combined with deep business process knowledge that only internal organisation specialists could undertake.
In a digital landscape, it is important to think about gradual and continuous roles and competences evolution (i.e. media managers, ingest managers, operations support), combined with the whole governance of the digital ecosystem, that needs to be approached as a “human being” system.
Change is often disruptive but digital transformation could be an opportunity and the successful exploitation of such opportunity requires an
appropriate company transformation.

DIGITISATION – INDUSTRIALISATION
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AUTOMATED METADATA GENERATION PROJECTS AT YLE

YLE, FINNISH BROADCASTING Company, broadcasts and publishes
online nearly 55,000 hours of audio content and about 35,000 hours of
video content every year. The company also has vast legacy archive collections, consisting of over 700,000 TV programmes and over two million
radio programmes.
The findability of audio-visual content is largely based on text, so in
order to make these contents findable, visible and usable for the users,
descriptive metadata is needed. Since the production of metadata is
a slow and laborious manual work, it is usually necessary to focus on
core issues – filling in for example publication dates and copyright information – instead of maximizing the findability of the content. The
need to find cost-effective ways to generate descriptive metadata to large
amounts of material is substantial.
Therefore, Yle has started exploring automatic content analysis
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methods and applications based on artificial intelligence. In year 2016
we piloted, for example, image and speech recognition, as well as text
analysis.

FINNISH BROADCASTING COMPANY, YLE
Yle (Yleisradio) is Finland's national public service media company. The
company’s operations are funded by a special Yle tax which began in
January 2013.
Yle operates three television channels; all programmes are broadcast
simultaneously in standard and high definition. Yle’s six nationwide radio
channels and services are complemented by over 20 regional radio programmes and regional news from ten districts. In addition to traditional
broadcast programming, Yle publishes its television and radio content extensively on Yle Areena, an award winning online service, and Yle Elävä
arkisto (Living Archive), a TV and radio service specialising in republishing treasures from Yle’s considerable archives.
Finland being an officially bilingual country, Yle provides radio and
TV programming both in Finnish and Swedish. Furthermore, Yle
broadcasts and has Internet services in English, Russian, Sami, Romani,
Sign Language and even Latin. As is customary in Finnish television,
foreign films and shows are generally subtitled on Yle's channels. Also,
almost all Finnish and Swedish TV programmes are subtitled for the
hearing impaired.

RADIO AND TV PROGRAMME COLLECTIONS IN YLE ARCHIVES
As a part of Yle Media unit, Yle Archives has responsibilities spanning
cataloguing and archiving Yle’s published audio and video contents, and
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coordinating the production of metadata. We at the Archives also manage
and maintain the company’s physical tape and film collections. In addition to the content produced in-house, we manage Yle’s music and library
collections, and provide internal customers with research and information
services.
Yle Archives’ television programme archive consists of more than
700,000 TV programmes and related raw materials. The collection has
TV programmes and raw material from the year 1957 onwards, and film
materials from as early as 1906. All Yle productions and almost all coproductions have been systematically archived since 1984 with relatively
good metadata.
About half of the TV programme collection – some 360,000 programmes and raw material – is in digital format, and the remaining
collection is currently being digitised from tapes. As of 2009, Yle’s
television programmes have been produced and archived in their native digital form. Every year, an average of 10,000 hours of television
programming is archived in the company’s media asset management
system.
Yle Archives’ radio programme collection consists of over 2 million
radio programmes and related raw materials. The oldest surviving radio
programme clip is from 1935, and even older audio recordings are archived in the collection. Currently around 10% of radio transmissions
are archived: news and current affairs programmes are always archived,
as well as all programmes that are considered works of art, e.g. radio
plays and concerts.
Yle’s analog radio programme collection is almost completely digitised, and the estimate is that the digitisation project will be completed
within a couple of years. Yle’s radio programmes have been produced
and archived in their native digital form since 2000. Around 20,000
hours of radio programming and online audio content is archived every
year.
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PRODUCTION OF METADATA IN YLE
The production of metadata at Yle can be approached from two angles:
on one hand we need to take care of the old programmes and their metadata, and on the other hand we need to make sure the new programmes
have enough metadata.

METADATA CREATION: ARCHIVED RADIO AND TV PROGRAMMES
Yle’s old radio and TV programmes are regularly reused, as we air lots of
reruns and use old content as clips. Therefore metadata of good quality
is not only needed for long-term preservation of programmes, but it is
also necessary so that archived programmes are found from the databases.
Metadata also contains copyright information, which guides subsequent
use of the material.
The descriptive metadata in the archive collection is sometimes insufficient, thus making the programmes hard to find. The reasons for insufficient metadata are numerous. For example, in the seventies, entertainment programmes were considered useless with no further use, hence no
descriptive metadata. Also varying cataloguing systems and rules from
past decades can be distinguished in the archive databases’ metadata.
Once Yle started to mass digitise radio and TV archive collections,
we made a decision to update and improve the metadata after the programmes were digitised. We discovered quite soon that it is an impossible
endeavour to handle at the same pace as the digitisation. Since we have
no automated methods to create metadata, we have had to prioritise
what metadata to update. Priority has been given to the most frequently
used programmes and content.
About a dozen of the Archives’ information specialists try to keep up
with the ever increasing amount of programme metadata to be updated.
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METADATA CREATION: NEW RADIO AND TV PROGRAMMES
Metadata production for new programmes at Yle is decentralised. Content related metadata is created, added and stored throughout the whole
production process, from planning to publishing. Thus, almost all Yle personnel take part in creating metadata in one form or another.
We harvest a lot of metadata from our planning, production and
scheduling systems, e.g. publishing dates, channels, and technical data.
But descriptive metadata – like topics, summary of what is spoken and
what is happening in the picture – has to be filled in manually. We also
segment the programmes into meaningful scenes and inserts, which is
done manually.
The rules for archiving Yle’s radio and television programmes are stated
in the company-wide Archiving Policy of Programme Content, which was
signed by our CEO in 2011. The Archiving Policy defines in a detailed
manner what programmes are to be archived, what metadata is to be filled
in, what our archiving formats are and most importantly who is responsible for archiving and the required metadata.
The Archiving Policy states that the programme producers are responsible for archiving because it is considered an integral part of the
programme production process. The producers are also required to ensure that enough metadata is associated with the archived programmes.
In practice, the metadata production is usually assigned to a production
coordinator.
In the process of archiving new programmes, the Archives’ role is to
create and maintain company-wide archiving guidelines and metadata
practices, and to make sure that rules are followed by doing spot-checks.
In addition, the Archives’ experts also give feedback and provide the necessary training and guidance for metadata creation.
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CHALLENGES IN METADATA PRODUCTION IN YLE
Generally, the production staff is exemplar in filling in the metadata and
only a few corrections or additions must be made by the Archives’ staff.
The challenge today is that we publish more and more audio and video
content which needs metadata. Marking programme content as archived
is a straightforward process, but descriptive metadata creation requires
time-consuming manual work. Also, new needs for high-quality metadata
have emerged when an increasing amount of audio and video content is
published on Yle Areena. In order to make this content findable, visible
and usable for the users, descriptive metadata is needed.

AUTOMATIC METHODS IN METADATA PRODUCTION
The need to start exploring what artificial intelligence can and cannot
do for us was prompted by a number of reasons. Vast archive collections
need more and better metadata and the amount of new published content
is constantly growing. To keep up with this pace, efficiency should to be
improved by replacing manual work with automation. Also, at least semiautomatic ways to subtitle videos are sought after.
Artificial intelligence promises to provide a solution to our problems.
A machine can be harnessed to analyse the audio-visual content: what is
spoken, what is shown in the picture and what the content is about. Since
the work is done by a machine, content analysis can be more cost-effective
than manual work: a machine can go through large amounts of materials
quite easily and create fast detailed and high-quality metadata.
From Yle’s point of view, it was – and is – interesting to find out how
the artificial intelligence might improve the discoverability Yle’s audio and
video content, and how it can be exploited to streamline and enhance operations and processes internally.
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EXPERIMENTS ON AUTOMATIC CONTENT ANALYSIS
The study of artificial intelligence technologies and automated content
analysis methods started as a collaborative team project within Yle’s various units in the fall of 2016. Our team consisted of interested and invested parties from all Yle units: Media, News and Current Affairs, Creative
Content, Swedish Yle and Operations, and Yle Archives.
The aim of the team was to learn about AI, machine learning and automatic content analysis methods in theory and practice. We wanted to discuss
and define where automation could be used and would bring the most benefits to the metadata production processes. The goal was also to carry out
a few pilots and find out what kind of products and services are available.

CASE 1: IMAGE RECOGNITION
In the fall of 2016 we did an image recognition pilot with a Finnish startup company Valossa Labs. Valossa is a provider of advanced solutions
for AI-based audio-visual content search and recognition, and their technology represents years of prime research and essential patents from the
University of Oulu in northern Finland.
With Valossa Labs we wanted to explore the possible uses of image
recognition and text analysis methods in creating descriptive metadata
for TV programmes. We also wanted to find out if we could segment TV
programmes automatically.
The goal of the pilot was to automatically create descriptive metadata
and thus improve the findability of TV programmes. We also wanted
to find out if we could reduce manual work and expedite the work processes related to metadata creation.
The analysis methods were tested with Yle’s news and current affairs
TV programmes. These genres were selected as test material because
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Fig 1: The analysis application has automatically identified the topics of the current affairs
programme shown as tags at the bottom of the figure.

they are the most reused content in our TV archive database and they
are probably the hardest, most laborious programmes to annotate and
describe manually.
Valossa Labs developed a customised application for the tests. With
the application we analysed the subtitles of the programmes and generated tags that described the spoken topics. Also the visual content – what
was seen in the video – was analysed and time-coded concepts that described e.g. objects and settings were created. Information about the persons (names and titles of journalists and interviewees) seen in the visual
content was extracted with OCR of the captions.
Valossa’s automatic content analysis algorithm was also taught to segment TV programmes into meaningful pieces, that is to say the news
items and topics inside the whole programme were identified.
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Fig 2: Programme-specific person gallery where the names, titles and organizations of the person
are shown.

RESULTS
The pilot was successful as we gathered new information and knowledge
about the uses and limitations of the tested methods. However, the tested
service did not speed up metadata production process nor did it reduce
the amount of manual work. It has to be noted that reliable estimation of
saved time in relation to the current metadata production process would
require system integrations. Also, some of the problems we faced were because of the Valossa AI application’s features, but these problems should
not be generalised to other similar applications.
We found out that the face recognition works well: the machine could
tell people and objects apart. However, it did not tell us who the person
was because we didn’t have the time to teach the algorithm. Neverthe-
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less, we were able to create a link between people seen in the visual
content and their titles and names in the caption texts. As a result a programme-specific person gallery was created. We also noted that subtitles
are a good source for text analysis, as the application could generate relevant
tags automatically. The Valossa AI application was able to learn to detect the
boundaries between news clips and topics, so the automatic segmentation
of TV programmes worked as well. We considered object recognition to
be somewhat unreliable, and automatically generated tags were a bit too
detailed for our needs. Considering our needs it would have been more
useful if the algorithm could have generated more abstract concepts, for
example Syria and war instead of tanker, market and scarf.
The OCR of captions succeeded, but was quite difficult to carry out
technically. We also noted that the same information already exists in
our production system and that the same result could be achieved by
improving the interfaces between production and archiving systems.
The further development and productisation of the methods we considered
useful – such as text analysis of subtitles and automatic segmentation – and
their integration to Yle’s production and archiving systems could be profitable
and facilitate metadata production in Yle. We also noted that speech recognition alongside the now tested methods would probably improve results. Yle’s
collaboration with Valossa Labs continued later in the fall of 2016.

CASE 2: SPEECH RECOGNITION
Since hundreds of thousands of hours of radio programmes is broadcast
and published online annually there is real need to generate descriptive
metadata on e.g. topics and speakers automatically. Also our radio archive
collection would benefit from better metadata. With that in mind, we
wanted to study the possibilities of speech recognition.
We made a small scale speech recognition pilot with a Finnish company
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Lingsoft in the fall of 2016. Lingsoft is the leading provider of language services and language technology solutions in Finland and Northern Europe.
The goal was to find out if we could use speech recognition methods to
automatically create descriptive metadata for radio programmes and thus
facilitate the work of radio journalists and improve the findability radio programmes. We also wanted to explore the possibilities of automatic semantical
audio classification, that is to say divide the audio into music and speech.
We selected a small number of radio programmes from different genres as
test material. In the pilot, the audio files were entered into Lingsoft's speech
recognition interface for analysis. The speech API analysed the audio files
and generated textual data, a transcription of the audio content.
Subsequently, the transcription was entered into Lingsoft's Annotation
API for tagging. The audio file was also indexed, meaning that timecode information was added to each tag.

RESULTS
The results of the speech recognition pilot were very promising. However,
it should be noted that Lingsoft is a Finnish company and they have a long
experience in Finnish language recognition and language models. The results of the recognition depend heavily on the ability of the algorithm to
identify the language in question.
We found out that the quality of the audio affects the identification
significantly: the recordings made in the studio environment returned the
best results and, for example, background noises – like people cheering in
a sports event – or people speaking over each other interfered the recognition significantly. An interesting result was also the fact that the speech of
children was quite difficult to analyse and the results were poor. Furthermore, different dialects and slang were hard for the speech API.
Nevertheless, the quality of the transcriptions was good enough for
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automatic annotation, and relevant tags were generated. We would also
have wanted to test speaker recognition but were not able to do this because the Speech API did not support this feature.
One aim of the pilot was to find out if the Speech API could separate
speech and music from each other. Automatic semantic audio classification worked fairly well and in most cases music was distinguished from
speech, however, there were cases where lyrics were identified as speech.
In the light of our experiment, speech recognition seems to be a fairly
mature analysis method. We could run large amounts of audio material though speech-to-text analysis and automatically generate descriptive
metadata on e.g. subjects of the programmes. This would reduce manual
work significantly and greatly improve the findability of radio programmes
on our internal archive database, as well as on our web services.
The time-coded tagging could be used to improve the usability of Yle
Areena’s audio player as an intelligent fast-forward feature could be added
to the service. This kind of feature would make it easier for the user to skip
less interesting parts or to easily find a specific point in the content.

CASE 3: AUTOMATIC METADATA FOR THE NEEDS OF YLE AREENA
The automatic content analysis of Yle Areena audio and video content
pilot was carried out as an Yle Beta project. Yle Beta was launched in
November 2016 and it works as an incubator for future media experiences
and offers opportunities to test the possibilities of new technologies and,
at the same time, learn what they can offer us. The first ever experiment
conducted by Yle Beta and our technology partners – Qvik, Valossa Labs
and Aalto University – was about finding out how well AI could tell us
what is seen and spoken in the audio and video content on Yle Areena.
The pilot consisted of three parts, and different analysis methods were
tested: speech recognition, image recognition and text analysis.
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AUTOMAATTISESTA LITTERAATIOSTA TUNNISTETUT ASIASANAT

AUTOMAATTISESTI TUNNISTETTU PUHE
Nicole Suomen ykkösjoukkueessa hiihtivät Janne Häkkinen hannu-pekka pukema ja Stefan toonie’s Suomen
kakkosjoukkue oli kisassa 8
terapeutti Ben Furman
tästä käynnistyy taas Radio terapeutin keskustelu tunti isäntänä on tuttuun tapaan psykiatrian erikoislääkäri
Ben Furman vuonna 2010 lääkealan turvallisuus- ja kehittämiskeskus Fimean tilastojen mukaan noin seitsemän prosenttia suomalaisista käyttää masennus tai mielialalääkkettä päivittäin ja ei ihan niin säännöllinen
käyttö lienee sitte huomattavasti suurempaa masennuslääkkeitä määrätään muun muassa pakko-oireiden
syömishäiriöiden sosiaalisten tilanteiden pelon unettomuuden hoito ja sitte Kuka saa lisätään Esimerkiksi
kaikki unihäiriöiden hoitoon käytettävät lääkkeet Millä kakku kasvaa melkoisesti taideterapeutin keskustelu
tunnilla Puhutaan tällä kertaa psyykkisten ongelmien lääkkeettömästä hoidosta vieraina on psykologian
tohtori psykoterapeutti ja tieteellinen hypnoosi Yhdistyksen puheenjohtaja Maarit Virta ja psykologian
tohtori Jyväskylän yliopiston psykoterapian professori Jaakko Seikkula ja te kuuntelijat voitte osallistua ja
kommentoida tuttuun tapaan ja sitä mitä kysymyksiäkin sähköpostilla

• terapeutiikka
• kriisipalvelut
• psykoterapia
• terveydenhoito
• psykoterapeutit
• sosiaalipalvelut
• psykiatrinen hoito
• traumat
• psykiatria
• psykologipalvelut
• potilaat
• sosiaalityö
• kriisiterapia
• Rauma
• koulutus ja kasvatus

Fig 3: Radio programme’s audio file was run through speech-to-text analysis and the generated
transcription was added to its Yle Areena web page. The transcription is not perfect, but good
enough so that searches based on spoken content were made possible. To the right, automatically
generated tags in Finnish.

FROM SPEECH TO TEXT
The aim of the first experiment was quite simple: could the speech recognition application analyse spoken content well enough to help improve
findability in Yle Areena.
The test material consisted of about 90 radio and television programmes,
including news, magazine programmes and discussion programmes. The
test material was as diverse as possible because we wanted to test how well
the application works in different situations.
We ran the test materials through a speech recognition application and
added the automatically generated transcriptions to the programme’s
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Fig 4: The word "ADHD" mentioned by Ben Furman was found with Google search.

Yle Areena webpage. The textual data was thus in the reach of web
crawlers and ready to be indexed.
The transcriptions were easily recognised as machine made because
of some errors e.g. in compound words. However, for search purposes,
the transcriptions were sufficient, since search engines do not require a
perfect transcription to perform well.
Consequently, we found out that automatic speech-to-text analysis
and search engine indexing of the transcriptions were successful, and
searches based on spoken content were made possible. We verified the
functionality of the search with two search engines (Google, Bing) and
with Yle's own search engine.
We did not explore the possibilities of time-coded transcriptions in
this test case, leaving those for further studies.
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Fig 5: The analysis application has automatically identified the structure of the news broadcast
(title, individual topics, and credits). The test interface shown in the picture enabled the navigation
from one segment to segment to another within the programme.

IDENTIFYING THE STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAMME
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In the second experiment the aim was to find out if the AI application
could automatically split the content into logical segments. Segmentation
of Yle Areena content would make it easier for the user to fast-forward
past less interesting parts or to easily find a specific point in the content.
Also, a function that allows user to skip past the opening and closing credits would make binge-watching marathons more pleasurable.
The test material consisted of news and magazine-type current affairs programmes, and both programme types consisted of several nonrelated topics.
The test was done using the same Valossa Labs AI technology as in the
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previous image recognition pilot. The AI application analysed the visual
content of the programmes identifying recurring visual elements. The
analysis of the subtitles was used to generate information about the topics of the programmes. By combining these two analysis results we were
able to identify the structure of the programmes so that it was possible to
automatically generate user-friendly and useful segmentation.

IDENTIFYING THE CORE CONCEPTS OF A PROGRAMME FROM SPEECH AND IMAGE
In the third and last experiment we explored automatic annotation and
image and object recognition.
The automatically generated transcriptions that we created in the first
experiment were entered into the automatic annotation application Yle
uses to annotate web articles. The service was used to identify the core
concepts of the programmes. We discovered that it is possible to automatically generate relevant tags that describe the contents with enough
accuracy.
For the purpose of identifying objects in the visual content of the programmes, we also did image recognition analysis. The analysis was made
by comparing the visual content to publicly available image databases. We
found out that object recognition was somewhat unreliable, so the results
were basically the same as in our previous image recognition experiment.

LESSONS LEARNED
The pilots and experiments we conducted in the Fall of 2016 were significant learning experiences for the team members. We gathered knowledge
and understanding about the field of artificial intelligence and automated
metadata extraction. We also learned about the possibilities and uses they
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Fig 6: An example of AI attempting to interpret and create a natural language description of
what is happening in a picture.

offer, both in theory and in practice. And as no one in the team had any
real experience in organising pilots, we learned how to contact outside
partners and conduct proof of concept projects. When planning a pilot or
PoC, there are a few important things one should take into account.

WHAT ARE THE NEEDS?
Define as precisely as possible what you need from automation and what
you want to achieve with it, so you are able to articulate these needs to
others, e.g. your ICT department and technology partners. You may want
to, for example, enhance and facilitate in-house processes, or improve user
experiences for your online users.
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Think what kind of automated processes would make your work easier and save your resources, and where you still need manual work. Consider your work processes and workflows and think where AI and automated metadata generation methods could bring the greatest benefits.
Some parts will still benefit from manual work and human intelligence.
Consider also the technical aspects, your system and information architecture. Do you want to host the system yourself or if a cloud-based
service would serve your needs better? Are you willing to develop a fit-topurpose solution from ground up, or is an off-the-shelf product a better
starting point? Remember, that mere technical study of methods is not
enough to validate their suitability to your business.

EVALUATION OF THE PILOT
Define the evaluation criteria for the tested methods, applications, systems
and services. While it may be difficult to precisely say how the quality of an
application or service is measured, or what is measured in the first place, it is
important define how success is measured and benefits assessed in your case.
Bear in mind that automatic content analysis methods are based on
learning systems, so you should reserve enough time for the pilots. It is also
important to assign enough people to evaluate the analysis results, and it
would be good that those people come from different backgrounds: you
will need information professionals, journalists, and people with technical
expertise.

COLLABORATION WITH TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
AI technologies and automated metadata generation methods are evolving rapidly, and the companies in this field are constantly improving their
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products. While you have a need for their solutions, they are equally in
need of real use cases and material to teach their algorithms and systems.
Understand that you might get involved in their product development.
A working practice for us was to conduct a small experiment first, with
a plan for further cooperation. Your technology partners will sometimes
promise to solve all your problems with their products, and they would
like to integrate their systems to your systems from the start. However,
consider carefully what commitments you are willing to make.
For experiments and pilots, you should put together a set of ready-to-use
test material packets. These kinds of packages are easy to share with your
tech partners and the same material can be analysed by different vendors.

CONTRACT AND COPYRIGHT ISSUES
When planning to pilot with outside partners contact your legal department well in advance. It is advisable to get the help of your lawyers when
you are, for example, drawing contracts, or signing lengthy NDA’s. Also
find out beforehand if there are any copyright issues that might prevent
you from sharing you material outside your company.

SHARE INFORMATION AND KNOWLEDGE
As a public service company, we considered it important that we share the
information and experiences we gather from our pilots and experiments.
That is why we arranged a full day seminar – titled Recognize and analyze1 – on the possibilities of AI.
1.

Recording of the Recognize and Analyze seminar is available on YouTube: 		
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1NAV643e2ag
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We invited university research groups and companies from the field of
AI to Yle, and they were given a chance to present their research findings and products to Finnish media companies, libraries, archives and all
other interested parties.
When you share your information and experiences to other players in
the field you might also find interesting collaboration possibilities.

CONCLUSION
As we know, there is a lot of hype and excitement around AI and machine
learning. Some of the excitement is well deserved. Artificial intelligence
can handle tasks that are hard or difficult or boring for a human being.
With AI we can analyse large amounts of material and make them findable and usable in a fraction of a time it takes from a human.
We want to exploit this huge computing power to facilitate the descriptive metadata production processes at Yle, and we want to use methods
based on AI to create descriptive metadata automatically to Yle’s new
radio and TV programmes, and improve the metadata in our archive
databases. What we have learned so far tells us that this is possible.
We can already get very good results with automatic speech recognition methods. The quality of the automatically generated transcriptions
is good enough for automatic annotation and we can generate relevant
tags this way.
Automatic image-concept recognition still needs development work,
but combining the identification of recurring visual elements, and the
topic analysis, it is possible to automatically generate user-friendly and
useful segmentation.
At Yle we have not yet deployed any AI based automatic metadata
generation methods, as we wanted to explore further the best ways to
implement the methods into practice.
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The Yle Beta project has continued as a proof of concept project in
spring 2017 with the aim of improving the discoverability of Yle Areena
audio and video content. So far, over 11,000 radio and TV programmes
have been run through speech-to-text analysis. Subsequently, the automatically created transcriptions have been run through automatic text
analysis extracting the core concepts of the programmes. The analysis
and evaluation of the PoC is still in progress, but we are hoping to implement automatic metadata extraction tools to Yle Areena in fall 2017.
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11 THE ADVENTUROUS
TRIP...
		

...OF THESAURUS TERMS INTO THE NEW MAM SYSTEM

THIS ARTICLE PROVIDES an overview of the various ways Sound and
Vision maintains its high quality of descriptive metadata and how the Institute
keeps up discoverability. In the process of new working processes and new ways
of metadata and keywords creation, this is not always straightforward. The
MAM system or catalogue referred to is the new MAM system NISV is currently implementing.
The article focuses on two topics, where the first part is on search and retrieval of metadata in the new MAM system. It will show how Sound and Vision distinguishes between various user groups, how specific portals are created
for each group and how Sound and Vision’s thesaurus is used in these portals.
The second part is on NISV’s (homemade) thesaurus, its composition and
specific characteristics. Also generation of keywords and quality control on incoming keywords is discussed. The ultimate goal of course is creating and ensuring highly qualitative descriptive metadata.
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NISV: NETHERLANDS INSTITUTE FOR SOUND AND VISION
The Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision (short: Sound and Vision/NISV) is a merger of four audiovisual institutes. Recently Sound and
Vision merged with the Dutch Press Museum.
Besides being the “official” Dutch archive of audiovisual media, NISV
also houses an interactive Media Museum (Experience).
A key element is the independent position of Sound and Vision- it is
not part of a broadcast organisation. The archive has contracts with the
central Dutch Broadcast Organisation (NPO) and all public broadcasters
to deposit their audiovisual productions in the archive.

COLLECTION OF SOUND AND VISION
The collection not only consists of sound and vision, but also of photos,
objects and paper (e.g. digitised TV guides). Some numbers:
•
•
•

over 850,000 hours of audiovisual material
2,000,000 photos
20,000 objects

The vast majority of the analogue collection is digitised. New ingests
are born digital, apart from analogue acquisitions. About 52,000 hours of
radio and 8,000 hours of TV material is ingested every year.

PORTALS: USER GROUPS
Sound and Vision has defined four different user groups for its collections,
each with a different way of searching and different needs for metadata.
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Among the most prominent users of metadata are the media professionals, editors, creative producers and broadcasters at production companies, who want to reuse the archive for their new programmes.
The second user group is the general public who want to search for and
see or hear an old fragment of a television or radio show.
Third are teachers and students. It’s important for Sound and Vision
that audiovisual material is available for educational purposes and can be
viewed at schools and universities and can be reused by those students and
teachers.
The fourth and last user group consists of other cultural heritage institutes like libraries, museums and regional broadcasters who want to make
use of the infrastructure Sound and Vision offers for its content.
All four groups have their own different requirements and deserve their
own portal. Sound and Vision is implementing a new MAM-system, and
after the go-live, each user group will obtain a dedicated portal, tailored
to their own specific level. All portals are served from the same back-end,
which therefore is very flexible and configurable.

METADATA
Each portal will show various metadata and files. For example, in the Media Professional Portal, the entire audiovisual collection is available for
browsing. That’s all television programmes, all radio programmes, all acquisitions for which Sound and Vision gained the rights. Apart from the
regular footage, all football matches of the Dutch Premier League that
were only broadcasted live on pay-tv can be browsed.
In the General Public Portal, browsing possibilities are limited to audiovisual material Sound and Vision holds the rights for. Less metadata is
shown, to keep it clear and easy to view. For example metadata on used
materials, annotation fields and rights holders are not visible.
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The Educational Media Portal contains more or less the same metadata as the General Public Portal, but it has an extra element. Sound and
Vision made 100 files with extra editorial content, which have their own
titles and abstracts. For example: The Second World War. Apart from the
big files, Sound and Vision made about 600 themed collections, without
extra editorial content, for refugees.
Tenants of our new MAM-system will deliver their own metadata
that measures up to the established metadata model. This metadata can
be seen at the Media Professional Portal, where media professionals can
browse it and even order the material for reuse.

LICENSING PROCEDURES
At the back-end of the portal a configurable, but complex system of rights
holders and licensing procedures is working. Depending on the users login, more or less material can be ordered. This allows Sound and Vision to
provide different portals for different user groups.
The flexible licensing procedure is very important for Sound and Vision
since it is an independent institute that collects audiovisual material from
more than a dozen different broadcasters. Sound and Vision is not the
rights holder for most of this content. Flexible licensing procedures allow
the Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) to be settled afterwards.

SEARCH AND THE USE OF THESAURUS
Different User Groups search in different ways. 99% of the general audience use free text search first. After that, they refine and search in specific
fields. In other words, the general audience funnels its search methods.
The Media professionals can also use free text search, but these users know
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very well what they are looking for. Sound and Vision offers them the possibility to search specifically in these fields. Mostly it’s the heavy users who
search this way.
Besides free text search and targeted searches on specific database fields,
media professionals can find timecode based metadata via an experimental search interface. These are results of term extraction, speaker labelling
and soon to be implemented facial recognition.
The users of the Educational Media Portal can add new metadata to
both the files and themed collections to facilitate their own search options.
More or less the same applies for the portal for the tenants, as they provide their own metadata.
Besides this, automatically generated metadata is also ingested, like
speaker labels, term extraction and facial recognition. All these terms are
thesaurus terms which are mapped to specific thesaurus fields. The thesaurus terms are especially relevant for the Media Professionals since in
general they already know what they’re searching for.
In our new MAM-system thesaurus terms will become more and more
important.

THESAURUS: THESAURUS AT SOUND AND VISION – OVERVIEW
Sound and Vision’s thesaurus is called GTAA (Common Thesaurus for
Audiovisual Archives). A very important characteristic is that it is a “multiple’ thesaurus: it is a wrapper of multiple “concept schemes”. There are
concept schemes for subjects terms, persons, locations, corporations and
audiovisual genres. Some concept schemes are quite vast, e.g. the persons
thesaurus, that consists of 135.000 concepts.
Another important feature of the GTAA is that it is a “collection thesaurus’: it consists exclusively of concepts (e.g. persons, corporations) that
are represented in the collection. All concept schemes are managed and
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maintained by Sound and Vision itself. The concept schemes can be distinguished in:
•

“Real” thesauri with multiple relations (higher, narrower)
(e.g. subject terms and audiovisual genres);

•

Authority lists, more or less simple pick lists (e.g. persons
and corporations).

Keywords are attributed (indexed) based on content (tagging) and on
visual and audio characteristics (e.g. shots). In the near future NISV plans
to align its thesaurus concepts with external vocabularies.

CREATION OF METADATA AND KEYWORDS
Metadata and keywords are created in multiple workflows:
•
•
•
•

Ingest of metadata from audiovisual producers (e.g.
broadcast organisations);
Automatic metadata extraction (time coded);
Manual creation;
User Generated Metadata (small scale experiments in a
limited number of projects).

Sound and Vision has experienced a major change in metadata creation
over the last couple of years. We come from a situation where almost all
metadata was created manually, more or less from scratch. Now the metadata creation process is redistributed over multiple partners in the digital
metadata “chain”. At Sound at Vision, manual enrichment is only performed on selected parts of our collection, but the bulk of the metadata is
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ingested from audiovisual producers and is extracted automatically. Now,
“media managers” check ingested metadata and actively discuss the quality of ingested metadata with audiovisual producers.

AUTOMATED METADATA EXTRACTION
There are many synonyms for this process: Automated Metadata Generation; Automated Metadata Creation; Metadata Enrichment or Mining.
Sound and Vision has implemented multiple ways of automated metadata extraction:
•

Keyword Extraction: This service is based on subtitles for
the deaf and hearing impaired that are ingested in our
catalogue. Only keywords from our thesaurus are extracted
from the subtitles. A distinction can be made between extracted subject terms (e.g. elections; football) and extracted
known entities (e.g. Amsterdam; Ajax; Johan Cruijff).

•

Speaker Labelling: This service is based on low res files.
Results are “boosted” by production metadata. Recognised speakers are selected from our person thesaurus.
New speakers are added to the thesaurus.

•

Facial Recognition: This technique, that is linked to the
person thesaurus as well, will be implemented in 2018.

•

Speech to Text: This service has only been implemented
for radio. Until now the technique has not been used for
non-subtitled content, e.g. web content (YouTube). Implementation of Speech to Text has been stopped temporari
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CREATING HIGHLY QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTIVE METADATA
Given all the changes in metadata and keyword creation, a big challenge
now is how to maintain quality standards and to ensure long term retrievability. Sound and Vision aims to achieve this goal in multiple ways:
•

“Normalisation” of keywords: funnel of keyword variants
to the preferred label;

•

Focus on constant improvement of automated metadata
extraction techniques. With go-live of the new MAM system (expected March 2018) Sound and Vision will implement new versions of its Speaker Labelling and Keyword
Extraction tool;

•

Media Management: optimising ingested descriptive
metadata “at the source”.

At the same time, new types of metadata creation (e.g. time coded metadata) create new ways to search and retrieve content.

NORMALISATION OF KEYWORDS
Sound and Vision has implemented various variants of keyword normalisation:
•

Making sure that a “valid” keyword is used: a keyword
that exists in the thesaurus;
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•

Making sure that keywords have a correct representation,
so no use of hidden or alternative labels;

•

Making sure that keywords have correct capitals and diacritics;

•

Sound and Vision “normalises” indexing (the attribution
of keywords) in two processes: manual indexing and ingest of production metadata.

MANUAL NORMALISATION
Manual indexing is performed only on a tiny part of daily ingested programmes and on new analogue acquisitions without any metadata for
which no metadata extraction can be done. To help manual indexing,
the annotation platform offers pick lists and an auto-complete function to
ensure that users select the correct keyword.

NORMALISATION AT INGEST OF PRODUCTION METADATA
Normalisation is also performed in the process of metadata ingest from audiovisual producers (e.g. broadcast organisations). Sound and Vision has shared
its thesaurus with the metadata production systems of the public broadcasters.
Staff members of the audiovisual producers can make use of NISV’s concept
schemes and can suggest new (candidate) concepts. On the other hand, by
facilitating the use of its thesaurus, NISV is to reduce the number of ingested
non-matching terms. Up to now this has been done for one central production
system (POMS). Additional projects have been started to link the thesaurus to
more metadata systems of the public broadcasters.
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If production systems are not linked to the GTAA thesaurus, ingested
keywords are matched against thesaurus values. Specific keyword (e.g.
guest, cast or performer) are matched to specific concept schemes (e.g. a
guest is matched against the concept scheme Persons). During this process, any variants in capitals, diacritics or hidden/alternative label are normalised.
Keywords that do not match the thesaurus will end up in a dedicated
attribute called “tags”.

TAGS
All non-matching keywords in the general tag attribute are free text retrievable, so they are not lost for catalogue users. Moreover, for every
non-matching keyword a “warning” and a “task” are created that can be
picked up by thesaurus management. These tags can be considered possible new keywords (with status “candidate”). Not in scope yet in the new
MAM system is automated creation of new concepts for all non-matching
keywords. This may be part of future development.

METADATA NORMALISATION
To summarise: normalisation ensures improvement of metadata quality
and uniformity. It helps reduce metadata “pollution”. In the process of
metadata normalisation a stack of possible new keywords to the thesaurus
is created. The general purpose of metadata normalisation of course is to
enhance discoverability.
A final word on the need for metadata normalisation: in the iMMix
catalogue no fewer than 500.000 non-matching keywords are assigned.
Sound and Vision has started a large Data Cleansing project to tackle this
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problem. Not surprisingly in the new MAM system entering non-matching keywords is prohibited.

CONCLUSION
Sound and Vision has multiple means to secure metadata quality. Not only
by normalisation of keywords, implementing workflow on non-matching
keywords, adding new keywords in thesaurus and data cleansing. Also
NISV has implemented a check on metadata completeness at ingest, applied business rules, e.g. removal of redundant metadata, and is committed to constant improvement of devices for metadata enrichment.
For optimal findability and easy use of the catalogue, Sound and Vision
has defined four specific user groups and each of them will be served at
their own level.
The ultimate goal of course is to maintain the Institute's standards of
highly qualitative metadata, thus maintaining the standard of discoverability.
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12 AUTOMAGICALLY 		
ARCHIVING...
		

...THE BBC'S TV PROGRAMMES

THE BBC FACES the same challenges as many other large broadcasters – how do we archive and securely store our born digital and digitised
content? How do we ensure that we capture good data about these programmes in order to enhance its discoverability? How do we achieve all of
this in the context of shrinking resources?
In this paper we will talk through a number of points namely:
•

What we have delivered – an ecosystem that archives the
BBC's content for posterity with an automated data feed
for programmes to aid discoverability.

•

How we did this – through the deploy of a third party Media Asset Management (MAM) solution integrated with
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existing internal systems to enhance the MAM with BBC
metadata
•

Why we did this – to avoid bespoke development inside a
third party vendor system and to allow us to be responsive
to both business needs and our users while avoiding the
heavy lifting of building our own MAM from scratch

We will look specifically at the workflow around archiving pre-recorded
programmes that have been delivered as standard UK DPP AS-11 files.

THE CHALLENGE
The BBC makes around 5,000 new programmes for transmission on our
network channels every year, and we have a Royal Charter obligation to
archive this content. This archiving obligation ensures that content is available for future generations but also to provide reusable content to our programme makers now. To enable this, the BBC has procured and deployed
an enterprise wide MAM system, available to archivists and programme
makers across the BBC. The initial focus of our archiving activity with the
MAM is to automatically capture all network content that is transmitted
on the BBC's main linear channels (BBC1, BBC2 and BBC4) with an automated feed of metadata being added upon archiving the content.
There were some core requirements around the delivery of this system:
•

Where possible there should be minimal human intervention both in terms of archiving the post transmission files
into the system, but also in terms of the data that would
be attributed to these programmes.
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Fig 1. Pre-recorded programme archive workflow

•

The automated data population should provide users with
a rich data set to search through and should not just include
standard data such as programme titles or transmission times
but should be expanded out to include items such as genre,
programme format and contributor data with external links.

WHAT DID WE DELIVER?
In terms of a technical solution, we have built an archiving ecosystem.
This did include the deployment and configuration of a third party MAM
but that’s not the whole story. We wanted to do things a little differently
– this is not simply a story of configuring and deploying a MAM into
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the business, packing up post project and going home. We wanted to deploy a system on our own storage layer, one that we would become owner
operators of, meaning that we could be responsive to both new business
requirements but also changes in the industry. We didn’t want to pay the
vendor each time we wanted a change and then have to wait while they try
and get it into their core product and then wait (again) for a deployment.
Essentially we wanted to deploy an archive platform that would provide
a reusable system and reusable components across the whole BBC that
would grow and respond to our users needs.
The Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) part of this is the core MAM
product (Digital Archive) and the manual ad hoc ingest interface. The
rest is part of an ecosystem predominantly built in-house with the aim
of providing reusable, scalable and supportable micro services, storage
and products with some commodity “glue” to help move files around
our infrastructure. After the initial deployment of the product we now
have a standing product team that supports and improves on the Digital
Archive ecosystem. This team is made up of product managers, development and operational support, software engineers, testers and business
analysts.
Our team had a wealth of knowledge about the install of enterprise
MAM solutions but also recognised that this software could not be
deployed easily using a waterfall approach. Put simply – the waterfall
delivery of software does not work. During the process of deployment
users will change their minds about what they want and the business
will change around us. A deployment over a number of releases allowed us to be responsive to both those things and to prioritise the
content of a release. This then allowed us to get the system in front of
our core users early in the process. We also knew that we should start
simple and only build out functionality where there is a clear business
need, driver and benefit; there is no advantage to anyone in building
in complexity upfront.
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Working in Archives we should all know that, in terms of technology
and technology development, there is no such thing as a greenfield site.
We all have physical archive that we want to digitise, files we want to ingest
and data that we want to reuse.

WHY DID WE DELIVER IN THIS WAY? ORIENTATION
So now we've talked a little bit about the business context of what we are
trying to achieve let’s focus on the technical aspects of it.
When you are involved with software development it is very easy to
have a misconception of the current working environment. A lot of this
has to do with the fact that software is not a tangible 'thing' and so at the
best of times is a bit opaque. You also have to deal with modern software
systems that can be very complex and so there is a need for people to
have a simplified view or “brain sized byte” of what is going on. That's
great, and it really makes it easier to understand what the system is doing. However, we can run into trouble when different people have a different mental model in their heads that work in different or inconsistent
ways. So, now we've got an idea (wrongly or rightly) of where we are
starting from, we need do decide what we want to do and straight away
we run into our next problem.
Imagine you are in a room full of project managers and are trying
to prioritise each project to decide which ones get funding and which
ones do not. If you try to ask the project managers who has the most
important project they will inevitability all shout “mine!” Writing a
specification for a piece of software that we want to build has a similar
problem. The most important thing to do here is separate the requirements (provided by the client or product owner) from the solution (provided by the software engineers). If a software development process
is working well then the product owner should end up with a solution
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that is functionally fit for purpose and the software engineers should
have the minimum number of constraints in order to build the best system they can. In this instance “best” means reliable, understandable,
cost effective and maintainable.

WE LEARN FROM WHAT WE DO.
Software engineers (and software engineering) is a rugged engineering discipline however the agile approach that we are describing here acknowledges some surprising facts that more traditional software development
(aka waterfall) choose to ignore. At a fairly fundamental level we don't
know what the final shape of the system we are building will look like and
neither do the users. Once you buy into this idea it is really very powerful.
All of a sudden you see that writing a complete and incredibly detailed
specification of what the system should do upfront is:
1.
2.
3.

difficult to do well
a lot of work and
a bad idea in the first place.

Using the agile approach we know that we are going on a journey with
a reasonable idea of where we will end up. The rest of the details however
are still to be decided.

A PRAGMATIC APPROACH IS NEEDED.
Old school software development does not work particularly well with the
complex software landscapes that we have to deal with. Here are some of
the reasons for that:
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•

Inflexible – because we write all the specification for the
software before building any of the system it becomes a
big piece of work to make changes to it at a later date.

•

Difficult to do well – As detailed above, writing a specification before anything else is technically very challenging
which in practice means it will not be correct.

•

Massive iteration loops – Following the specification /
code / deliver / finish approach that waterfall uses can
result in a massive gap between the client signing off what
they want and being able to see the system in action. This
means that by the time the client has noticed a problem
it's too late to fix it.

•

Building a monolithic system – This tends to go hand in
hand with waterfall development – a massive 'black box'
of software that has all the functionality wrapped up inside it like a badly jumbled ball of string. The problem
with this approach is that when you get a bug it's virtually
impossible to fix without affecting some other part of the
ball of string in some way.

To be clear, all software has bugs: this includes computers, phones,
pacemakers and the software used to fly planes.

HOW DO WE DO IT?
To develop software in an agile approach there are some underlying ideas
that you need to be aware of. With agile we try to deliver small func-
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tional changes more frequently. So for example, if we are working on a six
month project we would be writing code and then demonstrating it to the
product owner every couple of weeks. This constant and early interaction
with the product owner is one of the central tenants of agile. We crave this
feedback because we know the software we have developed will be wrong
and not exactly what the client wants. Understanding that this is going to
happen means that having this very quick iteration and feedback loop allows us to make smaller changes to the system now to better match what
the product owner is ultimately after.
This is the next idea – listening to feedback from the product owner.
After this we need to focus on building our software system using smaller
discrete components rather a big ball of string – this makes it easier to
change, scale and update components with minimal impact on other parts
of the system. Consider what your response would be if you took your
car to the garage to get a new set of tyres and they said that the whole car
needs to be changed!
Finally we need look at continuous integration. This is the idea that the
build and deployment of the software is a streamlined business as usual
activity that happens all the time with little or (ideally) no human iteration.
This has a bit of a steam-roller effect: because there is little or no friction
to releasing new versions of software it becomes second nature to do this
more frequently. As anyone with a Smartphone will tell you, the apps on
the phone will frequently have updates available and one has the suspicion
that they are not being developed using a waterfall approach...

WHAT WE ENDED UP WITH
The journey so far, over the last two years, has seen us implement an ecosystem including a MAM and automated data feed at the BBC. The main
area that we have been focusing on is getting metadata into the system
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Fig 2. Data delivery component of the ecosystem as is 2017

so we can associate it with the media asset. Taking an agile approach we
broke down the functionality we needed into three main areas:
•

Alert – Notify us when a new asset has arrived.

•

Collate – Talk to other BBC systems to collect all the
metadata we need.

•

Format – Repackage the metadata so it can be read by the
MAM.

With the three components sorted all we needed to do was wire them
up in the correct order and we were good to go. The next thing that hap-
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pened (fairly predictably) was that the business decided they wanted something else.
In this case it was to collect metadata around scheduled events as
well. We looked at the system that we had built so far and realised that
we could reuse most of it with some minor tweaks and that we only
needed to add an additional schedule alert component. Being able to
build systems in this piecemeal way makes component reuse very practical. This leads to a simpler, easier to maintain system that is quicker
to develop.

LET THEM EAT CAKE
Now we come to the slightly magical part. People will use the expression
“no such thing as a free lunch” but when you build component-based
software in this way it can really feel like it. Once this system was up and
running we realised that there was another MAM in a different part of the
business which would benefit from attaching metadata to its media assets.
With a couple of small changes (new feed to the Alert component and new
destination from the format component) we could feed this second MAM
system with relevant metadata and it would only take a small amount of
development effort.

CONCLUSION
So what can we conclude from this? Having delivered this enterprise wide
ecosystem we have shown that using an agile approach means that we end
up with something much closer to what the user wants as it allows them
plenty of opportunity to guide and change what will be delivered. It also
means we are well set up to manage and iteratively improve this as owner
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operators going forward since the outside world never stands still. As an
additional benefit of this process, we now have a lot of in house expertise
and knowledge about how the ecosystem works. This makes it much easier
to modify and improve the system in the future without a total reliance on
third party support.
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13 A FRAMEWORK FOR
VISUAL SEARCH...
...IN BROADCAST ARCHIVES

FOR MODERN BROADCAST and media companies, the proper organisation and management of content, including archive, footage and
production material, constitutes a strategic asset. Furthermore, efficient
search and retrieval methodologies are equally important to quickly and
effectively access this content.
Multimedia asset management (MAM) systems attempt to address this
problem by providing systems to easily store and retrieve media files. Pioneer systems used by the industry employed text-based queries to search
over textual information and metadata, typically associated with each
stored file using either semi-automatic or manual annotation. While this
procedure is still in practice these days, because of its overall reliability and
robustness, it presents some critical weaknesses.
First, metadata extraction is an expensive and time consuming process,
which requires human supervision and needs to be done both for audio-
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visual content that is already produced digitally, as well as for legacy footage that is converted from analog to digital formats. Second, search and
retrieval based on manual metadata annotation usually does not involve
semantics or analytical representations of the media content, thus not allowing for visual query tasks such as query-by-example (e.g. image queries)
or near duplicate detection. A clever use of metadata helps to mitigate
these issues, but does not solve the problem.
To address these and other shortcomings, Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) systems have been developed. These systems tackle some of the
issues related to the use of textual metadata by representing multimedia
items in terms of features automatically extractable from the content itself,
rather than in terms of metadata (manually) associated to the files. Nowadays, there are a considerable and always growing number of CBIR systems
available on the market, with different features and licensing options tailored
to address different needs in image search. For a comprehensive review of
state of the art in CBIR system, interested readers may refer to 1 and 2.
Despite the considerable effort, almost all of the available CBIR systems still suffer from the semantic gap issue, being based on low-level features rather than on high level concepts. To overcome this issue, efficient
algorithms for object recognition, such as SIFT and SURF, have been
proposed in 3 and 4. As an example, the MPEG Compact Descriptors
for Visual Search (CDVS) framework provides a robust and interoperable
technology to create efficient visual search applications in image databases5. Recently, as the number of index entries of image databases increases
at a fast pace, the state-of-the-art paradigm is shifting from using features
extracted by deterministic algorithms to using Deep Convolutional Neural
Network features, as explained in 6.
Recently the attention has moved from still images to the video domain.
The LIvRE project7 represents an interesting attempt at exploring the expansion of Lucene Image Retrieval Engine (LIRE)8, an open-source Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) system, for video retrieval on large
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scale video datasets. Furthermore, in order to meet industrial needs, the
MPEG CDVA (Compact Descriptors for Video Analysis) calls for proposals aimed at enabling efficient and interoperable design of compact video
description technologies for search and retrieval in video sequences9.
In the broadcast domain in which we operate, the target tasks are mainly
focused on video to video search. Since, as stated above, there are plenty of
mature solutions to choose from for image search but there are fewer readyto-market products for video-to-video search, we started developing a new
framework based on state-of-the-art enterprise solutions. This choice was
motivated by the need to integrate such a novel search and retrieval framework while ensuring compatibility with existing archival and production
workflows used within our organisation. Among all the options, we decided
to use LIRe (Lucene Image Retrieval)10, a simple but powerful and open
source Java library, which is capable of retrieving images and photos based
on visual characteristics and provides a plug-in for Solr integration.

CASE STUDY: RAI’S PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT
As Rai is a broadcasting company, there are different scenarios within the
company’s departments that could greatly benefit from a proper visual
information retrieval engine. To provide some examples, our real-world
use-cases include:
•

In the news department, being able to link an edited
news/reportage to its raw footage and, viceversa, being
able to retrieve all the news/reportages that used specific
footage (video-to-video search);

•

In the archives department, aiding the employees during the
semi-automatic annotation tasks (video-to-video search);
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•

In the archives department, being able to retrieve a specific video or image in the multimedia catalog from a clip,
a single frame or a similar image (image/video to image/
video search);

•

For online content, allowing the user to find a specific show from an image/clip (images/video to video
search).

It can be noted that almost all of the use-cases mentioned above fall
within two main categories: image-to-video search and video-to-video
search. In this paper we will examine mainly the first category (imageto-video search) as it will serve as a starting point for the more complex
video-to-video search.
Our goal was to implement a CBIR framework so we decided to
start the development process by adopting one of the already available
image retrieval solutions and building our framework on top of that.
From our preliminary research into the state-of-the-art, we spotted some
possible obstacles to our goal. In fact, cutting-edge solutions usually offer solid absolute performance11 at the price of very complex systems
and/or non-patent-free algorithms (especially regarding the descriptors
employed 12). Those factors are not ideal in an enterprise environment
as they result in a more expensive and difficult to maintain platform.
Therefore, for a first approach, we decided to fall back on a simpler but
more manageable option.
LIRe was our first choice because it is a valid CBIR platform that can
be integrated with Apache Solr, an enterprise search server widely used in
Rai, by means of a ready-to-use plugin (currently used in this project) that
ensures compatibility to the Solr indexing format. The adoption of Solr
allows distributed search and index replication and scalability, making it a
much better and efficient enterprise solution.
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PROPOSED WORKFLOW
In this section we will explain the workflow that is the core of the project.

MODULARITY
One of the main advantages of the proposed framework is its modularity.
The whole architecture was planned and designed to make the fundamental logic blocks of the workflow as more independent as possible. This will
enable us to easily develop code in parallel and swap the blocks in case we
will find more efficient solutions in the future as well as making the whole
framework easier to debug and maintain.
The main modules composing the framework (and their current implementations) are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Listener (custom files and folders manager)
Scene detector/key-frames extractor (FFMpeg)
Feature extractor (LIRESOLR Plugin)
Indexer (LIRESOLR Plugin)
Retriever (LIRESOLR Plugin)

In Figure 1 on the next page a diagram of the architecture is represented. It is worth noting that the scene detection and key-frames extraction blocks are completely separate from feature extraction and indexing
blocks. This will allow us to replace the basic scene detection we used with
more sophisticated algorithms (such as those described in 13) and the keyframe extraction with motion-vector based approaches 14.
The starting point for the whole process is the creation/addition of a
JSON token file within the watch folder, which triggers a Listener application that, in turn, acts like a supervisor of the whole chain.
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Fig 1. Framework architecture

INDEXING AND LISTENER FLOW
The first step in our workflow consists of indexing the reference videos for
our database. Those videos are the references that will be matched during
the retrieval phase.
Rai owns a large amount of archives which differ both in format (analogue and digital) and geographic location. To make our framework effective, we planned to provide various entry-points for video indexing and we
opted to offer a two-way approach to input files into the chain:
•

Shared folder: used to integrate our workflow easily with
pre-existing company workflows such as the digitisation
process of the DIGIMASTER7 archive. This approach is
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mainly used to ingest files that currently, are not stored in
Rai’s multimedia catalog.
•

RESTful APIs: a well-known and solid standard for any
modern distributed application. These APIs provide both
an interface to write videos to be indexed into the shared
folder via web services and a way to index files already
available in Rai’s multimedia catalog without re-uploading them to the shared folder.

The Listener process is the starting point of the workflow and is developed to run in the background and watch a shared folder that acts as a
container for the files to be indexed.
When new files are added to that folder, the Listener is triggered and its
execution follows the steps below:
1.

Wait for a JSON token file creation/addition in the shared
folder.

2.

Create an output folder associated with each input video
to be processed.

3.

Perform scene detection with FFMPEG and save the
selected frames with their time-stamp.

4.

Extract CEDD5 features with LIRe/Solr plugin to provide an output compatible to the SOLR indexing format.

5.

Generate a JSON metadata file associated to the token
(optional, if metadata is available).
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6.

Index LIRE document in a SOLRs index called ImageCore and JSON meta- data in another index called
MetaCore.

In the next subsections we will describe these steps further.

JSON TOKEN FILE
The initial trigger of the whole indexing flow is the JSON token file, which
should be added to the watch folder after the files it is related to. This file
contains an array of parameters needed by the indexing process to run
properly and each element in the array is composed, in turn, by two main
elements VideoInfo and MetaData.
To run the process in batch on multiple video files, these elements must
be specified for each video and, for each video in the JSON file, a corresponding output folder is created at runtime using a structure based on the
current date- time.
This configuration allows easy management of video files with multiple
formats and resolutions and control of the status of the execution via the
JSON tokens. Moreover, this architecture allows multiple clients to populate the folder simultaneously with heterogeneous sources.

SCENE DETECTION AND SUBSAMPLING
Step 3 of the workflow consists of the generation of the images whose
features will form the retrieval index. Since the whole workflow is mainly
targeted at image search on video files, a proper scene detection methodology has to be used to extract significant images from video files. In the
current implementation, scene detection and keyframe extraction are per-
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formed using FFMpeg filters. This allows one to perform these tasks with
a good precision in acceptable processing times. To be more specific, the
command chain currently used by FFMpeg is:
1.

Selection of Intra-Frames with select=’eq(pict type,I)’: this
option makes the extraction phase much faster without
penalising the performance.

2.

Selection of scene-change frames with that select=’gt(scene,d)’:
selects the frames whose new scene probability value is greater than the threshold The scene probability value used by
FFMpeg is evaluated using a LGPL algorithm within libavfilter library.

3.

Extraction of time-stamps of selected frames with showinfo.

FEATURE EXTRACTION
After the key-frame extraction, the obtained images have to be indexed
to allow visual search. During the indexing process, global features corresponding to the “Color and Edge Directivity Descriptor” (CEDD) are
extracted using the corresponding LireFeature class. This descriptor was
selected because it incorporates color and texture information in a histogram and performs well for many use cases, according to8.
Two of the most important attributes of this descriptor are the low computational power needed for its extraction and its length which does not
exceed 54 bytes, giving it an advantage in terms of query time reduction.
For each image, the following fields are stored in the index:
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•
•
•

ID: the identifier of the key-frame.
URI: the key-frame’s absolute path.
Feature vector: the actual image features are stored in this
field in their histogram and hash variants

The index creation is performed by LIRESOLR plugin to ensure compatibility with Solr indexing format.

SOLR CORES
As just mentioned, our workflow is currently based on Apache Solr search
platform for the indexing/retrieval module. In the current implementation we instantiated two separate Solr cores:
•

ImageCore: it stores the index with the global features of
the input frames (extracted using LIRESOLR plugin).

•

MetaCore: it stores the metadata information related to
the videos indexed in the ImageCore (wherever available).

It is worth noting that this second core extends the capabilities of the ImageCore by allowing us to keep track of the source and original metadata of
the input files besides allowing us to update the metadata a second time (after
a manual annotation, for example). Moreover, theoretically, it enables the user
to retrieve indexed videos using a more traditional text search approach.

RETRIEVAL PROCESS
During the retrieval process, the same features selected in the indexing
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phase are extracted from the query image. Results are then collected from
the index after evaluating the distance between each entry and the query
image using the distance metric specified for the selected feature (Tanimoto coefficient16).
During the query, LIRe allows us to set two parameters to tweak the
speed and accuracy of the retrieval process:
•

Accuracy is a parameter used to choose a trade-off between runtime complexity and precision of results. An accuracy parameter below one means that the results are
approximate but the search is performed faster.

•

Number of candidates is another settings parameter used
to reduce runtime complexity. Lower values mean faster
searches but less accurate results.

The results obtained after this operation are then sorted by relevance
using the same distance measurement as a score and presented to the user
with a GUI.
The retrieval process described so far is very simple and a lot of effort
has been made in the past to improve the indexing structures and retrieval
performances (as it can be read in footnote [17], [18] and [19]). It’s worth
noting, though, that this paper is describing a work in progress which is
still in its early development stage. Better retrieval strategies will be further
investigated and adopted in future releases.

PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
In the preliminary stage of our work, image-to-video search was considered as the starting point. Regarding the datasets involved, Rai archives
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stores a tremendous number of documents in different locations, with
1.540.032 hours of video material only. Ideally, performing image search
on all these files would be a massive long-term achievement. In this initial
development phase, though, it would be impractical, to say the least, to
process and perform image search on all those files. To tackle this problem, we selected two specific datasets, that cover pretty well most of the
use-cases mentioned above, in order to evaluate and test our platform.
These datasets are:
•

TG Leonardo (set of 2200 episodes, approx. 360 hours of
material): a thematic, scientific focused, newscast, suitable
for news/reportage and raw footage retrieval but also to
find similar videos for the recommendation system.

•

Medita (set of 2000 episodes, approx. 2000 hours of material): an educational show aired both on TV (Rai Edu 1)
and online. It represents the greatest online educational
media library and each episode is aimed to be a supporting material for teachers and students. This dataset is well
suited to test pure image search and tagging-aid capabilities of our framework.

The proposed workflow has been tested using images extracted from
the same videos used for indexing with two different key-frame extraction
techniques. This type of visual search was chosen because is close to the
use case of video search on video database, the next step in our roadmap.
The dataset involved was the TG Leonardo, while the key-frame extraction techniques were:
•
•

FFMpeg shot detection
Rai’s Shotfinder
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Fig 2. Slightly different images extracted using different algorithms

The latter is proprietary software, developed by Rai within a bigger
framework aimed to aid news annotation and called Automatic Newscast
Transcription System (ANTS)20. Shotfinder usually works pretty well for a
news-like format such as the TG Leonardo dataset as its scene-detection
engine is tailored on newscasts’ editing style.
The reason we decided to test the framework with two different keyframe extractors is because we wanted to test the robustness of the global
descriptor of choice when the query image is slightly different to one or a
small subset of indexed images.
Let’s see now an example of a test performed using the different keyframe extractors mentioned above. In Figure 2 above is shown a comparison between the best match retrieved (on the right) and the query image
(on the left). It is quite obvious that the reference video is the same but
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Fig 3. Best match at position 7

the images are slightly different because they were extracted using different algorithms. In this particular example, the descriptor seems to be
robust enough but the retrieval performance is not always as good as in
this case.		
In the following example (Figure 3) we can see that the best match is not
always found among the first results. This could be related to the fact that
CEDD is a very compact descriptor (good for fast retrieval times) and, because of this images with similar colors and textures may have very similar
descriptors. Changing the accuracy does not guarantee a substantial improvement of the results but does increase retrieval time.
Regarding the quantitative evaluation of the framework, due to the nature of the datasets (high frame-to-frame difference, motion blur in shots,
small number of shots representing a scene, etc.) it was very difficult to
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give an evaluation in terms of precision and recall for query images different than the indexed images. In fact, when the query shot is the same
as an already indexed shot, the p@1≃1 and the correct shot is retrieved in
the first position every time. Otherwise, the descriptor of choice does not
prove to be robust enough and the first result has a distance value significantly higher than the matching case previously described.
This result, though, is satisfactory enough for our first use case (raw
footage/final edit match) because, if the same piece of footage is present
in two videos and the key-frames are extracted in the same way, there’s a
high chance that the query key-frame and indexed key-frame will be the
same. Further considerations regarding video quality differences between
final edits and raw footage will be investigated in the future.
Our benchmarks also targeted retrieval times as we wanted to give an
insight into the speed of the framework. The setup that we used was the
following:
•

Local web-server for request handling (based on java
Spring framework).

•

Single Solr index used for queries.

•

Solr core and web-server both hosted on the same virtual
machine with 4 cores and 8GB of RAM dedicated.

We tested query times using three different accuracy/candidates configurations, as it can be seen from the table in Figure 4 on the next page.
The accuracy parameter (A) influences just the raw documents search
time as well as the retrieval precision, while the number of candidates (C)
affects the time needed to re-rank the results in a similar fashion.
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QUERY TIME EVALUATION (MS)
Raw Docs Search Time Re-rank Search Time

Total Time Response

A= 0.33, C= 10 000
A= 0.5, C= 50 000
A= 0.8, C= 80 000

181.7
488.3
731.3

91.2
264
355.5

90.5
224.3
375.8

Fig 4. Query time evaluation figures

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In the previous chapters we briefly discussed the CBIR system and where
our work is trying to fit in today’s scenario. We also described the current
development stage of our framework and we presented some very early
results to back up our approach.
In the current state our framework seems to confirm expectations that we
are not able to find instances of same objects within different videos and under different conditions (e.g. different video quality, framing, etc.). One reason
for this may be the choice of the CEDD descriptor, and, in general, global
descriptors. On the other hand, those compact global descriptors may give
good results for specific tasks like searching the exact same videos segments
inside different datasets, useful in our case to match raw and edited footage.
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The quantitative tests we presented are not mature yet, one reason for
that is the lack of copyright-free datasets and evaluation framework that
targets our specific use-case to use as reference. In fact, almost all open datasets available up to date are either very generic (ImageNet21, CoPhIR 22)
or very application-specific (medical datasets, face recognition databases
23
, ...) but none of them target a use-case like ours where the images indexed are actual video frames extracted from archive footage. Another
reason is that making a proper dataset from scratch requires time and our
framework is still in a very early stage of development. These are common
inconveniences reported by other authors also and some have proposed
various solutions24. To address this inconvenience and provide more scientific results, we are planning to build our own annotated dataset using the
company’s archive material.
For the future development of the retrieval core we plan to evaluate
the performance of more sophisticated feature extraction algorithms, including local features, bags of visual words and deep-learning generated
feature vectors. Most likely, this could also lead to the adoption of retrieval
solutions other than LIRe. Regarding the deep-learning, we also wish to
integrate this technology within the framework, for example with DCNN
features or enriching the MetaCore with automatically-extracted scene information (e.g. object/face recognition, image captioning, ...).
Regarding the other functional blocks of the framework, our goal is to
investigate further on key-frame extraction and shot detection algorithms
in order to reduce the number of extracted key-frames and, possibly,
weighting them according to their relevance within the related sequence.
By doing this we hope to improve retrieval performances, decrease index
size and, therefore, reduce disk occupation and speed-up search times.
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14 TV ARCHIVE IN A
POST-TV WORLD

TELEVISION AS WE knew it for 85 years from 1932 is gone: from the
cathode-ray tube in the big box in the corner back to the analogue transmitter towers, the technology has all been replaced. More fundamentally,
people no longer need to view ‘the broadcast’ – it can be recorded on a
set-top box, or picked up from an Internet-based catch-up service. Indeed,
people can ‘watch television’ entirely from the Internet, with no concept
of schedule or channel, and possibly with no clear idea of who produced
what they are watching – much less who is responsible for archiving and
preserving it.
With Amazon and Netflix becoming producers of ‘the medium formerly known as television’, and with traditional broadcasters, like traditional
newspaper publishers, struggling to stay afloat in the digital sea, what is a
‘television archive’, where are the master copies and who will be responsible for preservation and reuse of modern video content? Finally, what
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role will FIAT/IFTA have when television archives become hard to define,
or even hard to find?

THE CHANGING NATURE OF WHAT WE STILL CALL TELEVISION
FIAT/IFTA was founded in 1977 as the organisation for all parties concerned with making permanent collections of television broadcasts. Television is a technical medium, and so has been continuously changing. In 1977,
colour broadcasting was just a decade old in Europe, and black & white sets
were still for sale. Indeed, a very new use for TV receivers had just started:
connecting a TV to a 'single board computer' as the display (and using a cassette tape recorder for permanent programme and data storage).
In the UK, 405-line monochrome transmissions were still continuing
(until 1985), overlapping with the 625-line colour transmissions started in
1969.
The first two decades of FIAT/IFTA did not see marked changes in the
technology, although during the second decade the technology for major
changes was in development.
After 1997, there was a revolution. Digital broadcasting was introduced,
including changing the aspect ratio from 12:9 to 16:9 (widescreen). Digital television eventually became available in three technologies: terrestrial,
cable and satellite. The result was a vast increase in the number of channels available to the general viewer. In the UK, the increase was from five
analogue channels to hundreds of digital ones.
High definition (HD), increasing the number of lines on the screen (and
the number of pixels per line) started at the same time. HDTV in the
USA, moving from 480 visible lines to 720, had an inaugural launch in
1996 – though sets were not on sale until 1998. In Europe, the PAL system
of 625 lines became either 720 or 1080 lines1. The first European HD
transmissions were from the Belgian company Euro1080, in 2004.2
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The other revolution in the last two decades has been the rise of the Internet, and in the last decade the development (in favoured countries) of highspeed, low-cost Internet connections and wireless connections (wi-fi and mobile data). When the BBC launched a catch-up service for television in 2007,
the programmes were slowly downloaded for later playback. Now many areas
of the world expect to be able to view video directly, through streaming media.
Indeed, the largest of all collections of video is the Internet company YouTube, with billions of hours getting billions of views per day.3
The changes in television since the founding of FIAT/IFTA can be
summarised under three headings:
1.

what has decreased: the things people point to when they
say television is fading away;

2.

what has increased: aspects of television that are actually
growing;

3.

what is new: television technology that weren't around
when FIAT/IFTA began.

THE DECLINE OF TELEVISION
Mass audiences have been declining since the 1980s; the major BBC show
Only Fools and Horses had a peak viewing figure of 24 million in 1996.
The biggest BBC audience two decades later was 9.5 million for the finale
of Strictly Come Dancing in 2017.
Until the videotape recorder became available to the general public, a
programme could ONLY be watched at time of broadcast, and if it was
missed, then hoped to catch the repeat. Taping allowed viewers to decide
when to watch, and now with set-top boxes with gigabytes of storage,
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home networks with media centres and terabytes of storage – and Internet
catch-up services – there is a new generation of viewers who have little or
no experience of watching programmes at time of broadcast.
The number of TV stations stopped increasing in the US in 2010. They
had been increasing at a rate of 2% per year in the previous decade, but
are now in decline.4 Employment in broadcasting is also in decline. In the
US, the number of people employed in broadcasting went down by 24%
between 2000 and 2017.5
There is a general decline in television viewing: the rate is 10% in 3
years (to 2016) in the UK, and 15% in the USA. This extrapolates to a
30% decline in a decade. The crisis in newspaper publishing was caused
by a 20% drop over a decade (2000-2009).6 The decline is greatest for
young viewers: for the 12-24 age group in the USA, viewing hours per
week dropped by 40% from 25 hours in 2012 to 15 hours in 2017, with no
sign that this decline will not continue. The 18-24 age group “spend more
time accessing apps and the web on smartphones than they do watching
traditional TV”.7
In the UK, as in many other countries, not all television is made by the
major broadcasters. There is a wide range of independent production companies, of various sizes. At least in the UK, there has been a significant reduction in their numbers, from 500 in 2001 to 230 in 2014.8 Of the remaining companies, 7 of 10 largest in the UK are foreign owned. This could
be seen as a globalisation of the production sector, but actually the foreign
owners are all from the USA: NBC, Warner, Sony, Discovery and Fox.9

THE RISE OF TELEVISION
Digital broadcasting (and the huge bandwidth of satellite and fibre-optic
transmission of television) has brought about an explosion in the number
of channels. In the UK the increase was from five to literally hundreds.10
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Originally television was just broadcast from transmitters. Analogue cable systems started decades ago, followed in the 1990s by satellite delivery
(originally analogue, but moving quickly to digital). The rise of the Internet offers two new delivery methods: 1) pure Internet (streaming services)
and 2) hybrid services which combine an Internet connection with some
form of broadcasting.
Public service television began as monolithic companies which produced, transmitted – and archived – their own content. As with many
public entities (telephone companies, energy utilities), the gradual trend
over the entire 40 years that FIAT/IFTA has existed has been to reduce
the size and activity of these broadcasters. One principal reduction has
been in the amount of content produced internally, but this has of course
meant an increase in the content produced by commissions with independent production companies. In the BBC, independent commissions grew
from 25% (of total production) in 1988 to 70% in 2015.
These commissions used to be much like hiring a photographer. However artistic or creative the photographer was, the rights belonged to the
broadcaster, because the broadcaster paid the commission. In the UK this
all changed in 2003 with a new Communications Act that gave the independent production houses the ability to retain rights.11
The increasing role of the independent producer has major implications
for television archiving. If the production company retains rights for further exploitation of the content, then there is no reason for the broadcaster
to obtain and archive the high-quality originals (even if they could). The
broadcaster will retain the 'programme as broadcast' for legal and historical purposes, but any repurposing of the content – and any motivation for
'going back to the originals' – will be an activity of the independent production house, not the broadcaster. But will the independent producer run an
archive as well as the broadcaster did? Will the independent producer even
stay in business? We will return to this point later, in considering the future
of broadcast archives and the future of FIAT/IFTA.
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THE REINVENTION OF TELEVISION
When the Internet began, there was little reason to think it would affect
television. The World Wide Web (which most people only heard about in
the early 1990s) was a text protocol, and early web pages consisted entirely
of text. There were various forms of text-based graphics in the 1990s, but
the first actual photograph was “posted” in 1992.12
There was commercial interest in using telephone lines to receive video.
Telecommunications was also moving from analogue to digital, and various methods had been found to send digital data down ordinary telephone
lines (known as ADSL)13. As data rates expanded, British Telecom ran an
experiment (1995)14 to send video down phone lines, and a similar trials
were run in the USA, notably a Time Warner trial with 4000 homes in
Orlando, Florida starting in 1994.15
These trials of 'video on demand' were not seen as successful16. The low
data rate meant that download times were longer than it would take to
leave the house to rent a video from a neighbourhood video store. However, the users of the trial in Florida were very pleased with using the
digital connection to access the Internet. Internet access from the home
had used clumsy 'acoustic modems' which would fit across a telephone
handset. The ADSL connection was simple and permanent, and didn't
interfere with using a phone for ordinary calls. Thus, the first real link
between video and the Internet was a rejection of video over ADSL, in
favour of the Internet.
It would take another decade for ADSL (and fibre optic) connections
to deliver the data rates that made high-quality streaming video possible.
Once those data rates had been achieved, the whole environment of television (and other video) access began a remarkable change.
Production of television has not been solely the province of broadcasters for some time. Other sources of video material for mass consumptions
include (in North America):
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•

Cable television distribution: HBO (owned by Time Warner) was the biggest of these, in the USA. Cable (actually a mix of cable, microwave and satellite technologies)
distribution was important for viewers in North America,
where terrestrial reception was often poor17. HBO started
in the 1970s, and began originating programmes in the
1980s. It now also uses Internet delivery. It reached 100
million subscribers in 2011 and grew to 140 million by
2014.18 The Discovery channel originated in 1982 as part
of the Cable Educational Network.

•

Media conglomerates: Warner, Disney, NBCUniversal,
Fox, Sony and Paramount. These are the six major Hollywood producers of motion pictures, but each is a global
enterprise. NBCUniversal arises from the original Hollywood company Universal Studios and the broadcaster
NBC. Fox gets its name from the studio 20th Century Fox,
but is now a global owner of newspapers, television companies (e.g. Fox News) and satellite distribution companies
(e.g. Sky in the UK).

•

Publishers: Hallmark (greeting cards), History (Hearst
newspapers) and National Geographic (a nature magazine) have been running television channels in North
America (with global distribution) since the 1990s.

With the advent of sufficient Internet bandwidth to support streamed
video, all these sources of content had a new method of delivery, Internet
Television or IPTV (Internet protocol television). But they were not moving into a blank space: the Internet had already spawned its own media
giants: Google, Amazon, Facebook and YouTube in particular. Google
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quickly bought YouTube. Amazon launched its own streamed video on
demand (Amazon Prime Video), originally just as a delivery for content
produced by others, but eventually Amazon Studios also commissioned
and then produced its own content. In the UK it now produces Jeremy
Clarkson's motoring show.19
New companies sprang up, specifically to deliver 'moving image' content by Internet streaming. Netflix is now by far the biggest. In 2014 HBO
had three times as many subscribers as Netflix. In 2017 Netflix had more
subscribers than all North American cable services combined.20 As with
Amazon, Netflix originally was a distributor, but in 2016 it “released an
estimated 126 original series or films, more than any other [US] network
or cable channel”.21 There is concern that Netflix will achieve ”Google- or
Apple-sized dominance”, as it is spending US$6 billion per year on content acquisition (purchase and production) (2016).22
It should be noted that the quote about Netflix production referred to
“series or films”, not to television. Moving image content is being produced by a wide range of companies, most of which do not call themselves
broadcasters. This content is being viewed on television screens (but also
on computer screens, tablet computers or mobile devices). If it is a highbudget one-off, it is likely to be called a film. If it is a series, it may be
called television. Digital media sent over the Internet means that “digital
moving images” from a wide range of content producers is being received
by many methods and seen on many devices. The old major distinctions
such as cinema vs television disappear when it all arrives via the Internet.
It is ironic that one of the reasons FIAT/IFTA was founded was because
television archives could not qualify for membership in FIAF, the International Federation of Film Archives, back in 1977.23
The “method of delivery” is also not a straightforward concept. People
now can access television news via the Internet, but it also matters how
they get to the news items. With conventional television people tuned
into a channel, and knew what they were watching. With the hundreds of
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channels on satellite and cable delivery, a confusion arose between the delivery company (Sky, part of Fox, in the UK) and the originating company
(which could be the BBC). It became the nightmare of BBC executives to
learn that people who watched a BBC production via satellite would talk
about it in terms such as “last night I saw this really good programme on
Sky”.
On the Internet, these confusions just multiply. Social media is the 'front
end' that many people use for their Internet activity, and content such
as television news is accessed in snippets from Facebook, Reddit, Twitter,
YouTube, Snapchat and others. The survey firm Pew says that 2/3 of U.S.
adults get some news on social media, (Aug 2017). The specific figures are:
27% say “sometimes, and 20% say “often”.24

CHANGES IN FIAT/IFTA
During the last 40 years FIAT/IFTA has grown from 18 founding institutions to 250 members. Originally the focus was on Europe, with only CBS
(USA), Radio Canada (now CBC) and ABC (Osaka, Japan) from outside
Europe. Indeed, in early discussions there was a proposal that full membership should only be available to members of the European Broadcasting Union (EBU).25
The founding institutions were not only mainly European, they were
mainly public service broadcasters. Indeed, the FIAT/IFTA history states
that most “significant” broadcasters “were public service television organisations, with the notable exception of the major US networks”26.
Only one of these founders wasn't actually a broadcaster: Institut National de l'Audiovisuel (INA), an independent institution rather than an
archive within a much larger television company.
Now FIAT/IFTA, with 250 members, is truly international. It also has
many members from commercial rather than public-service broadcasters,
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and a small (nine members) but important group of technology company
members.
At the time of the launch of FIAT/IFTA, the Hanford-Suratt history
describes the position of a typical television archive as follows: “few television archives were controlled by managers with professional qualifications
or experience in archive, library or information fields. There were few
defined professional standards or codes, “Television Archives frequently
had low status within their parent organisation, and did not have the necessary financial, technical or professional resources required to establish
adequate standards, service or infrastructure.”27
For forty years FIAT/IFTA has promoted the development, above all,
of professional practices in TV archiving. It has not been able to solve
all problems of financial, technical and professional resources, and many
FIAT/IFTA members will recognise problems from 1977 which still exist.
But these continuing problems are clear partly because FIAT/IFTA has
promoted such a clear definition of how TV archiving should be managed.

CHANGES IN TELEVISION ARCHIVES
While FIAT/IFTA has been growing, and while television technology has
been developing, TV archives have also been changing. In 1977 there was
only one member, INA, that was an independent archive rather than 'an
archive within a TV company'. Indeed, France was the only country that
had such an institution, so INA was not only unique in FIAT/IFTA but in
the world. It would be 20 years before INA was joined by NISV, the Dutch
National Institute of Sound and Vision (also known as Beeld en Geluid,
B&G).
Why? Opinions may differ, but one reason is that broadcasting was not
considered worth collecting in the way that films (at least, cinematic or fea-
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ture films) and sound recordings were collected. To this day, radio broadcasters form a small part of the membership of IASA, the International
Association of Sound (and Audiovisual) Archives. Another issue is legislation: most countries require recordings of broadcast output to be kept for
90 days (so there is a record in case of complaint or legal action), but have
no legislation for permanent collections.
Legal deposit legislation has been extended in some countries to cover
broadcasting, leading to broadcast collections in national libraries. These
collections are, like INA and NISV, separate from broadcasting companies
– but like traditional TV archives they are a small part of a larger enterprise
(a national library). Unlike traditional TV archives, the audiovisual section
of a national library is a small part of an institution which does not have
audiovisual materials as its main business, leading to a whole new range of
difficulties. We could say there are now three kinds of national audiovisual
collection: 1) a fully independent institution like INA and NISV; 2) a legal
deposit repository (possibly underfunded and unloved, just as TV archives
in general were described in 1977); 3) an audiovisual repository as part of
a national library, but specifically set up to collect broadcasting, so with a
remit to have adequate budget and staffing, professional standards, and a
genuine focus on public access.
The possibility for increased access, both public and commercial, is
probably the biggest change of the last 20 years of FIAT/IFTA. In 1997
the BBC Archive had 100 km of shelves holding several million physical
items. There was no file-based media and no electronic delivery. However trials of electronic delivery had started: Internet access to commercial
music was tested starting in 1996, though it took another ten years to get
Internet delivery of fully uncompressed commercial music.
Mass digitisation began in RAI Radio in 1997, with a target of producing fully digital radio production within three years. This project, with
multiple workstations operating in shifts, and one operator running up to
five tape recorders at one time, laid the foundation for the Preservation
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Factory concept developed and promoted in the PRESTO series of project after the year 2000.
In the BBC, digitisation of the Radio One “sessions” archive started
1998, making files saved on data CDs (CD-ROM) but also making audio
CDs, the common format for digital radio studios. In TV, digitisation of
U-Matic videotapes to MPEG2 files started in 2001, again with outputs in
two technologies: files saved on DVD but making DV-CAM tapes for use
in the studios.
In the years 2003-2006 the Netherlands Institute of Sound and Vision
was building an archive building that would change the public face of
television archiving. Mostly the general public was unaware of television
archives, but the iconic NISV building attracted hundreds of thousands
of visits each year – to see the building and also to experience archived
content. People even came to use the building as a backdrop for their wedding photos.
At the same time as NISV launched their building, YouTube launched
(2005) with a few video clips shared amongst PayPal staff in California,
and rapidly became the world's largest collection of video material. Not
to be outdone, in 2006 INA launched online free public access to several
thousand hours of television footage. Many television archives now offer
significant amounts of free public access, as discussed in the next section.
Finally, the decade 1997-2007 ended with the emergence of cloud storage as a service available to general users. Dropbox launched in 2007,
introducing the home computer user to networked storage: storage that
was rented, not bought. PrestoSpace coined the phrase 'storage is a service' in 200428, but the industry-standard phrase became SaaS (Storage as
a Service). In the decade to follow, cloud storage extended to cloud computing, and now virtually anything that a computer can do, can be done
'in the cloud', using services from all major computer technology firms
– including the bookseller turned publisher turned video supplier turned
programme maker, Amazon.
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CHANGES IN WHO ARCHIVES TELEVISION – AND WHAT ACCESS IS PROVIDED
FIAT/IFTA began with archives that served the television industry. In the
BBC, 95% of the archive use was internal29: the archive was consulted to
find information and images to support programme production. The remaining 5% was commercial access, on a business-to-business basis to other producers of moving image content. There was no direct public access
to the BBC archives, a common situation across broadcasting. In the BBC,
public access was provided via two cooperating institutions: the recorded
sound collection of the British Library for BBC radio, and the British Film
Institute for BBC television. Access was cumbersome and expensive, as the
BFI would need to arrange for viewing copies and so required advance
notice of several days, and would make a charge to defray copying costs.

NATIONAL AUDIOVISUAL COLLECTIONS
The national audiovisual collections, originally INA and then joined by
NISV in 1997, developed websites in the beginning of the next decade.
More and more archive content has been added to these websites. This
progress has been a feature of national collections.
In the last decade, INA and NISV have been joined by national audiovisual collections in many countries, including:
•

Belgium (Flanders): VIAA https://viaa.be/en

•

Mexican Phonotheque: http://www.fonotecanacional.
gob.mx/ (originally a sound archive, but was the host for
the 2017 FIAT/IFTA meeting and has for many years
promoted creation of a national television collection for
Mexico)
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•

Señal Memoria, Colombia: https://www.senalmemoria.co/

•

NinA, the audiovisual archive of Poland; it has16k items online with English metadata: http://archiwum.nina.gov.pl/en

•

NAVA, the audiovisual archive of Hungary. Public access is
not via public Internet, but at Nava-points in libraries and
schools across the country: http://nava.hu/what-is-nava/

This is a welcome and growing trend. As NAVA states on their website:
“More and more EU member states are establishing or have established
similar archives. The tendency is for a single central archive to store the
programmes of all the major national television and radio stations, irrespectively of the broadcasters’ own archives.“

NATIONAL LIBRARIES WITH AUDIOVISUAL COLLECTIONS
Where a country has recognised that broadcasting is worth collecting, an
alternative to creation of an independent institute is to organise the collection as part of the national library. This is generally very good news, as
all national libraries have websites, are engaged in digitisation (of books,
mainly) and are often very active in promoting public access. Indeed the
major European online collection of cultural heritage materials, Europeana, was formed by the European National Libraries.
While all these institutions have websites, they may not feature audiovisual content, and access to that content may not be obvious. While these
libraries encourage online access including via Europeana, they have been
slow to open their audiovisual collections to direct public access. These
libraries often cite problems of copyright as their reason for not putting
broadcast content online.
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While INA and NISV serve their national broadcasters (as well as serving the public), and also sell 'footage' to other media companies, the national libraries generally have little commercial access. In the case of legal
deposit collections, one reason for lack of professional reuse is because the
material is of low technical quality, not attractive to programme makers.
The issue of whether a collection is of 'professional' or 'viewing' quality is
very important to the future of television archiving.
Other countries with national library audiovisual collections with at
least some television include:
•

all four Scandinavian countries, though the broadcasters
maintain their own archives in Denmark. The other Scandinavian countries have various forms of shared collections.

•

Latvia: audio and video form part of Latvian national library30, which is active in promoting collection and access. They helped form the BAAC (Baltic Audiovisual Archive Council). The library hosted the 2014 meeting of
the BAAC. While audio and video (and some television)
form part of the Latvia national library, their national film
collection is part of the national archive31, with a separate
building, website, administration.

•

The UK; television is officially in the British Film Institute, with radio in the British Library. But the British Library also has the UK newspaper collection and the UK
web archive; it is planning a combined 'UK News' collection linking radio, television, Internet and print. It is
hoped that issues of copyright can be met by providing
controlled access at libraries, much as is done in Hungary.
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BROADCASTERS
Broadcasting exists for public access, but not access to broadcast archives.
All broadcasters have websites, but usually these are for general information. However more and more broadcasters now provide a form of ‘video
on demand’ generally called catch-up services, where broadcast content is
available online for, usually, a limited period. Such online access achieves
its purpose: access to what a person missed at time of broadcast, but is
hopeless for long-term access.
One reason broadcasting is seen as ephemera rather than as a valuable
record of current events is the lack of anywhere permanent on the Internet where people can cite, click on and view broadcast content. Books are
generally accessible, and newspapers are available through libraries (and,
increasingly, online) – so print is seen as the official record of events rather
than the audio and video of radio and television.
We live in an age where Internet citations are beginning to have credence in serious research and discourse – but without permanent online
audiovisual collections, there is simply nothing for a URL to point to.
Broadcasters have not, traditionally, valued direct public access to their
archives. It is not by chance that the two institutions in Europe to pioneer
online public access to television were INA and NISV, precisely the two
FIAT/IFTA members that were independent national audiovisual collections rather than themselves being broadcasters.
Today some broadcasters do value public access. For instance, the Irish
national broadcaster RTE now has about 7000 items online32, growing at
over 1000 items per year. Public access has been doubling annually, from
one million visits in 2015 to over four million in 2017 (the population of
the Republic of Ireland is under five million).
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COLLECTIONS OR ARCHIVES?
In 1977 television was collected for permanent access and reuse by broadcasters, with the exception of INA which had a strong contractual link to
French broadcasters. The emergence, mainly in the last 20 years, of 1)
national audiovisual collections; 2) legal deposit collections and 3) audiovisual collections as part of national libraries should lead us to ask whether
these various collections have changed the nature of television archiving.
To begin, most new collections are not archives. An archive generally
holds unique material and has limited access, while a library holds copies
of material that has been published, often with many copies and usually
with public access. The archives that founded FIAT/IFTA held the master
recordings of the output of the television company. These master recordings were unique, of high quality (the highest quality allowed by the technology of the time) and were a valuable asset to the television company
itself, to support and enrich programme making.
Off-air and legal deposit recordings are not unique (necessarily), and are
not the highest quality version of the programme in question. The format
used in capture and post-production would be less heavily compressed, and in
lucky instances might even be losslessly compressed, or even uncompressed.
These lower-quality, non-unique (or not necessarily unique) recordings
are of importance for historical, cultural heritage and research purposes.
It is a major advance in the evolution of television as 'serious content'
for academia and even the general public to have ready access to the full
output of broadcasting. But this advance parallels a decline in the significance of traditional TV archives. As we have seen, much less content is
being produced in-house (30%, down from 90%, for the BBC), meaning
that the broadcaster's own archive doesn't get the bulk of the high quality,
unique master tapes (or, now, master files) that defined these collections as
archives. For the other 70%, the archive will probably hold the file that was
transmitted, essentially identical to the off-air recording.
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For the 70% of material not produced in-house, the off-air (or, literally,
“to air”) copy in the broadcaster's own archive could well be redundant.
Other organisations can get copies of equal quality off-air, and the master
material (and rights to further exploitation) resides with the production
company.
Here is a basic question for the future of television archiving: where
is the master material? Media production is a volatile business. Production companies come and go, and they get bought and sold by bigger
companies with great frequency. Will their own in-house collections be
stable, permanent, well-documented and protected against obsolescence
of formats, failure of storage and all the other dangers of digital files and
digital technology? The obvious answer is that there is no guarantee that
these collections will be safe. These production companies may not even
know about FIAT/IFTA, but they have the problems now that FIAT/
IFTA faced 40 years ago, and has been solving ever since.

PUBLIC VALUE AND FACTUAL MATERIAL
We have seen that the public service television companies that founded
FIAT/IFTA have had a significant drop in in-house production, which has
reduced the percentage of unique, high-quality content in their archives.
However this reduction is almost entirely in one sector of broadcasting,
the 'creative' rather than the 'factual' programmes. News and Current affairs has not been farmed out piecemeal to hundreds of small independent
production houses – though some broadcasters have outsourced their entire News departments.
The major problems of copyright (authors, actors, musicians, composers …)
are principally problems for the 'creative works': drama and 'light entertainment', concerts and other performances, quiz and talk shows, and of course
sport. There is a reasonably clear divide between factual (News and Current
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Affairs) and creative works. The public value of an audiovisual record of our
times is basically associated with the factual material – the very material that is
easiest to clear for public access. The copyright restrictions on creative material should not be seen as an impediment to all television. Efforts to establish
public access to television will maximise public benefit and minimise copyright
and re-use restrictions by concentrating on factual material.

ACCESS TO BROADCAST NEWS
We can expect growth in public access to broadcast news. There is already
a significant amount online in various countries:
•

INA has 3300 items of “les Actualités Françaises” free,
online;

•

B&G's website has 1800 items of “nieuws”;

•

Poland's national website has 101 hits for “news program”;

•

Colombia's Señal Memoria lists 640 “noticias televisión”,
of which 260 are online;

•

The USA has no national body collecting broadcast news
across the various channels, leading to a complicated picture. The difficulties have been made plain in the 2005
article “Finding Murphy Brown” by Jeff Ubois.33 There is
a large collection at Vanderbilt University and many other
partial collections; all are essentially “pay per view”, and
for some content the collection premises must be visited.
In general, US broadcasters only do commercial sales (to
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production companies), and won't deal with the general
public. However the Internet Archive offshoot Television
Archive34 has made an “off-Internet” collection of 1.44
million News “shows” since 2009. The closed caption
metadata can be searched and viewed, though the video
cannot be viewed until legislation governing public access
is changed. They also have a comprehensive list of television collections35.

WHAT ALL THIS MEANS FOR FIAT/IFTA
There is a new video culture that has arisen, particularly during the last
20 years, the second half of the life of FIAT/IFTA. Some, if not most,
of the new companies are not and never have been traditional television
broadcasters – and may also not have heard of FIAT/IFTA.
The archives within traditional broadcasters will have less original, production-quality and commercially viable material, owing to the growing proportion of television content produced by the independent production houses.
These independent producers will form an important group that should
be archiving their unique content in a professional fashion (with help from
FIAT/IFTA, if we can only find each other). But these independents have
many problems:
•

they come and go in a volatile industry;

•

they get bought by media companies, and (at best) their
archives are consolidated in the archive of major commercial companies such as Sony, TimeWarner, NBCUniversal and Disney (currently buying Fox; how will Fox
assets be merged with Disney?);
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•

and they generally have no interest in public value and
public access. This means that the off-air material, if
available at all, will come from a national collection or national library. The production-quality material, the original concern of FIAT/IFTA, will be at the mercy of commercial pressures, meaning though valuable, it will also be
at great risk, just because the collections will be small and
dispersed across a volatile industry.

The number of national audiovisual collections is increasing, and these
collections will care about public value (if anyone does). They should see
factual material as particularly valuable. They will also be in a position, as
national collections, to begin to link TV, radio, online and printed ‘news’,
as has been proposed by the British Library.
However national collections face a major problem: as “television” as
we knew it becomes solely available via the Internet (IPTV), the technology for 'off-air recording' will have to shift to Internet harvesting. Broadcasters have been very poor, to date, in saving records of their own Internet,
and standard national efforts at Internet 'archiving' often exclude audio
and video recordings!

A GAME OF TWO HALVES
FIAT/IFTA faces a future that can be divided into two major concerns:
creative vs factual content.
The creative content is largely fiction and light entertainment. It has
huge commercial value as programme sales (whole programmes), but little
value as footage sales (clips). It is increasingly being made by independent
production houses rather than by broadcasters themselves.
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These production houses have a major problem (whether they know it
or not) regarding the documentation and long-term retention of their assets. There is an immediate role for FIAT/IFTA to find these companies
and offer them guidance and advice.
The factual content, News and Current Affairs, has public value rather than commercial value. It is produced in-house, not outsourced to independent producers. The public value of the content is only released
through public access, which traditional broadcasters, the FIAT/IFTA
founders, could never provide. The release of the public value of factual
material is in the hands of national audiovisual collections, either independent institutions or the audiovisual collections of national libraries.
FIAT/IFTA has a role in promoting the public value of factual TV, citing
the pioneering work of FIAT/IFTA members such as INA, NISV and the
dozen or so new national audiovisual collections in Europe and Mexico
and South America.
The overall challenge for the future (of television and of FIAT/IFTA)
is Internet technology. It has redefined television, to the point where television and cinema become indistinguishable. It has spawned an array
of new sources of video content (whether labelled as television or not).
Companies that only deal with the Internet (Amazon, Google, NetFlix)
are taking over video production and distribution. The open questions for
all this Internet technology are the basic FIAT/IFTA question: are these
people saving their assets? Are they documenting them for reuse? Are they
preserving them, protected against obsolescence and the perils of digital
technology? The growth and success of FIAT/IFTA will depend upon
whether we can communicate with these new people and their new enterprises, and convince them that FIAT/IFTA has the answers to questions
that they may not yet know they need to ask.
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15 CONCLUSIONS

THE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION BECOMES OPERATIVE
IN AUDIOVISUAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT

THE 2017 MMC Seminar in Lugano as well as the subsequent FIAT/
IFTA Annual Meeting in Mexico showed clear steps and tendencies in
the latest developments in Audiovisual Media Management Business. As
we can see in this reader: the digital transformation becomes definitively
operative in audiovisual media management.
An EBU working group identified five goals that public media service providers are expected to achieve in the forefront of digital transformation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Audiences First
Flexible Organisation
Impactful Digital Content & Services
Networked Organisation
Mastery of Data & Technology
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These goals can also be used to measure the state of the art of the
audiovisual media managers.1

1. AUDIENCES FIRST
The users of the media archives are no longer just the internal production or any external producers. The media archives become a direct
offer to the public, a public value of public media institutions. Media
archives are keen to better understand user needs and offer formats that
best fit these needs on specific interfaces. Therefore, they apply user
monitoring, invest in user research and care about social media. Manual
and automatic content indexing allows more and more accurate and
user-specific offers.

2. FLEXIBLE ORGANIZATION
The media manager relies on the demolition of archive silos. All structures
must be applied to the entire production processes. Projects no longer apply the traditional linear and sequential approach of the waterfall model
but are created in a modular way, with quick and usable results. Experiments show which technologies can meet user needs and which technologies do not (yet).

1.

EBU, Learning from Public Service Media in Transformation. Digital Transformation Initiative Status Report, December 2017, 16.
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3. IMPACTFUL DIGITAL CONTENT & SERVICES
The digitisation projects are now almost completed, so the archives can
put a lot of content in current contexts and make it available to their audience, contributing to social memory and identity. Experience makes it
possible to tackle the legal issue of opening media archives pragmatically.
It pays off to differentiate between the legally complex creative content
(fiction, shows, …) and the factual content (news, debates, interviews, …),
to which the media usually have the necessary rights.

4. NETWORKED ORGANISATION
The archive garden fences are broken down. In digital media organisations, archives are no longer recognisable as such, but a specific competence (group) within the production processes.
Such competences are in the field of data management, metadata workflows and structures. It also concerns long term storage planning and the
competence of the mediation and contextualisation of historical contents.
For those cultural heritage institutions, the audiovisual media managers
must network and collaborate strongly with external institutions.
As many skills are subject to very specific and rapid change, often
depending on suppliers, international networking is crucial. Enormous
potential can result from linking with content producers in the news
and sports sectors, also outside of the company. We can imagine completely new, interactive offers to the end users, if all available information on sports events could be integrated together with the content
itself.
In order to use technical innovations that have been developed in environments other than the archives, the media managers deal with IT Universities and companies, especially dynamic spin-offs.
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5. MASTERY OF DATA & TECHNOLOGY
Since 2010 many FIAT / IFTA members have considered themselves primarily as media managers. They focus on increasing efficiency through
complete integration into production processes and through the consistent
use of state-of-the-art digital technologies such as image and object recognition (especially face recognition), speech to text, semantic analysis, and
deep learning. These techniques have been tested and are now ripe for
operational use in media operations. The best results are achieved when
different approaches are combined.

PERSPECTIVE
It is very likely that even at the time of printing this text, not only test
results, but everyday experiences from the use of digital technologies
in media management will be available. It would not be surprising if
during the next MMC Seminary blockchain turns out to be a big topic.
Again, media archives would benefit from big developments in other,
well financed, domains.

CONCLUSIONS
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THE 2017 FIAT/IFTA Media Management Seminar was hosted at the
Universita della Svizzera Italiana (USI) in the most beautiful of locations, Lugano, Switzerland, which provided a unique setting for media
archivists to come together to learn, network, share ideas and experiences. The theme “Embracing Automation, Enhancing Discoverability” is
a hot topic for many broadcast and national archives who are constantly
adapting to new and emerging technologies in the multi-platform media
domain.
Over recent years, research and development in CBIR tools and technologies has progressed to a point of high accuracy and precision for search
and discovery of multi-media assets in archives. International professional
speakers from a broad spectrum of organisations presented case studies
on integration and interoperability of cloud based MAM systems, transformation to micro services, sports production archives and challenges of
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near live logging and publishing on multi-platforms, automatic metadata
generation, automagically archiving and discoverability projects.

DAY ONE
Day one kicked off with a keynote speech from Marco Derighetti, Director SRG SSR, who outlined the role of the Archive as an instrument
of public service, as the owner of historical knowledge and a Museum
of the 21st century for video, audio and metadata. He compared the
transformation within the digital age to travelling in the Media Sea. The
winds of technology are the drivers with networks, powerful storage, and
powerful intelligence. The Anchors (breakers) are the old generation and
rights use versus new roles and expectations. The new media managers
are the digital natives. He stressed the need for innovation and innovative solutions as the Archive is not always considered as a core business
in broadcasters. There is a lack of standardisation and harmonisation
and AI search, auto indexing technologies, still needs time to develop.
Therefore, archive change management is important in developing a
network of competencies both internally and externally – training the
sailor and staff in different ways. The SRG SSR Archive Digital Strategy
is to transform silos into platforms – more modularisation with modular
micro services, platform layers and harmonisation to enable a new infrastructure of integration with production systems, new data sets and
more technologies for data mining. The Sail is the digital opportunity to
open up new ideas, open up unlimited access to content with an Open
Archive to give an amazing user experience to the general public.
The morning sessions focused on cloud based MAM systems and services.
La Xarxa and VSN presented a joint case study on their collaboration
to provide a multimedia platform to foster co-production joint program-
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ming with more than 180 local TV and Radio stations across Catalonia
and deliver content to end users. The main challenge was to unify the
three platforms (TV, Radio and News exchange) into a cloud based, single
online platform with additional features including analytics, speech to text
(90% accuracy, auto translation of closed captions, distributed indexation
and intelligent search engine, strata logging thesaurus and linked data).
It resulted in a common marketplace for the production community to
develop and produce more local programmes for existing and new local
audiences.
David Klee, Univision, USA, gave a thought-provoking talk on the shifting processes of the media supply chain of traditional to file based media
in the Cloud. The pace of change of technology and human adaptability
to that change over time is phenomenal in our society. The exponential
growth surprise factor was portrayed with the chessboard example – 2 to
the power of 63 grains of rice equals 125 million round trips to the moon.
The media supply chain is fast changing and now one can transcode,
package and quality control in the Cloud. Can the archive be in the cloud?
Can Media Archives entrust their cultural heritage 100% to the Cloud?
The presentation ended with a game changer – we cannot predict the
future, but thoughtful strategy is required, and moving the digital archives
of today into a cloud environment will be the “challenge of a generation”.
RSI shared their experience of the transformation of their multimedia
archives from a silo into modular services. Most important was training
all their archive staff in new skillsets across all formats and multimedia
platforms. A review of RSI Archive resulted in the implementation of an
end user orientated system with a focus on the user experience for content
search and access. The company Reply worked with teams at RSI to build
a Google like single web app which was tablet friendly and a common style
for search and discovery of archive content. The new visual experience for
the end user was the result of a new technology stack using docker images
and containers.
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The first day panel discussion brought together MAM vendors including VizRT and Reply, with a practical angle on the morning’s discussions.
Pelle Larsson from VizRT warned that a MAM system will not be able
to do everything, and is only as good as the third party API’s it connects
with. Pelle suggested that cloud management of archive is still not secure
enough and a hybrid mix of managing on premises storage and the cloud
should be aspired to in the short term. Riccardo Savarè from Reply suggested the IP distribution chain is taking signi cantly more video content
and Reply has been working with AWS and Microsoft Azure to platform
their products in the cloud.
The afternoon sessions presented four Case Studies of sports broadcaster
archives highlighting the challenges of near live/live time based logging
during live sports events and publishing to a plethora of digital multi-platforms. The volume of events and matches for each sport during each season
is phenomenal, and thus require new integrated workflows and processes,
automatic metadata extraction tools and new online archives.
Olivier Gaches presented the UEFA case study, focusing on the LIVEX
distribution system and the legacy UEFA video archive. UEFA (Union of
European Football Associations) is the governing body for European football representing 55 national football associations and organises 17 different competitions with over 500 matches per season. The organisation
is responsible for selling media and sponsorship rights and its stakeholders vary – broadcasters, sponsors, National Associations, clubs, referees,
coaches and production partners. The UEFA archive manages thousands
of live match feeds, and tens of thousands of video clips and data feeds
per year and in 2008, began a multi-year digitisation and logging project now consisting of 27,000 hours including 3 million logged events of
matches, highlights, magazine shows, interviews and press conferences.
UEFA also use the LIVEX system, a near live content distribution solution (three minutes after the event) for video clips, data feeds and stats.
An automatic Matchnight workflow is in place for all televised matches
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to be available by 0900 the next day and the video acquisition, transcoding and live logging takes place in Turin. The Archive application is web
based and contains a football specific timeline, integration of video, object
metadata, time based logging, rights management features and improved
search features. In the future, the Legacy and Livex systems will merge
into a single platform named the “Digital HIVE” with the ability to archive 4K and 360 content, remote content contributions, more content,
metadata and rights information enabling use of AI and machine learning. Finally, archiving must be fully integrated with production workflows.
An intuitive user interface is vital as the majority of users have no or little
TV production experience. There is a recognised need to bridge the gap
between IT and the TV worlds by merging business needs, particularly
authorisation of users.
The second case study from PGA Tour highlighted the evolution of metadata for complex live golf events using some of the latest tools and technologies. The field of play with TV coverage of all 18 holes over 3 days with no
timeouts and more than 144 players with 70 shots each results in only 3%
shots making it to air in a 3 hr TV window. In 2017 PGA Tour replaced an
old system of digibeta tapes and hand written log sheets with the Vizrt Viz
One media asset management system integrating 3rd party tools, Dixons
Sports Logger, automatic metadata extraction, Nexidia phonetic dialogue
search, shotlink integration (official scoring system) and cloud caption insertion. The granularity of metadata required is exceptional to cover both Item
level and Log Track Live metadata entered by loggers or automated via API
and includes player’s names, actions, interviews, shot type, camera angle,
the distance the shot travelled and the distance of the ball from the hole.
It is interesting to note that PGA’s future aspirations for new technological
innovations include further adoption of new features such as automated
highlight creation, capturing of every hole, player and shot and emerging
AI (Artificial Intelligence) technologies. Watch this space!
The ATP World Tour Archive managed by IMG presented similar chal-
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lenges in creating a single online archive for live ATP tennis matches in
order to maximise the value of the content with broadcast rights. What
is important to IMG is to enable the ATP Federations to access content
quickly and easily. IMAGEN provided the platform for storing ATP media
for easy access and for media managers and loggers to manage the content. Again the volume and scale of capturing live events is enormous as
ATP produces 2,000 hrs per year and plan to scale up in the future. The
media is recorded directly via satellite or data feed, stored in the Cloud and
manually logged using EVS IP Director as key events shot by shot in rich
detail including speciality cameras, crowds, funny special moments and
player, outbursts. It takes three hours to manually log one hour of a match
resulting in 400+ logged events and is incredibly time intensive. IMG are
investigating future technologies in rights packages, shot detection, realtime logging, content analysis and keyword attribution to semi-automate
the workflow. Finally, can Livestreaming and Archive be integrated to sit
on one platform in the future?
Similarly, Mediaset in Italy, produces premium world sports events comprising 3,000 hrs of live events and 2,300 hours of production content and
news bulletins each year including Champions League, Scottish Premier
League, Barca TV, NFL with Superbowl and the Americas Cup. A team
of one logger and one editor is dedicated to each match/event producing
300 logs with near live tagging and description. The changing processes
and technologies are generating a paradigm shift from analogue to digital
and a re-engineering and evolution of roles in the day-to-day activities
and workflows. Journalists are searching and retrieving production content and archivists are developing as media managers providing technical
support. It is not the technology but a human being system!
The afternoon panel discussion, moderated by Adrian Hoile (EVS) focused on several topics including Rights and re-use of Sports content.
The importance of the Archive is for re-use depending on the Rights.
Each organisation is different, for example, both the IOC (International
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Olympic Committee) and PGA Tour are rights-holders /stakeholders and
keep everything whilst broadcasters ITV Sport and Mediaset do not hold
the Rights but retains all sport content in the Archive. One of the reasons
for keeping sports content without the rights is that due to many federation’s restrictions it speeds up the process of acquiring content and access
when reusing copyright material. It is in the Archive and easily accessible
without delays of acquisition from a content owner.
Should media managers move upfront? Rita Constantinou, ITV Sport,
commented that since producing content digitally there is more preparation
before an event with media managers live logging at the event and there is
more interaction between production and archive. Mediaset are working on
taxonomy training for journalists and working with journalists on archive activities. A fundamental question was raised – why is everyone logging sports
events separately at the same time? Host broadcasters log specific feeds,
graphics, commentators, news feeds and user generated content. However,
the components remain the same and why not reuse live metadata? It is an
opportunity to collaborate and share resources and save on costs. There
could be a new business model with Federations providing live logging and
giving access to the broadcasters. Theo Mausli, SRG SSR, suggested that
maybe the EBU (European Broadcasting Union) and FIAT/IFTA could
explore the options with the key federations and sports organisations.

DAY TWO
The morning session focused on Automation with four case studies covering audio mining, automatic multi-modal annotation, automatic metadata generation projects and smart production using automated tools.
The Fraunhofer IAIS generated a study on future technologies in media
archives with a Media Data Hub concept for an innovative archive. The
aim is to link and integrate data silos bringing all metadata into one appli-
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cation and 100% automatic annotation. Audio mining technologies have
progressively developed with the use of deep learning neural networks
and automated speech recognition is currently one of the top technologies
with significantly reduced low error rates. Big Data and Machine Learning
will lead to progress in artificial intelligence. German broadcast archives
took part in trials of ASR systems based on KALDI open source package
training on thousands of hours of large scale databases. The results were
positive providing speaker diarisation, segmentation and speaker clustering, subtitles, advanced search functionality, automatic generation of keywords, transcripts and similarity recommendations. However, there are
still challenges and research issues with overlapping speech, background
noises, voice overs, mixed/multiple languages and dialects. The advantages for archives are obvious with reduced annotation costs, immediate
availability, more detailed metadata and time-codes for audio and video
assets. The main conclusion is there is now wide acceptance of audio mining speech to text and further improvements are expected. One important
issue now is the integration of these new tools into MAM workflows and
systems.
YLE, Finland, set up an automated content analysis (virtual) team with
the aim of improving discoverability on web services and archive databases, find new ways of subtitling and managing raw materials and versions.
They wanted to learn about AI, machine learning and automatic content
analysis methods by carrying out pilot projects with external companies
to find solutions for automated metadata production. Valossa Labs tested
methods of text analysis of subtitles for tagging annotation, image object
and face recognition, OCR and automatic segmentation. Some results
worked well – face recognition and automatic segmentation and subtitles
could be used for content analysis. The second pilot aimed to evaluate and
test the quality of speech and music recognition and automatic annotation
of radio programmes from different genres with a company called LINGSOFT. The results were promising in terms of accuracy of transcripts,
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auto semantical audio classification and music recognition from speech.
However, dialects and children’s speech was poor and the quality of the
audio (noise interference) and speakers overlapping speech impacted the
accuracy. The YLE Online web service was the focus of the third pilot
with Valossa, Qvik and Aalto University with three experiments using
speech recognition for time-code based transcriptions of audio files, image/structure recognition for fast forward opening and closing credits and
automatic annotation. Again, the results were promising with time code
based transcriptions, identification of relevant concepts and intelligent fast
forward. Object recognition was unreliable. The lessons learnt were valuable and confirmed the role of Archives in AI as a machine teacher, quality assurer and curator/valuer of metadata. AI Metadata is not perfect
and information professionals and machines need to co-exist. Also, new
skillsets are required in terms of technical knowledge, evaluation/testing
and understanding new technologies and methodologies.
IBM presented their research on automatic multi-modal metadata annotation based on trained cognitive solutions and the IBM Watson visual
recognition multi-layered trainable architecture for image analysis. The
deep video analysis is based on people, object and content recognition,
classification of actors based on 24 sentiments/emotions and classification
of scenes based on 22 categories. It is an enabling technology. SRG SSR
took part in a “hackday” using a cognitive process with trainer and analysis workflows multi-modal features, extraction and aggregation in order to
find content in the archive.
NHK presented a case study highlighting smart production new technologies applying big data and social media analysis system for auto-generation of news articles using open data and news articles archives. Several
techniques are used to generate metadata – re-speaking speech recognition for general closed captions, a direct speech recognition tool to create
98% accuracy for transcription, image analysis for 95% face recognition
accuracy, audio description for second generation and simplified Japanese
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for sign language on a second screen.
The morning panel session addressed the question: Will automation
replace human work? The general consensus was that there will always be
a need for archivists to manage AI and machine learning. Training algorithms needs time and the learning systems need people to test, improve
taxonomies with skilled knowledge of scenes and clips. Search strategies
have to be modified to compensate and achieve a good user experience.
Automation is not perfect yet and not archive specific. There will be a role
change as automation systems need to be treated like a child with constant
training. It takes time to make a cultural change and acquire new skillsets
and there is still creative human work to do
The afternoon session focused on Discoverability/Findability. In a
world of online, non-linear multi-media consumption, the challenge is to
ensure that content (media and metadata) is discovered quickly and easily
in a tsunami of sources. Not only for audiences but also for journalists and
production teams, creating highly qualitative descriptive metadata is key.
Also, a robust and reliable search and results interface becomes ever more
important.
SSR SSG, Switzerland, is a founding member of Memoriav which has
provided more than 200 members with co-funding for more than 200 preservation and access projects in public and private archives. In 2016 new
legislation stated that public broadcasters are obliged to archive content
and give access to the public and that financial support would be given for
preservation and access projects. Memoriav provides inventories of past
and existing broadcast archives. It is a partner with Memobase which gives
free access to documents (video, audio and text) and metadata for more
than 100 collections and 40 institutions in three languages. Canal 9 TV
archives used a new translation tool for speech to text for public access.
The National Institute of Sound and Vision, Netherlands gave an interesting presentation on thesaurus management in the portals of the new
MAM system. There has been a major change in metadata creation and
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roles. Documentalists are transitioning into media managers checking production metadata and general media management. Automatic metadata
extraction tools (term extraction, speaker labelling, and speech to text)
create highly qualitative descriptive metadata to improve discoverability.
Normalisation of production metadata at ingest and linking the in-house
GTAA thesaurus to production systems has improved metadata and keyword quality providing uniformity and a reduction in Metadata Pollution.
A case study from the BBC in the UK focused on the journey to successfully implement and deliver a new digital archive to the entire BBC
which automatically archives post transmission pre-recorded programmes
with a rich automated data feed. A BBC platform provides archive search,
metadata aggregator and warehouse for the trusted repository of legacy
digitised files and new born digital files. A pragmatic micro service approach was adopted with agile software development and design and build
of data sets. The lessons learnt are invaluable – deploy early and often,
listen to user feedback and change the destination, test the iteration loop,
act as the owner operator of the archive, dedicated team of developers
and change traditional archive roles to developer/operation roles.
Researchers from RAI Teche, Italy, highlighted their recent research
in building a framework for visual search in broadcasting multimedia archives. Only 46% of RAI’s archive is annotated and each year 130k hours
of both new and old digitised content is added to the archive. There is
no semantic or analytical representation of content. The importance of
CBIR (Content Based Image Retrieval) is a necessity now and in the future. There are a large number of CBIR solutions available which are
highly customisable to address specific needs with lots of indexing and
retrieval options. The RAI approach was to focus on video to video search
and use ready to use simple open source solutions compatible with RAI
enterprise architecture. One good example of video to video search is to
link a News edited item to its rushes. However, a common issue with research is the lack of copyright free datasets and evaluation frameworks for
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query image and indexed videos using different techniques.
RTBF.be built a recommender engine to offer content tailored to each
viewer’s personal interests. The engine corralled consumer behaviour
analysis and customer login information and aggregation of existing metadata and semantic content analysis. The recommendation engine allowed
content to get to the user, explained why the content was recommend to
them and tried to avoid the “filter bubble” by opening the algorithm to
new choices. The business use for such a recommender engine had to be
supported by strategy with the final words that big data has to be part of
the scope of an individual archive.
The final panel discussion of the seminar suggests technology opens up
opportunities. In News there is a new culture of Search from anywhere
– fast, flexible and adaptable. Archives need to prove their value as production and journalist teams are now adding metadata. Now social media
and tweets individualise the journalist profession, automatically freeing up
archive colleagues to do more creative upstream data manipulation, curation and collection building. There is a fundamental shift in skillsets with
new emerging file formats, fast changing technologies, coding, programming and supporting change management in organisations is key.

Vicky Plaine & Jacqui Gupta
FIAT/IFTA Media Management Commission
Glasgow/London, May 2018
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2825887 – HAMBURGERBRYGGERIET (DETAIL)
1969: Workers at the brewer Pripps in the companies facility in the Hamburgerbryggeriet, Stockholm, Sweden. Photographer: Bertil S-son Åberg		
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35573 – ÄGGAUTOMAT
1962: A vending machine for eggs near Hamburg, Germany		

34517 – ROBOT I PLÅT (DETAIL)
192?: Schoolboys interested in the steel robot used to explain the physiology of the human
frame at the Horticultural Hall, London, UK		
© SVT Bild
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40781 – ANSIKTSMASK
1946: Woman wearing facial treatment mask attached to the “juke-box diathermy machine”,
New York, USA.						
© SVT Bild
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1010833 – OLYCKSFALLSFÖRSÄKRAD GENOM FINGERAVTRYCK
1965: automat for finger print based signing of day-long accident insurance, designed for
sports world championships, Vienna, Austria		
© SVT Bild
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1010784 – ISTÄLLET FÖR KÖRLEKTION
196?: Driving skill test machine, a novelty attraction at the Prater amusement park,
Vienna, Austria
				
© SVT Bild
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77822 – MASKINELL RAKNING
1957: A man getting a shave during a demonstration of the mechanical hands “Master
Slave Manipulator,” developed to handle radio-active and toxic materials at the Harvell
Atomic Research Establishment, Didcot, UK			
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35924 – MEKANISKA HÄNDER
1952: Mechanical hands developed for handling of radio-active materials, here assisting
a woman in lighting her cigarette, USA			
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1872117 – EN ROBOT MED KÄNSLOR
1931: The Robot “Willie Vocalite”, apart from being able to smoke, move about, speaking and operating electrical devices, also “capable of displaying masculine affection" by
the Westinghouse Co., St. Louis, USA			
© SVT Bild
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4264 – ROBOT
1928: Inventor Captain W.H. Richards with assisant preparing the “Richard’s Universal
Robot” for exhibition at the Royan Horticultural Halls. The robot London. The robot
also called “Eric” stands up, raises his arms and legs individually, talks and answers
questions when commanded, UK
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542935 – ROBOTEN GEORGE (DETAIL)
1934: The robot “George” able to answer “any question on any subject”, on display at
Selfridge’s department store, London, UK
© SVT Bild
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1872119 – DEN PERFEKTE MANNEN
19??: The robot “Dr. Motor,” able to display facial expressions while presenting a speech,
with his inventor, Hungarian, professor Francis Tarjan, London, UK © SVT Bild
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1163542 – ROBOT PÅ VÄRLDSUTSTÄLLNINGEN I CHICAGO
1934: A robot made to mimic US comedian Fred Allen, boarding the train in New York
bound for the Chicago World’s Fair, USA 		
© SVT Bild
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1812742 – SKÖNHETEN OCH ODJURET
1933: Actors portraying “The Beauty and the Beast 1968” during rehearsals for the
"Fairy Tale Ball" charity event, at Grosvenor House, London, UK
© SVT Bild
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2322320 – SMART MASKIN
1930: Worker operating a filling and cork crowning machine, at the Brewers Exhibition at
the Royal Agricultural Hall, London, UK
© SVT Bild
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2183528 – SKOR PÅ LÖPANDE BAND
19??: Worker operating a shoe sole laminating machine, Germany

© SVT Bild
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